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ABSTRACT

Humoring Violations: Uncanny Humor in Victorian Sensation Fiction
by
Christine Choi

Advisor: Talia Schaffer

Considering the many absurd coincidences, gender-bending characters, and unsubtle
mockery of novelistic conventions that exist in Victorian sensation fiction, humor is something
seldom examined in connection to the genre. Humoring Violations: Uncanny Humor in Victorian
Sensation Fiction aims to fill this important critical gap by analyzing humor in well-known
sensation texts as well as a later example of the genre: Mary Elizabeth Braddon’s Lady Audley’s
Secret, Wilkie Collins’s The Woman in White, and Ouida’s Moths.
This study specifically considers humor in context with the uncanny and the violent,
which is what makes it unique to the Victorian sensation novel. Many of the instances of humor
that are analyzed occur when an ostensibly uncanny or violent aspect with the potential to
culminate into horror unexpectedly subsides. It is in this incongruous moment that humor arises
almost imperceptibly, and functions as a way to deal with the dread or incomprehensibility of the
uncanny. To be confronted with humor is to be confronted with the anxieties and tensions of the
uncanny that humor helps to elide. It is in this way that humor works unobtrusively with the
uncanny in response to various menacing cultural, historical, and political anomalies surrounding
the sensational text. In paying attention to these reversals then, we can read humor as an essential
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medium for the expression of sensation authors’ cultural, historical, and political critiques. This
mode of analysis more readily makes evident why humor was inserted into these otherwise
serious, and uncanny texts, and why an attention to humor is crucial in our study of them now.
In addition to revelations about cultural values, constructs, and stereotypes that were in
ascendancy at the time each sensation novel was produced, and how each author interrogates
them, attention is given to the evolution of humor, from the more subtle humor of Braddon, to
the macabre humor of Collins, and the garish sarcasm of Ouida. Doing so reveals important
changes in the novels themselves and the way humor and our responses to it articulates the
cultural economy.
In these ways, this study intends not only to highlight an omitted (and pivotal) aspect of
sensation fiction, but also to demonstrate how humor offers a more modern and critically viable
approach to interpreting this genre.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction

Let us for a moment consider the Victorian sensational novel beside one of its modern,
American counterparts, the Lifetime movie. Much like Victorian sensation novels in their time,
Lifetime movies carry the stigma of being formulaic and contrived. Characterized by plots rife
with secrets, lies, and deception, they deal in coincidental occurrences, heightened suspense, and
women both in physical danger and oftentimes the source behind it. Ellen Wood’s sensation
novel East Lynne would fit right in, whereby a hideously disfigured Isabel returns home after an
unsuccessful love affair, and must work covertly as a governess to her own children in the house
of her former husband and his new wife. Events unfold with maximum melodrama: babies stolen
from the womb, spouses who end up having unspeakable pasts, and murderous villains exposed
in an otherwise quiet suburban neighborhood. Execution aside, the stories are not completely
farfetched, and in fact raise real issues about culturally relevant topics such as domestic violence,
social expectations, and marital distrust and infidelity. Due to our culture’s disdain for
traditionally female genres like melodrama and sentiment, however, Lifetime movies are
generally considered trivial and humorous, and as mindless entertainment for only a select (i.e.,
female) audience. Why then are the plots of these otherwise serious stories deliberately inflected
by humor? What can we make of these unexpected shifts in narrative disposition? How does
paying attention to who or what is rendered as humorous and when provide key insights into the
concerns and anxieties of the era in which these stories were created? What do they tell us about
the values, prejudices, and belief systems of the contemporary audiences that mock them and
thereby the real issues they pose? What is the larger cultural significance of regarding stories
with “women in peril” and “women as peril” tropes as trivial? Given its reputation as a network
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for women, why does Lifetime continue to produce such movies that exploit distorted
stereotypes of its target audience? Is there, in fact, a method to this humor?
This study asks similar questions of Victorian sensation novels, a clear predecessor to
Lifetime movies. Despite there being a gap of over a century and a half between sensation
fiction’s heyday and today’s Lifetime movies, the two are related in terms of their melodramatic
treatment of serious subject matter, which often lends itself to humor. As with Lifetimes movies,
analyzing the humor in Victorian sensation novels would be beneficial as a means of bringing to
light the frustrations or absurdities of its contemporary society. Examining humor would also be
revealing of the existing cultural values, constructs, and stereotypes that were in ascendancy at
the time each sensation novel was produced, and how each author interrogates them. Considering
the many absurd coincidences, gender-bending characters, and unsubtle mockery of novelistic
conventions that exist in Victorian sensation fiction, humor is something seldom examined in
connection to the genre.1 Early recovery work by critics like Patrick Brantlinger, whose seminal
essay “What is ‘Sensational’ about the ‘Sensation Novel’?” (1892), repeatedly emphasize the
genre’s fluidity, yet neglect humor as one of its many elements. Likewise, in Pamela K. Gilbert’s
A Companion to Sensation Fiction (2011), a comprehensive collection of the most recent critical
scholarship on the genre, inherent associations with diverse topics including law and science are
explored, but research into sensation’s comic spirit is conspicuously absent. This study aims to
fill this important critical gap.
Despite numerous examples of humor in Victorian culture (i.e., Punch magazine and the
works of Thackeray or Oscar Wilde), it is no surprise that in a body of work typically penned
and read by women, humor would be dissociated. As Sevda Caliskan aptly puts it in her article

A notable exception is Karen M. Odden, who discusses the use of reflexive humor in Mary Elizabeth Braddon’s
John Marchmont’s Legacy.
1
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titled “Is There Such a Thing as Women’s Humor,” women and humor have been traditionally
perceived as incompatible because of “the tendency to regard literary humor as a distinctly male
province” (49). Yet, it is common knowledge for Victorian scholars nowadays that female
authors frequently used humor to communicate their social critiques in a less threatening and
radical way.
In addition to the myth about women’s humorous incapacities brought on by their inferior
natures, the lack of attention to sensational humor can likewise be attributed to the fact that
humor is an elusive concept that defies definition. Sean Zwagerman, in his 2010 study on
women’s humor, describes this as humor’s “shiftiness,” or its “use of multiple meanings, of
indirection and implication, its play with language and conventions…to confound every attempt
to contain humor within clear categories, definitions, or theories” (1). According to Zwagerman,
“[t]he problem is not that all past definitions and theories of humor are wrong, but that they all
are right—somewhat and sometimes. But they all invite easy exceptions, and as comprehensive
explanations, they fall short” (2). There are also issues with breaking down humor into narrower
categories. Eileen Gillooly has pointed out how classifying humor into specific categories, such
as irony, miss the mark: “Labeling what was quietly, obliquely, often evasively derisive or
subversively funny in [Jane] Austen’s narrative discourse as ‘irony’ struck me as reductive and
debilitating” (xvii). No traditional category of humor is sufficient to describe, for example, the
funny, sexually charged banter of Jane and Mr. Rochester, or to account for the sudden,
surprising deflation of the passionate betrothal scene of The Tenant of Wildfell Hall—in which
the narrating heroine, responding to her future husband’s bullying insistence that she admit she
loves him, comments: ‘This was unendurable. I made an effort to rise, but he was kneeling on
my dress.’” (xviii).
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For this very reason, back in 1900, Henri Bergson soundly advised against “imprisoning
the comic spirit within a definition” at all; instead, we should “regard it…as a living thing” (2).
He goes on to say that watching humor “grow and expand” and finally “achieve the strangest
metamorphoses” will result in “useful” knowledge about the “human imagination” as well as
about art and life (2). Freud similarly emphasized humor’s transformative nature and saw it as a
creative way of articulating a multitude of thoughts and feelings about the world, be it sympathy
or scorn, anxiety or relief, anger or affection, joy or frustration, and so on.2
My study of humor similarly focuses on its creative and transformative character, and
what its unexpected presence within the otherwise shocking and anxious-inducing narratives tell
us about the larger cultural and historical forces at work. Since there is no simple answer to the
deceivingly simple question “What is humor?” (especially considering Victorian humor might
not be funny to modern readers, and vice versa), I will avoid “defining” what humor is, or to
classify it by a set of formal properties, but rather by what it does. Here, I borrow from M.J.
Robinson, who incisively views humor as “a trope through which the inexpressible and queer
elements of human nature are allowed expression” (57). Laughter is not a necessary
consequence. As with humor, I consider the term “queer” here in its widest sense to mean
anything odd, disturbing, or amiss3. In other words, I argue there is a hidden poetics of humor in
sensation fiction that intentionally disrupts otherwise (in)tense moments, or dominant discursive
formations, in the narrative by pointing out a queer subtext. This poetics operates discursively as
a type of palimpsest—or in Gilbert and Gubar’s conception of feminist works, “whose surface
designs conceal or obscure deeper, less accessible (and less socially acceptable) levels of

See Freud, “Humour.”
I borrow again from M.J. Robinson, whose wider application of the term “queer” is derived from Jon Savage and
Isaac Julien, “Queering the Pitch: A Conversation” in Critical Quarterly 36.1 (Spring 1994): 1-12.
2
3
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meaning” (73). Therefore, my focus is on when and how humor takes place in the narrative, its
objective, and the functions (social, political and otherwise) it serves. In this way, I intend not
only to highlight an omitted (and pivotal) aspect of sensation fiction, but also to demonstrate how
humor offers a more modern and critically viable approach to interpreting this genre.
In addition to the inscription of a queer cultural critique as mentioned above, a study of
sensational humor can also show how the sensation novel evolved comically over time, from the
more subtle humor of Mary Elizabeth Braddon, to the macabre humor of Wilkie Collins, and the
garish sarcasm of Ouida. As such, if we pay attention to the evolution of humor within sensation
novels, we can also uncover important changes in the novels themselves and the way humor and
our response to it articulates the cultural economy. Moreover, since a temporal distance is
sometimes required before we can observe humor, modern readers can thus revel in the
preposterous circumstances anew, celebrating the genre’s antic dismissal of realist fiction that
many Victorian critics denounced.
In this study of humor, I intend to demonstrate the critical value of analyzing those
moments in sensation fiction where the seriousness, or the feeling of the uncanny, is disrupted in
favor of humor. Consider, for instance, how The Woman in White’s Walter Hartright invites the
reader to objectify Marian Halcombe, who is at first unaware of his presence. Studying her for a
while from behind, Walter delights in Marian’s lovely feminine form. His complimentary
remarks about her figure give us no reason to suspect any discrepancy with her face. Yet, when
Marian turns around and Walter finally sees her face, that is exactly what happens. We are told
that the beautiful-bodied “lady is ugly!” (Collins 34) because her face resembles that of a man. It
is in this reversal of expectation that humor arises.
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I view humor broadly as the unexpected breaks in the dominant discursive formations of
the text. These breaks heighten the tension and create surprise, occasionally but not always
resulting in laughter. In fact, humor can incite a range of emotions, including compassion, relief,
or anger, by way of highlighting issues that are serious or even threatening. Unlike plain shock,
however, humor involves a benign-violation, or when a stimulus is simultaneously perceived as
threatening and harmless. Shock makes humor possible as its flip side. Humor works to conceal
even as it reveals, thereby beckoning readers to probe more thoughtfully at what incongruities
the humor points to and the emotional responses that result from such for deeper insight.
By pairing together two seemingly incompatible parts – a feminine body and a masculine
face – Collins upsets the narrative’s earlier feeling of comfort and pleasure. We can read this
scene as humorous because although Walter’s attraction to Marian is threatening to “normal”
masculine desire, it is excused as a harmless error of nature rather than an error on Walter’s part
(34). Thus, Collins’s incongruous juxtaposition can be read as humorous, and suggestive of
several cultural absurdities. The first is a gap between cultural expectations and physical reality.
The second is a dissociation between sexual feeling and sexual instinct: “While Walter’s bodily
instinct tells him that Marian is attractive, his socially constructed aesthetic sense tells him that
she is not” (R. Collins 153). Together, they underline both Walter’s and Marian’s queerness, read
as their liminality with respect to the dominant culture, which underlies the whole narrative.
This scene will be revisited later to more fully explore and analyze its queer subtext, but
let me first briefly review the history of sensation fiction criticism to show how critics from the
start have mainly grappled with the question of the genre’s subversiveness to the neglect of much
else. Only in recent decades has the field truly matured, with critics asking more diverse and
complex questions about the genre, and even devoting monographs to its authors. Exploring how
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different modes of humor operate within sensation fiction will further take us beyond the neat
binary of reversion/subversion that critics of sensation have, as the following will demonstrate,
been recapitulating for decades.

The Critical Revival of Sensation Fiction: 1960s-Present
Kathleen Tillotson begins her well-known and often cited introduction to The Woman in
White, subtitled “The Lighter Reading of the Eighteen-Sixties,” with a simple, yet telling
statement about mid-Victorian readers: “No one in the eighteen-sixties would have had any
doubt what was meant by ‘lighter reading’” (xi). Although the term is no longer used today,
Victorian scholars would know that it refers to the genre of sensation fiction, and that it is also
freighted with various social, cultural, and political implications, the study of which are seminal
in mapping mid-Victorian discourses. Such critical esteem of sensation fiction is, of course, the
result of decades of recovery work, beginning with Tillotson’s aforementioned 1969 essay in
which she highlights three important contributions of the sensation genre in “modernizing” the
novel. These include: (1) the use of contemporary settings, which brought readers in closer
proximity to the time and place of the novel’s events; (2) the extension of thematic focus,
however exploitative, to include taboo subjects like bigamy and seduction; and (3) the shift in
narrative form, “stimulated by the need to sustain a mystery and delay its solution” (xx).
Tillotson’s assertions challenged the more traditionally reductive views of early Victorian critics
like H.L. Mansel, who in his 1863 review of the genre vehemently impugned sensation fiction as
“[w]ritten to meet an ephemeral demand, aspiring only to an ephemeral existence” (485).
Moreover, Tillotson’s essay includes an incisive commentary on the working relationship
between Wilkie Collins and Charles Dickens, citing the production of Great Expectations as also
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influenced by the “common demands” (xxii) of serial publication that shaped The Woman in
White. Tillotson thus historicizes the sensation novel as a significant period in Victorian
publishing history and the symbol of a new literary trend. She also mentions how Dickens’
iconic status somehow rescued him from suffering the same censure as his younger protégé, the
king of the sensation novel, even when the “master” adopted his student’s tools. According to
Tillotson, although The Mystery of Edwin Drood is characteristically “sensational,” due to its late
publication (after the heyday of sensation), and “above all, because it is by Dickens” (xxv) it was
clearly distinct from the “lighter reading of the eighteen-sixties” – at least in the minds of
Dickens’ contemporaries.
It was not until over a decade later in 1980, following renewed critical interest in
sensation novels, that the first full-length study by Winifred Hughes was published. In The
Maniac in the Cellar: Sensation Novels of the 1860s, Hughes critically explores the genre as a
psychological expression of “the deepest, subconscious anxieties of its age” (65). Both its
popularity and its criticism, according to Hughes, lay in its articulation of the tensions
characteristic of life in mid-century England. What was particularly objectionable about
sensation novels was their violation of supposedly inviolate Victorian principles, namely that the
domestic haven could be the center of crime, and the angel of the house the perpetrator.
Hughes’s work was undoubtedly seminal in renewing interest in and reestablishing the
significance of a once-forgotten genre. However, in focusing on the sensation novel as a
radically subversive social corrective against Victorian middle-class arrogance and the prevailing
“realism,” Hughes inadvertently sets up the subversive/regressive debate that would characterize
much of the genre’s early recovery work. Later critics have since called attention to the flaws in
Hughes’s study, linking it to her limited view of the sixties sensation novels as an isolated
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phenomenon. As Thomas Boyle and Pamela K. Gilbert point out in their respective studies,
much of the sensational content could already be read in the average Victorian newspaper, and so
the appeal of the genre was not in “bringing the terrifying into the midst of the middle-class
neighborhood, as Hughes asserts,” but rather “remov[ing] . . . and fram[ing] it, so that it might be
perused safely and at some distance” (Gilbert Disease, Desire and the Body 69). Moreover,
while a newspaper article offered little context or resolution, the sensation novel provided
readers with a structure, motive, and conclusion for the transgressions, allowing the public to
consume the uncanny tales in a more palatable, safe form.
Thus, in attempting to restore the genre’s cultural significance, Hughes perhaps
overstates its subversive qualities, which in turn prompted scholars who followed to either take
up or challenge the idea. Likewise, in Hughes’s classification of the sensation genre as the
“violent yoking of romance and realism” (16), she fails to challenge the view upheld by the
Victorians that realist novels are the more ideologically coherent, serious fiction. We can trace
the influence of Hughes’s study in Patrick Brantlinger’s 1982 essay, “What is ‘Sensational’
about the ‘Sensation Novel’?” in which he reexamines the sensation novel from historical,
structural, and psychological standpoints in order to reach a clearer understanding of the then
largely ignored genre. Rather than “drawing hard-and-fast lines between it” (2) and other genres,
Brantlinger adopts a Derridean lens to highlight how Victorian critics used “sensation” as an
umbrella term to encompass “a mixture of sometimes contradictory forms, styles, and
conventions” (3), or more generally those novels that deviated from the loftier mode of realism.
Granted, he points to certain structural and stylistic particularities (i.e., plots involving crime,
bigamy, and murder; narratives that withhold information from readers, etc.), but overall
Brantlinger traces the genre’s genealogy as both a fusion and extension of various other forms,
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including realism, the gothic, melodrama, and romance. On one level Brantlinger agrees with
Hughes that sensation novels are subversive by “stripp[ing] the veils from Victorian
respectability and prudery, exposing bigamists and adulterers” and “undoing narrative
omniscience to let in kinds of knowledge that realistic fiction had often excluded” (26).
Ultimately, though, he finds this subversion to be “regressive” (27) because it often
backhandedly validates that which it is supposedly challenging. Furthermore, like Tillotson,
Brantlinger denounces the reasons behind the violent and criminal content of sensation fiction,
citing that authors had more interest in “exploit[ing] public interest in these issues” (6) rather
than pushing for any actual reform.
Stimulated by the second wave of the women’s movement and debates about canon
revision, scholarship on the sensation novel took a turn towards feminist investigations, with
such works as Elaine Showalter’s A Literature of Their Own (1977) and Sally Mitchell’s The
Fallen Angel (1981), both of which contain chapters devoted to the sensation genre. Despite this
new interpretive lens, these early feminist studies did not move us away from questions of the
genre’s subversiveness. The feminist recovery of sensation novels in both studies depended on
whether its female characters could be read as radical or not. In the former, Showalter calls
attention to the forgotten female sensation novelists, who pushed the imaginative limits of novelwriting for women writers, and thus played a pivotal role in the evolution of a female literary
tradition. She credits female sensationalists with providing insight into Victorian women’s
dissatisfaction with their limited roles and imagining outlets for the expression of their
suppressed discontent that undermine domesticity and the roles defined by it (158-9). Of
particular note is Showalter’s well-known analysis of Braddon’s Lady Audley’s Secret in which
she describes the heroine as a “golden-haired kille[r] whose actions are a sardonic commentary
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on the real feelings of the Angel in the House” (28). The question of whether or not Lady Audley
is truly subversive would be the subject of many feminist studies of the novel to come.4
Mitchell, on the other hand, focuses on the centrality of female characters and the way
female experience is represented through the archetypal “fallen” woman, who assumes
masculine traits, rides horses unaccompanied, seeks money, power, and a high social position,
and most significantly is sexually experienced. Mitchell remarks, “One can hardly open a novel
written at the height of the vogue without discovering a woman unchaste in fact, in reputation, or
by desire, whether with intent, by accident, or through a technicality” (73). She illustrates this
fact with accounts of the various “fallen angels” within sensation fiction, including Aurora Floyd
in the same-titled book by Braddon and Mrs. Henry (Ellen) Wood’s Isabel Vane in East Lynne,
each of whom invites tragic commentary. This proliferation of the deviant heroine, according to
Mitchell, was owing to changing social patterns and the fears that accompanied them. As the
social role of women changed, the “ethereal image of womanhood” (87) became obsolete, and
authors responded to the new mass demand for the more fascinating, unchaste woman. The
“fallen” woman doubled as a response to rigid social mores imposed on Victorian women, and
an expression of contemporary concerns about women’s ambition and their use of sexual
attractiveness to gain an advantage over men. By the end of the novel, however, the transgression
is usually reversed or mitigated by the restoration of “justice.” For instance, in Rhoda
Broughton’s Not Wisely, But Too Well, Kate must pay for her sexual urges towards Dare by
losing him to a freak accident, and spending the remainder of her life repenting in a convent and
alleviating social ills. Nevertheless, while sensation novels often offered only a “conservative
reaction to a new social phenomenon” (75), Mitchell also points out that they were not without

4

See, for instance, Peters, Briganti, and Voskuil.
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“a remaining substratum of ambiguity” (73). Using Not Wisely again as an example, although
Kate must face punishment for her impropriety, she notably escapes marriage and a life of
domesticity.
Feminist studies of the genre continued to flourish in the 1990s, with research by Lyn
Pykett, Anne Cvetkovich, Kate Flint, and Pamela K. Gilbert, each of whom tackles the
subversion issue in her own way. In The ‘Improper’ Feminine: The Women’s Sensation Novel
and the New Woman Writing (1992), Pykett conjoins a study of the mid-century sensation novel
and fin-de-siècle New Woman fiction, tracing analogous expressions of discontent about
Victorian women’s experiences and almost unanimous critical scorn for the authors who voiced
them. Pykett’s study was the first to link together these two apparently disparate forms, and to
acknowledge the influence of feminine impropriety in sensational heroines on late nineteenthcentury portrayals of the New Woman figure. Emphasizing the political undercurrents of each,
she regards both forms as
site[s] in which the contradictions, anxieties and opposing ideologies of Victorian
culture converge and are put into play, and as . . . medium[s] which registered and
negotiated (or failed to negotiate) a wide range of profound cultural anxieties
about gender stereotypes, sexuality, class, the family and marriage” (50-51).
Cvetkovich’s Mixed Feelings: Feminism, Mass Culture, and Victorian Sensationalism,
though published the same year as The ‘Improper’ Feminine, shares “mixed feelings about a
feminist politics of affect” (1) in Victorian sensation fiction, assessing expressions of female
emotion as more politically suspect than empowering. Through close readings of key sensation
texts, Cvetkovich contends that while at first threatening, the sensationalized woman is
ultimately controlled by a male detective figure, and the “structures of bourgeois life . . . are
reinforced rather than challenged by the intimate scrutiny of the internal landscape of women’s
lives” (10). As such, Cvetkovich diverges from more traditional feminist accounts of the
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liberatory effects of affective expression in sensational heroines (i.e., Showalter’s reading of
Lady Audley).
In The Woman Reader (1993), Kate Flint meanwhile moves beyond reader response
approaches and instead focuses on the way the category of the Victorian “woman reader” was
constructed in various texts at particular historical moments, including during the heyday of
sensation fiction. In doing so, she demonstrates not a “consistent, stable identity” (322), but a
contested site where competing discourses overlap. Flint particularly emphasizes prevailing
constructions of the “woman reader” as both positively receptive to instructional literature, yet
corruptible by transgressive fictions. Flint thus provides an insightful historical account of how
women’s reading practices were monitored and controlled from 1837-1914, and the degree to
which actual Victorian women diverged from the expectations about “what, when, and how a
woman should read” (73).
Gilbert’s Disease, Desire, and the Body in Victorian Women’s Popular Novels (1997)
similarly explores how abstract constructions of femaleness functioned to police the act of
reading, also seen as a site of ideological influence. Drawing together metaphors of reading and
bodily activities such as eating, substance abuse, and sex, Gilbert explains how such associations
with contamination and disease stigmatized sensation novels as potentially dangerous, especially
to the more affectively susceptible female readers, and thereby to the health of the nation. Gilbert
also historicizes the “sensation” label, allowing for a broader context as to its development, as it
did not simply spring into being in the 1860s as so many previous studies would have us believe.
The genre itself can thus be seen as historically conditioned rather than a fixed product of
intrinsic textual features. As Gilbert points out, “sensation” was used as an “indiscriminate label
for popular literature, usually by women, that seemed in any way transgressive” (81).
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Alongside this trend of feminist investigations of sensation fiction’s subversiveness,
gender studies were also broadened by queer studies of the novel. For instance, D.A. Miller’s
reading of The Woman in White in The Novel and the Police (1988) draws on Foucault to
demonstrate how Collins’s novel performs a less obvious, but nevertheless effective policing
function. While we have traditionally thought of the act of reading as a private experience, or as
a source of pleasure, Miller challenges our expectations of the novel and of literary criticism by
instead pointing to how the novel enacts a form of social control. He focuses on the famous
opening scene where Walter meets the mysterious and distressed woman in white, who leaves
both the hero and the reader unnerved. Miller applies queer theory in arguing that this double
experience of nervousness represents a fear of becoming feminized, especially traumatizing for
the masculine reader, who undergoes homosexual panic (112). Both Hartright, and in turn the
reader, must then work to neutralize this feminist threat, a goal finally achieved at the end of the
novel through the legitimizing and socially respectable nuclear family (133). While an incisive
treatment of the novel as a disciplinary agent for Victorian culture, Miller’s interpretation of the
sensation novel as serving the interests of patriarchy ultimately reifies the scholarly focus on, in
this case, the genre’s regressive or conservative nature.
In a similar vein, Richard Nemesvari offers a queer reading of Braddon’s seminal
sensation text in “Robert Audley’s Secret: Male Homosocial Desire in Lady Audley’s Secret”
(1995) that marks its regressive potential. Nemesvari argues that Robert’s masculinity rests on
his own repressed homosexual desires, exposing the “self-interested and self-protective denial
which underlies Victorian patriarchal society” (516). In addition to highlighting the male
homoerotic elements in the text, Nemesvari also makes an important historical observation about
how the formulation of the concept of “homosexuality” coincided with sensation fiction’s
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heyday, but was not coincidentally taken up by the authors whose texts were “intended to startle,
if not appall, their audience” (515).
Aside from gender studies, a growing number of scholars devoted their scholarship to
specific authors branded as “sensational,” with Wilkie Collins and Mary Elizabeth Braddon
receiving a majority of attention in full-length studies. This marked a promising move for studies
that went beyond questions of sensation fiction’s subversive potential and in celebrating the
talents of its creators. Sue Lonoff’s Wilkie Collins and His Victorian Readers: A Study in the
Rhetoric of Authorship (1982), Jenny Bourne Taylor’s In the Secret Theatre of Home: Wilkie
Collins, Sensation Narrative, and Nineteenth-Century Psychology (1988) and her more recent
edited collection The Cambridge Companion to Wilkie Collins (2006) are all comprehensive
studies that explore Collins’ textual aesthetics and provide a better understanding of his social
purposes, notably his concern with the treatment of mental illness. Meanwhile, Braddon scholars
can turn to Robert Lee Wolff’s Sensation Victorian: The Life and Fiction of Mary Elizabeth
Braddon (1979); Beyond Sensation: Mary Elizabeth Braddon in Context (2000) edited by
Marlene Tromp, Pamela K. Gilbert, and Aeron Haynie; and New Perspectives on Mary Elizabeth
Braddon (2012) edited by Jessica Cox. The first is a biography, while the latter two are
collections of essays, but each of these works has the aim of establishing Braddon as more than
just the author of Lady Audley’s Secret. Considering her private life (i.e., the pressure to provide
for her family and the stigma of living out of wedlock with a married man), her prolific output of
writing in a number of genres and formats, and her esteem amongst literary contemporaries like
Henry James, these works collectively reposition Braddon as a seminal author of the Victorian
era.
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Moreover, sensation made its way into undergraduate curricula, and increasingly more
graduate students have devoted their studies to researching the genre. Such establishment in the
academy has paved the way for renewed interest in undeservedly long-forgotten Victorian
authors positioned outside the canon, including Ellen Wood and Rhoda Broughton. Andrew
Maunder’s Varieties of Women’s Sensation Fiction (2004) reprints the works of and offers
commentary on these and other hitherto obscure sensation novelists such as Florence Marryat,
Felicia Skene, Mary Cecil Hay, and Dora Russell. In 2010, Richard Fantina published Victorian
Sensational Fiction the first, and well overdue, full-length study on Charles Reade. The
following year, Richard Nemesvari (2011) published the first book devoted to reconsidering
Thomas Hardy in light of his sensational fiction.
Following the extensive recovery of sensation fiction, further scholarship refocused
attention on understanding these works in new contexts and offering a fresh view of them
“beyond the early binary in which [they] were either seen as reinforcing or transgressing
traditional gender roles, or were considered only in relation to the history of feminism” (Gilbert
A Companion to Sensation 6). Marlene Tromp (2000) has studied how sensation’s representation
of and unconventional resistance to marital violence in middle- and upper-class homes posed a
direct challenge to Victorian law by “unsettling the cultural truths” (The Private Rod 139).
Andrew Mangham’s interdisciplinary approach (2007) also introduces a legal dimension, which
he combines with medical theories to develop his gender study of sensation. Sometimes his
readings seem a bit forced, however, especially his analysis of No Name in which he compares
Mrs. Lecount’s covert clipping of a piece from the hem of Magdalen’s dress (a means of
exposing the latter’s disguise) to a clitoridectomy.
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Two insightful books by Nicholas Daly present sensation novels from the 1860s as
revealing of the impact of modernity on culture and politics. In Literature, Technology, and
Modernity (2004), Daly demonstrates how the sensation novel, with its melodramatic stimuli to
shock, startle and unsettle the complacent reader, was used as a means to assimilate readers with
the pervading (and potentially threatening) presence of modernity. He attributes reading
sensation to a kind of “modernization of the senses” (34-55), training readers physiologically to
adapt to the rapidly industrializing and rapidly moving society, which is dramatized in the novels
by the new technology of the railway. With its attention to railway schedules and its emphasis on
a time-driven plot, Daly argues, “what the sensation novel was preaching to the nerves was a
new time-discipline” (49): the importance of strictly adhering to a schedule and the danger of
being out of sync. According to Daly, “through its deployment of suspense and nervousness the
sensation novel synchronizes its readers with industrial modernity” (37), thereby enacting a
fantasy where the difference between man and machine is erased. Louise Lee (2011) makes a
similar observation regarding the mastery of technology (trains, telegraphs, and steamships) by
Braddon’s Lady Audley, who effortlessly travels by train and communicates via telegraph. Lee
wittily points out that “Lady Audley is never shown sending a telegraph, poring over train
timetables, missing trains, or even (heaven forbid) waiting for late ones” (135). Ultimately, both
Daly and Lee highlight the paradox that while technology is new and thus threatening, it is also
familiar and typical of our daily lives, and there is pleasure in imagining our mastery of it.
Daly’s following book Sensation and Modernity in the 1860s (2009) extends his earlier
research, this time uncovering a political agenda related to the use of sensation to train readers.
Coinciding not only with industrial modernity, but also with the political transformations set off
by the 1867 Reform Bill, the cultural phenomenon of sensation was naturally used to both
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articulate and manage contemporary political and social anxieties (i.e., blurred class distinctions,
mass consumption, and the hierarchical shift of power to the working class). According to Daly,
“writers and artists in the years of Reform meditated upon the crowd as a category made visible
by both social and political modernization” and how to address this unwieldy and heterogeneous
mass, “sometimes trying to capture its attention, sometimes trying to evade it” (150). He reads
The Woman in White as Wilkie Collins’s “experiment in capturing the attention of the masses,
and a meditation on the place of the artist under the new dispensation” (45).
Offering still other fresh angles of approaching the genre, Transatlantic Sensations
(2012) is the first study to make connections between American and European sensation texts. It
also traces the origins of sensation to much earlier and broadens the definition of sensation to
include salacious sexual content. There has also been growing interest in the publishing contexts
of sensation novels. Graham Law’s Serializing Fiction in the Victorian Press (2000) offers a
history of Victorian serialization, with a particular focus on newspaper syndication of serial
fiction. Deborah Wynne’s The Sensation Novel and the Victorian Family Magazine (2001)
resituates sensation novels in the context of the weekly or monthly periodicals in which they first
appeared alongside various other contents that may have influenced the public’s reading
experience of them. Finally, in Educating the Proper Woman Reader (2004), Jennifer Phegley
points to family literary magazines as diverging from the more common critiques of women as
passive readers in peril of corruption. This genre of magazine supported women readers and saw
that the act of “reading could be personally fulfilling for women without being dangerous” (22).
Despite all these strides made in over half a century of criticism, critics of sensation have
somehow overlooked the significance of sensational humor, with the exception of Karen M.
Odden, who has pointed out how Mary Elizabeth Braddon uses “humorous reflexivity” in John
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Marchmont’s Legacy to critique the generic formulation of the sensation genre. According to
Odden, in foregrounding the conventions that organize her novel, Braddon reconfigures genre as
a looming figure that dominates the textual world rather than conceptualizes it. In other words, it
is through the expectation of arbitrary conventions that sensational effects are produced, which
exposes sensation as a fabricated product of the critical discourse rather than of the authors who
have more accurately been incarcerated by the “assigned generic pedigree” (Gilbert Disease,
Desire, and the Body 59). Thus, Braddon’s humor works both to empower the woman reader
“who can appreciate her own cleverness at recognizing the joke” and to humble the critic when
“the poisonous effects of sensation fiction [are rendered] moot” (Odden 23).
While Odden’s argument is significant for studies of humor in sensation, it is limited by
her remark that Braddon’s reflexive humor only appears in what she calls the “second
generation” (37) of sensation novels, starting with John Marchmont’s Legacy. Aside from the
problematic label “second generation,” I contend that humor (reflexive and otherwise) can be
found in earlier sensation fiction, including that of Braddon. For instance, in Lady Audley’s
Secret, when Robert Audley fears he is being haunted by the presumably dead George Talboys,
he shuts and locks a door that is suspiciously ajar in his apartment and proudly declares, “I
haven’t read Alexandre Dumas and Wilkie Collins for nothing” (Braddon 395). He also mentions
how he will procure the son of his maidservant to sleep in the lobby for added protection: “The
youth plays popular melodies upon a piece of tissue paper and a small-tooth comb, and will be
quiet pleasant company” (395). In this scene, Braddon’s reflexivity works to flout both generic
and gender boundaries. First, she demonstrates the use of conventions, humorously drawing
attention to the fictionality of the story itself. Second, she overturns assumptions about women
and literature by implicating men as the unwitting victims of novel-reading. Therefore, if we
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ignore Odden’s categorization of sensation fiction into arbitrarily formed generation groups, we
can also see how humor is not something that suddenly appeared in John Marchmont’s Legacy.

Sensational Humor
In the last scene mentioned above, it is important to note the way in which humor is
inserted into the narrative. The scene comes after Robert exposes Lady Audley for what she is –
a social climbing murderess – and sends her off to a madhouse for safekeeping. Robert at first
mulls over how he is going to break the news to his uncle, who has no clue that his wife of nearly
two years is a bigamous, murdering fraud. Then, he thinks of poor Clara, for whom he has
intense romantic feelings, and how she will react to the news of her brother’s presumed death. At
this point, his mind becomes consumed with the thought of his dead friend’s body lying at the
bottom of the well at Audley Court, the spirit of George Talboys not at rest in that unhallowed
place. But then there is an odd shift from Robert’s musing over the hard hand life has dealt him,
he “to whom life was such an easy merry-go-round” (Braddon 394), to the trivialities of his love
for Clara. Now, all he can speak is Clara’s name5. He repeats it twice and bemoans, “If she
[Clara] happened to like the colour of my hair, or the tone of my voice, she might listen to me,
perhaps. But would she hear me anymore because I love her truly and purely . . . Not she!” (394).
In fact, it is almost as if Robert is slipping back to his old self, especially when he compares
Clara to Alicia, the former thought to be doing him a favor should she “fancy to trample upon
[his] uncouth person,” the latter still a “nuisance” in his eyes (394). He continues:
“I hope poor little Alicia may pick up with some fair-haired Saxon in the course
of her travels. I hope –” His thoughts wandered away wearily, and lost
themselves. How could he hope for anything, or think of anything, while the
memory of his dead friend’s unburied body haunted him like a horrible spectre?

5

This recalls Sir Michael, whom Robert has certainly taken after in being stricken by puppy love.
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(394)
Braddon strategically allows her hero only a momentary lapse of reason (and poking fun at
Alicia’s expense) before refocusing Robert’s energies on his social responsibilities. This manner
of weaving humor in and out of the narrative recalls Eileen Gillooly’s formulation of “feminine
humor,” which she describes as “brief, discrete, often fleeting moments” that interrupt the main
action (xvii). As such, sensational humor, with its likewise sudden and subtle appearances, can
fit under Gillooly’s terminology. Given that sensation fiction has been historically conceived as
women’s literature, owing to its avid female readership, it is fitting to find feminine techniques
adopted in its employment of humor. It also speaks further to the explanation as to why
sensational humor has thus far been overlooked, as such forms are barely recognized as humor
has been conveyed historically.
This study specifically considers humor in context with the uncanny and the violent,
which is what makes it unique to the Victorian sensation novel. Many of the instances of humor
that I analyze occur when an ostensibly uncanny or violent aspect with the potential to culminate
into horror unexpectedly subsides. It is in this incongruous moment that humor arises almost
imperceptibly, as it must, and functions as a way to deal with the dread or incomprehensibility of
the uncanny. To be confronted with humor is to be confronted with the anxieties and tensions of
the uncanny that humor helps to elide. It is in this way that humor works unobtrusively with the
uncanny in response to various menacing cultural, historical, and political anomalies surrounding
the sensational text. In paying attention to these reversals then, we can read humor as an essential
medium for the expression of sensation authors’ cultural, historical, and political critiques. This
mode of analysis more readily makes evident why humor was inserted into these otherwise
serious, and uncanny texts, and why an attention to humor is crucial in our study of them now.
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Also of importance to my study is the social function of humor. According to Herbert
Lefcourt, humor invites social interaction and can thus enhance community cohesion.
Furthermore, in his essay Laughter: An Essay on the Meaning of the Comic, Henri Bergson
points out the function of humor as a social corrective. The threat of mockery serves as an
impetus to change behavior or actions that are detrimental to society. In this way, laughter is
edifying, for it “pursues a utilitarian aim of general improvement” (20). However, if we
reconsider the dialectics of humor, its disciplinary function can be seen to discourage change. If
“[l]aughter shared by the oppressed at the expense of the oppressor reduces fear and helps people
to go on living under the regime with more ease” (Ziv “Humor” 360), then the opposite must
also be true. I will discuss these social dynamics of humor further in Chapter 4.
Finally, in any study of humor there is a tendency to break humor down according to
gender. Eileen Gillooly has identified what she calls “feminine humor,” which despite its name is
“open to male users” (xxiii), such as Anthony Trollope and Henry James. Gillooly describes
“feminine humor” as appearing covertly and in tension with the text’s dominant ideological
expression, enabling the speaker to quietly voice discontent about such cultural frustrations as
gender inequity. “Masculine humor,” on the other hand, is overt and provocative (a la Thackeray
in Vanity Fair). While Gillooly’s work is certainly a useful lens to read some of the instances of
humor in sensation fiction, not all of the humorous instances are marked by “passivity,
indirection, and self-effacement” (xix). In fact, I will specifically show how sensation authors (of
both sexes) selectively employ both masculine and feminine strategies of humor for different
aims. Ultimately, I will argue that humor makes visible otherwise obscure readings of sensation,
and provides new and rich contexts for reevaluating one of the most distrusted and popular forms
of Victorian novels.
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Chapter Summaries
While Lady Audley’s Secret is acclaimed for having one of the most notable villainesses
in the history of the nineteenth-century novel, the narrative also abounds in humor that is rarely
addressed. Chapter 2, “Charming Facades: Fair Fronts and Rotten Interiors in Lady Audley’s
Secret, explores these instances where Mary Elizabeth Braddon suddenly overturns Victorian
readers’ expectations by presenting ideas that are incongruous with dominant perceptions, thus
producing a quality of humor that is both amusing and threatening. I begin by tracing Braddon’s
humor in the description of Audley Court to highlight the novel’s ominous subtext: beneath the
veneer of apparent grandeur and stability of the upper classes is nonsense and disarray. The
domestic disharmony of Audley Court characterized by its decrepit interior and architectural
irregularities upset the noble estate’s air of stateliness (and by extension the home ideal) by
dramatizing its violability and lack of privacy due to both human and spectral invasions. Next, I
examine the humor of Alicia Audley’s blunt sincerity and emotional tirades, which on the one
hand seem to function on behalf of patriarchy in mocking her cousin, Robert’s, gender
nonconformity. On the other hand, I read her humor as self-deprecating and revealing of her
discontent with the limitations of Victorian gender norms. This reading is reinforced by
Braddon’s depiction of Alicia with a compassionate humor, which commiserates women’s
unfortunate fate of being confined to domesticity and defined solely by their function to men.
Probing these examples of humor allows for an alternative reading of Alicia that conceives of her
character as more than just a foil for Robert’s transformation. In contrast, the lack of humor in
association to Clara Talboys indicates that unlike Alicia she is not a threat to the prevailing
gender constructs, and reifies her character’s singular purpose in the novel as bolstering male
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homosocial bonds. Finally, I analyze the humor in connection to George Talboy’s tenuous
masculine identity. Although he has the pedigree of a gentleman, humor reveals that he lacks the
moral and intellectual substance, thus challenging the basis of his gender identity. Collectively,
humor in the novel reveals the logic of the façade as something that governs Lady Audley’s
Secret. The exposed pretentiousness of Audley Court echoes the logic of a fair front and a rotten
interior with regard to Lady Audley’s selfhood, Robert’s masculinity, and George’s entire life.
The next chapter, “Victorian Freaks and the Humorous Uncanny in The Woman in
White,” focuses on the scenes where Wilkie Collins consciously discharges the potential build-up
of the feeling of the uncanny, allowing it instead to dissolve into humor. These clear reversals of
narrative expectation, where the uncanny evolves into humor rather than horror because it is no
longer perceived as threatening, characterizes Collins’s novel, making humor just as critical a
component as the more prominent uncanny aspects. By paying particular attention to when and
how Collins shifts from an uncanny encounter to a humorous one, we can better interpret the
author’s critique with regard to the precarious nature of the Victorian masculine identity and the
English character. In addition to the scene I discussed earlier where Marian’s feminine body is
unexpectedly juxtaposed with her masculine face, there are numerous other instances that show
the uncanny is never too far from something comic, including the seductive and cunning Count
Fosco’s strange love of and tender nature with white mice, and the scene where Walter is
grieving at Laura’s tombstone only to look up and find her standing there, very much alive. I also
consider how the humor of the “freakish” spectacle functions to neutralize the threats posed by
characters, namely Pesca, Fosco, and Marian, with eccentricities that defy Victorian
understandings of difference.
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The final chapter, “Killing Her Softly: The Role of Social Humor in Ouida’s Moths,”
investigates how the social bonds and collective perceptions of a community compel its members
to act in morally reprehensible ways through fear and intimidation. The constant dread of
appearing ridiculous in public signified by derisive laughter, which keeps society embedded
within its social status quo, characterizes Ouida’s depiction of social humor6 in the novel.
Published in 1880, Moths not only deviates temporally from both Lady Audley’s Secret and The
Woman in White, but in terms of class focus and geographical locale. Ouida paints a comically
melodramatic picture of a cadre of glamorous international demimonde aristocrats cavorting the
Continent.
I discuss two different levels of humor at work in the novel. First, as I have already
mentioned, narrative social humor works to inspire the fear of social irrelevance and to control
the members of a community through aggressive laughter. In depicting social humor as a
powerful and debilitating force that impels horrible actions due to the threat of social ridicule,
Ouida gives way to an alternative reading of her high society women as possible victims.
Second, Ouida makes Lady Dolly, an amoral product of high society, and her peers the subject of
mockery, deflating their potential troubles to mere trivialities. Humor at this meta-level turns the
worries of Lady Dolly and the women of her ilk into a humorous spectacle for the entertainment
of readers, thereby minimizing and dismissing them. However, Ouida also mocks Vere, the
beacon of old-world English values, and Fuschia, the American New Woman. In doing so, I
contend Ouida’s humor essentially criticizes a social order that gives women no practical
Victorian model of female identity.

My interpretation of the humor here draws from Leonard Feinberg’s discussion of superiority humor as a form of
aggression, but in a nonviolent and socially acceptable fashion.
6
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CHAPTER TWO
Charming Facades:
Fair Fronts and Rotten Interiors in Lady Audley’s Secret

When sensation fiction became recognized as a distinct genre in the 1860s, one of its
commonly cited features was that it provoked “nervous” reactions in its readers due to its
harrowing plot twists and transgressive characters. With a plot full of attempted murders, gender
subversion, and bigamy, it is no wonder that Mary Elizabeth Braddon’s Lady Audley’s Secret
attained paradigmatic status among its contemporaries as a defining “sensational” text. However,
as our understanding of sensation continues to be broadened by recent critical scholarship, so
should our attention to textual aspects other than those mainly considered in light of the genre’s
initial, and much narrower, definition. Shifting focus to these subtler moments in Lady Audley’s
Secret highlights elicited physical sensations other than “creeping flesh, shocked nerves, teeth on
edge, elevated blood pressure, and even sexual arousal” (Hughes 260), namely those associated
with humor. In fact, Braddon’s archetypal sensation novel abounds in humorous instances that
are rarely addressed. Once again, I do not confine humor to any formal definition, as we all
experience humor differently and one cannot assume modern and Victorian understandings of
humor to be synonymous. However, it is generally accepted that humor almost always involves
contradictions and incongruity, and “what causes amusement is when things are turned upside
down or when things are no longer as we usually perceive them” (Sorensen 171). Since humor
may be unintentional and subjective, its presence in sensation fiction works to illuminate the
queer subtexts that potentially exist there. That Braddon uses humor rather than outright criticism
is because her intent is not so much to stir rebellion as to offer readers a controlled approach to
contemplating oppressive social powers. By reading for Braddon’s humor, we can uncover the
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theme of the façade, which governs Lady Audley’s Secret and constitutes Braddon’s major
feminist critique. The logic of a fair front and a rotten interior corresponds to almost everything
in the novel, including Audley Court, Lady Audley’s selfhood, Robert Audley’s masculinity, and
George Talboys’ entire life. Alicia Audley and Clara Talboys are the only unusually sincere
characters, who embody the opposite of the façade. Through analyzing the novel’s humor in
connection to the facade, we can observe the ways in which Braddon reconsiders the myth of
domestic privacy, traditional constructions of gender, and the marriage ideal.

Homely Humor
In nineteenth-century domestic ideology, the home, or domestic space, was imagined to
be private, barred off from the intrusion of public influences. Anthea Trodd describes the
archetypal symbolic nature of the Victorian home as “a sanctuary, a firelit circle enclosed against
the hostile and dangerous external world” (1). Much has been written about how Braddon has
used Lady Audley’s Secret to overturn traditional notions of domesticity by linking criminality
and the domestic space.7 The privacy afforded by the stately country home is shown to be
conducive to deviance and criminal behavior, as “secrets and evils already within the home
could remain hidden from the policing eyes of society-at-large” (Krueger 60). Instead, I focus on
the destruction of the home ideal through the dramatization of its actual lack of privacy and the
resulting social and political implications, as illuminated by Braddon’s subtle yet consistent
injections of sensational humor in her narrative. Undoubtedly influenced by the Victorian
newspapers that constantly reported on criminal acts in divorce cases, Braddon challenges the

7

See, for instance, Kate Krueger and Aeron Haynie.
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imagined cult of privacy in portraying criminality as a detectable phenomenon left undetected by
society’s defective policing forces.
Braddon’s humor can be traced in the novel’s first pages, as she takes readers inside the
seemingly private walls of Audley Court, a place where the narrator tells us uninvited visitors
“had no business” given all its “rich,” “fine,” and “luxuriant” (7) associations. Such an assertion,
of course, piques the interest of readers and builds expectations of luxury and exclusivity about
the place. Braddon, however, amusingly breaks down the social distance and the air of grandeur
the place falsely emits by progressively painting a candid picture of the noble country house that
is incongruous with dominant perceptions of mid-Victorian culture, especially those held by the
lower classes who aspired to join the ranks of the upper class. Rather than a luxurious manor fit
for royalty, Braddon evocatively gives readers something “very old, and very irregular and
rambling” (7). Starting with the exterior, we are told the windows of Audley Court come in all
sorts of shapes and sizes, the chimneys are ragged and decrepit, and the main door is oddly
hidden in a corner of the building. Not surprisingly, the interior is just as architecturally puzzling,
with rooms that lead to inner chambers through which one can find a winding staircase and
finally yet another door that opens onto a completely different part of the house than it is
expected to lead. Audley Court not only fails to live up to its grandiose and orderly expectations,
but its humorous mismatch of architectural styles and historic leftovers haphazardly joined
together over the years highlights the novel’s ominous subtext: beneath the veneer of apparent
grandeur and stability of the upper classes is nonsense, disarray, and downright danger. In such
architectural mayhem, one could get lost, perhaps even die.
Braddon delivers this point further by altering readers’ usual understanding of the word
“noble.” She first uses the adjective to describe Audley Court’s main door, which as
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aforementioned, is oddly concealed “as if it was hiding from dangerous visitors” (8). This “noble
door” is also furnished with a defective knocker that is unable to deliver anything but a “muffled
sound” (8). A paragraph later, Braddon applies the term more generally to Audley Court as a
whole: “[a] noble place; inside as well as out, a noble place – a house in which . . . no one room
had any sympathy with another, every chamber running off at a tangent into an inner chamber...”
(8). The odd (because unnecessary) repetition of “noble” here particularly draws our attention to
Braddon’s irony and her revision of “noble” to mean something discordant, illogical, and
architecturally flawed.
However, humor allows us to reconsider more than just the “cracks in the country
house’s veneer of stability” (Krueger 71). The irregularities of the house certainly mirror the
irregular nature of the narrative itself. The narrative begins: “It [emphasis mine] lay low down in
a hollow” (Braddon 7). “It” is clearly not the “Lucy” for which the first chapter is titled and that
readers expect to hear about. Jung Sun Choi has pointed out that the description of Audley Court
precedes that of its mistress as part of Braddon’s attempt to draw a “conceptual analogy between
[it] and Lucy” (80). In other words, the domestic disharmony of Audley Court is meant to
externalize the discord between Lucy herself and the Victorian ideology of the domestic angel.
Her captivating beauty coupled with her passive and childlike nature convince all around her she
is the embodiment of the ideal woman, though it is later revealed her appearance actually
conceals her lower class roots and criminal mind. Not only is her identity structured on a façade,
what is more significant is that it is enacted in a space that is not her own, that simulates privacy,
and essentially romanticizes her imprisonment.
Elizabeth Langland explains that “the logic of class demands the visibility of even private
spaces, so the lady, like the house with which she is identified, is subject to continual scrutiny”
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(“Enclosure Acts” 7). In this sense, Audley Court can be likened to a shrine, with its domestic
“angel” continually on view. Indeed, Lady Audley is portrayed as incessantly subject to home
invasions from outsiders, be it pesky members of the family she married into, visitors, or even
the prying eyes of her own servants. In fact, the ease with which other characters gain entry into
the Lady’s most private quarters uncannily echoes the swift penetration of class boundaries
achieved by Lucy Graham in her epic rise from governess to Lady of Audley Court in only three
months’ time. Thus, Braddon seems to suggest the difficulty lies not in crossing the thresholds of
the Victorian home, but rather staying there, in both figuratively and literally “keeping house”
(10).8 Despite essays by John Ruskin and Henry Mayhew that contributed to the mid-Victorian
construction of the home as a “place of Peace” (Ruskin 92) or a “social sanctuary” (Mayhew
263), the historical record paints a different picture. Moira Donald explains:
From the daily visits of shop boys with groceries, through afternoon calls amongst female
acquaintances, to visits from the family doctor or the solicitor, to the regular dinner
parties that were a feature of well-to-do Victorian society, there was typically a regular
stream of visitors. Whilst the working-class householder could stand in the doorway to
block the entry of the middle-class missionary, no such impedimentary tactics were
available to the middle-class family. A servant answering the door would have had little
social justification in refusing entrance to a person of higher social standing than
themselves. In this sense, class difference is the key to privacy – or lack of it […]
However, to erect barriers of privacy within one’s own social class was more
problematic. While in theory the servant would announce the visitor and enquire if they
might enter, in practice the impatient visitor need not wait for permission to be granted.
(105)
Indeed, Lady Audley must answer the calls of unexpected visitors, no matter the day, hour, or
circumstance. For example, “wearied out by the exertion of fascinating half the county”
(Braddon 58) after a day at the races, she must still smile sweetly for Robert Audley (her nephew

8

Ellen Wood demonstrates a similar problem in East Lynne. Staying a middle class wife and mother is difficult
when one could easily revert to the status of an earl’s daughter or even fall to the status of a governess.
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by marriage) and extend a dinner invitation to him and his friend, George Talboys (the husband
who deserted her and from whom she is trying to hide!).
Furthermore, her so-called “private” chambers are repeatedly shown as penetrable by
anyone (regardless of gender or class) who fancies having a look. Luke Marks, a lower-class
opportunist, is the first culprit. Using the position as servant of his cousin, Phoebe, later his wife,
he too easily gains access to Lady Audley’s space and possessions. Once inside, Braddon
amusingly highlights the absurdity of Luke’s presence in Lady Audley’s rooms by the
juxtaposition of his gawkiness against the room’s splendor: Luke, “a big, broad-shouldered,
stupid-looking clodhopper” (30) is portrayed as awkwardly sitting on the “extreme edge” of one
of the “most substantial of the chairs” while Phoebe takes care of some unfinished work, and
later the man who Braddon has earlier compared to “one of the stout oxen grazing in the
meadows round about the Court” is shown hungrily thumbing through the Lady’s diamonds
trying to work out their “mercantile value” (33-4). The fact that Luke is so easily given access to
Lady Audley’s rooms simply because the housekeeper knows his face and “can’t object to
[Phoebe] showing [him] some of the best rooms” (32), and that he is allowed to wander about
without any real form of surveillance, is undoubtedly strong evidence towards the lack of
domestic privacy, which in turn problematizes the conceived separation of private and public
spheres.9 Just like with Audley Court, Braddon plays with the anomalous coexistence of brutality
and finery. The dangerous, decrepit noble estate parallels the violent, heavy man in the delicate
boudoir.

Elizabeth Langland astutely points out that Lady Audley’s gender occasions her constant surveillance, while her
male counterparts are not subjected to the same scrutiny, most notably George Talboys, whose lack of visibility even
leads people to presume he is dead (“Enclosure Acts” 10).
9
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The next set of intruders are Robert and George, led by Alicia. On this occasion, Lady
Audley has had the prescience to lock her rooms and take the keys with her, which outrages
Alicia. Leave it to her stepmother, of course, to have “taken this silly freak into her head” that
anyone “should go into her rooms, and pry about amongst her pretty dresses, and meddle with
her jewelry” (68-9). (How dare she!) Of course, a lock is not enough to secure Lady Audley’s
attempt at privacy, as Robert reminds Alicia of the existence of secret passages that offer entry
into Lady Audley’s inner sanctum without need for a key. Now relieved and pleased at the
prospect of carrying out the tour of Lady Audley’s rooms, Alicia explains to Robert and George:
[I]f you don’t mind crawling upon your hands and knees, you can see my lady’s
apartments, for that very passage communicates with her dressing-room. She doesn’t
know of it herself, I believe. How astonished she’d be if some black-visored burglar, with
a dark lantern, were to rise through the floor some night as she sat before her lookingglass, having her hair dressed for a party!” (69-70)
Ironically, the architectural irregularity of Audley Court aids rather than deters an invasion of
domestic privacy. Moreover, humor and the lack of domestic privacy are directly linked in
Alicia’s offhanded remark about a hypothetical intruder in Lady Audley’s dressing-room, which
attempts to mask the very serious issue of the invasion of the domestic space. This violability of
domestic boundaries is echoed by Charlotte Perkins Gilman in The Home. Published at the
beginning of the twentieth century, Gilman bluntly asserts the myth of domestic privacy (that
which Braddon could only hint at in her much earlier sensational text):
The mother—poor invaded soul—finds even the bathroom door no bar to hammering
little hands. From parlour to kitchen, from cellar to garret, she is at the mercy of children,
servants, tradesmen, and callers. So chased and trodden is she that the very idea of
privacy is lost to her mind; she never had any, she doesn’t know what it is [.] (40)
Despite the physical barriers that attempt to establish the sanctity of the house, the
Victorian home was very much a site of social, professional, and even spectral invasion. While
ghosts never actually materialize in Lady Audley’s Secret, Braddon’s oeuvre includes many
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ghost stories, and her sensational text does, on several occasions, make reference to possible
ghostly encounters via Robert10 and even a chapter titled “Ghost-haunted.” According to Sharon
Marcus, “ghosts figured the many ways that the middle-class London house failed, in practice, to
secure the qualities advertised in the domestic ideal” (124). Kate Krueger similarly points to how
ghostly appearances in the domestic realm signal the home’s vulnerability in the face of unstable
constructions of masculinity and femininity on which the home ideal was hinged (58). When
Braddon combines humor with reference to a hypothetical spectral invasion, therefore, her social
critique is even more visible. For instance, after receiving Lady Audley’s confession that she
pushed George down the well at Audley Court and left him for dead, Robert feels conflicted as to
whether he should organize a search for the body so that his friend may have a proper burial. In
doing so, however, Robert would be making Lady Audley’s offences very public and thereby
have to compromise the Audley name. His dilemma causes him to fall victim to a “ghost-seeing
mood” (Braddon 397):
“I haven’t read Alexandre Dumas and Wilkie Collins for nothing…I’m up to their
tricks, sneaking in at doors behind a fellow’s back, and flattening their white faces
against window-panes, and making themselves all eyes in the twilight. It’s a strange thing
that your generous-hearted fellow, who never did a shabby thing in his life, is capable of
any meanness the moment he becomes a ghost.” (395)
It is indeed “strange” as to why Robert suddenly fears an attack from his dearest companion’s
uncharacteristically sinister ghost. Emily L. King cites this as evidence of the extent of Robert’s
paranoia (58), or his psychological invasion. Not only has the ghost metaphorically infringed
upon the domestic space of Robert’s Fleet Street apartment (as George Talboys has done in life),
but it has crossed over into the most private space of his mind. This double invasion of privacy is
a damning critique of Victorian domestic and psychological spaces, especially since “[t]he act of
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See pages 69 and 394-5 of Lady Audley’s Secret.
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haunting…displaces us in those places where we feel most secure, most notably in our homes”
(Wolfreys 5). What implications arise then when the novel’s hero suffers such a crisis of self at
this late stage in the novel when he should be celebrating his detective mastery?
Also telling is the ghost’s unique potential to cross into the public space of the Hansom
cab, to which Braddon’s narrator playfully remarks, “[E]ven Dumas hasn’t done that as yet”
(397).11 Considering the immense popularity of Hansom cabs in Victorian England, it is not
without significance that the “shadow of George Talboys pursued [Robert], even in the
comfortable first-class carriage” (397). Moreover, Robert’s first encounter with George is
waiting for a Hansom cab; he is almost “knocked down” by George, a figurative ghost from his
past. Even George’s sister, Clara, at one point appears “almost flying” at Robert like an
“apparition” (197). In “To The Mad-house Born: The Ethics of Exteriority in Lady Audley’s
Secret,” Tabitha Sparks refers to the “novel’s uneven critique of commodity culture,” arguing
that “Lucy’s fetishistic relationship to her things is vilified, while society’s fetishistic
relationship to Lucy is excused as a form of Ruskinian beauty-worship” (29). However, the
haunting of the Hansom cab, also regarded as the “hallmark of Victorian cities” (Mitchell Daily
Life 75), suggests society’s fetishism of Lucy does not escape criticism. Earlier in the novel,
Robert seems steadfast in his newly assumed role of detective, representative of the growing
hand of the social body in policing crimes, with his avowal to bring “[j]ustice to the dead
first…mercy to the living afterwards” (Braddon 159). As the plot unfolds, we see that
resoluteness transform into reluctance with Robert’s realization that in order to obtain justice for
his friend, he must also bring suffering and disrepute to his own family. In the end, he puts
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Braddon plays here on Victorian expectations and prejudices about French fiction, the characteristics of which
many sensation writers infused in their novels. In this case, the offspring has melodramatically surpassed the
original that inspired it.
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mercy before justice and cannot help but wonder, “[H]ave I done right to tamper with justice…in
the hopes that I was shielding those I love from sorrow and disgrace?” (212). Robert’s
monomaniacal obsession with George’s ghost suggests not. Moreover, in sending Lady Audley
to an asylum for the insane, Robert has failed in administering justice on two accounts: justice
for his friend and justice for the crimes committed. The ghost in the Hansom cab, therefore, can
be seen as representative of the fact that the emerging forms of social control were defective; the
“policing eyes of society-at-large” were not enough to contain the emerging threats to the social
body. This being a sensational text, however, “deviance is at first recognized but is ultimately
eliminated; the end of sensation is a return to normalcy” (Kreuger 68). Hence, this is why
Braddon confines George’s ghost to Robert’s imagination, and even performs a tongue-in-cheek
defense of her detective-hero:
Do not laugh at poor Robert because he grew hypochondriacal, after hearing the
horrible story of his friend’s death. There is nothing so delicate, so fragile, as that
invisible balance upon which the mind is always trembling. Mad to-day and sane tomorrow. (396)
As such, the social critique seems to disintegrate under the force of Braddon’s humor. But
Krueger notes that “[u]nlike the murderers, adulterers, and other aberrant criminals that populate
sensation fiction, ghosts can neither be punished nor eliminated” (68). The characters plagued by
the apparitions, and by extension the readers, remain haunted since “[t]he revelations that occur
through the experience of haunting cannot be unlearned, and the questions that ghost stories raise
can never be fully put to rest” (68).
In this case, it is Robert whose mind is forever plagued by his paranormal encounters.
Ironically, Lady Audley, who has been banished to an insane asylum does not experience this
same “fear of shadowy visitations in the still hours of the night” (Braddon 365). It is no
coincidence then that Dr. Mosgrave, a leading physician in cases of insanity, and who has been
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invited to consult on Lady Audley’s mental health, foremost questions Robert’s sanity: “‘He is
wondering whether I am the patient,’ thought Mr. Audley, ‘and is looking for the diagnoses of
madness in my face’” (367). Meanwhile, the same doctor unequivocally attests that Lady Audley
is not mad; her actions are deemed premeditated, provoked by the constraints placed on women
by Victorian marriage laws. Robert’s ghost-seeing, on the other hand, suggests his actions are
questionable. The novel’s hero-detective has, after all, put a healthy woman in an institution, and
punished her for the homicide of a man who is actually living. In this light, Braddon uses
Robert’s ghostly sightings to render her hero unstable, and invert the false complacency achieved
through his containment of Lady Audley. As a result, readers in turn become haunted with doubt
over Victorian society’s ability to effectively police crimes and enact justice. The ghostly subplot
within the overall sensational text, therefore, embodies the elusive yet lingering presence of
Braddon’s cultural criticism.

Alicia Audley’s Self-deprecating Humor
Freud famously wrote in 1927, “humour is not resigned; it is rebellious” (163), referring
to humor’s subversive and liberating potential. Over 50 years later, writing in the early 90s, Gina
Barreca cited that the transgressive workings of women’s humor in particular are a given, with
their ability to mock and dismantle the “sanctimonious” and “self-righteous” individuals and
institutions in society (xvi). More recently, however, in his 2010 study on humor, Sean
Zwagerman points out the flaws in studies like Barreca’s that assume subversion is an intrinsic
property of (feminine) humor, especially when it “can just as easily be conservative and
stabilizing as radical and ‘decentering’” (6). In a similar vein, Margaret D. Stetz reminds us that
“to be the comic victor…does not mean that one has escaped victimization” (25). Indeed, the
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comic victory is often fleeting, providing only temporary gratification in the face of an
increasingly undesirable status quo. If we take for example Braddon’s Alicia Audley, the
heroine’s ridiculing wit directed at her “vacillating and unenergetic” (Braddon 42) cousin,
Robert, is brash and unapologetic. However, unlike Rachel Brownstein’s reading of the comic
heroine in Becoming a Heroine (12), I find Alicia’s witty banter does not make her triumphant,
nor does she gain control. While she does ward off one bad marriage match (Robert), Sir Harry
Towers, whom she has already rejected once, is hardly the picture of perfection. Moreover, on
many occasions, Alicia’s humor backfires on herself, as Robert is often witty at her expense. So,
while Alicia does manage to poke fun at Robert sometimes, her humor is ultimately impotent in
changing her own destiny as a victim of the patriarchal order of the novel.
The question remains, though, as to why Alicia is given license to rail at her cousin
without censure. Why is there a space given to her apparent rants? First, her humor at Robert
Audley’s expense can be seen as serving the novel’s patriarchal interests. In mocking Robert’s
gender nonconformity, she is essentially undoing the radicalism of the effete, languid male
dandy figure and working to try to shove him back into conformity as a hardworking hunting
man. Put simply, the narrative uses her humor to police Robert’s gender roles. Additionally, I
read Alicia’s tirades, which on the surface are pointed at Robert, as a form of self-deprecating
humor that is revealing of her own reverence of conventional masculinity and self-loathing in
response to her gender. Beneath the apparent romantic frustrations with her cousin is actually
jealousy and hatred over Robert’s entitlements as the only living male heir to Sir Michael’s
estate. Masculine in mind but not in body, Alicia’s sharp tongue and her violent, passionate
behavior actually signal her own gender discontent, making her more than just a foil for Robert
Audley’s transformation.
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Although many scholars have focused on Robert’s transformation from non-practicing
barrister to modern detective-hero, there is an equally significant (and perhaps more interesting)
development that has long been overshadowed, namely that of Alicia Audley. Currently, there
are primarily two readings of the pretty, gypsy-faced equestrian daughter: (1) She is reduced to
the role of the dutiful daughter and wife; and (2) She is a subversive proto-New Woman/femme
fatale figure.12 But neither of these take into account Alicia’s humor, nor her apparent absence of
deeper feminine instincts. If we pay attention to these factors, Alicia’s character can be read as
much more complex than previously recognized. Her character can, in fact, be seen as a gateway
for exposing the innate flaws of conventional Victorian gender roles.
We are first introduced to Alicia as the motherless, only child of Sir Michael Audley.
Since her earliest childhood, Alicia has enjoyed a lifestyle atypical of Victorian women. In the
absence of any female model at Audley Court, Alicia has essentially been given carte blanche to
do and act as she pleases: she joins the men in her family on hunting expeditions and rides her
horse about town unescorted. Remarkably, she does all this freely and without censure, that is,
until her eighteenth birthday when her father remarries. Alicia’s family writes off her “prejudices
and dislike” (11) for her new stepmother as unfounded, and merely the result of childishness and
a life of being spoiled. However, I contend that through Alicia’s humorous sharp tongue and
quick wit, Braddon reveals the “cruel injury” (11) Lady Audley actually poses to Alicia is in
making her come to terms with her society’s flawed gender ideology.
With the intrusion of Miss Lucy Graham into Audley Court, Miss Alicia Audley’s
perceived domain, all of the latter’s delusions about herself are shattered. First, Alicia is stripped
of her so-called power and influence. Real or imagined, the keys to the Court now belonged to
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her stepmother—barely her senior in age—who is adored by everyone while Alicia is considered
a nuisance:
Little by little my lady’s petty power made itself felt in that narrow household; and Alicia
saw her father gradually lured across the gulf that divided Lady Audley from her stepdaughter, until he stood at last quite upon the other side of the abyss, and looked coldly
upon his only child across that widening chasm.
Alicia felt that he was lost to her. My lady's beaming smiles, my lady’s winning
words, my lady’s radiant glances and bewitching graces had done their work of
enchantment, and Sir Michael had grown to look upon his daughter as a somewhat willful
and capricious young person who had behaved with determined unkindness to the wife he
loved. (290)
In serving as a sharp contrast to Alicia in her embodiment of the Victorian Angel in the House
ideal, which everyone praises, Lady Audley forces her stepdaughter to deal with the
disapprobation of her own lack of femininity. While Alicia is misunderstood and rebuked by her
family for what they judge as her childish and capricious nature, Braddon’s sympathies clearly
lie with Alicia in her depiction of Lady Audley as an enchantress who embodies the façade of the
Victorian “Angel,” thus manipulating gender constructs in her favor. In this light, Alicia’s
apparent capriciousness and emotional outbursts can be read as the result of her frustrations with
Victorian gender norms. Since she cannot openly speak of her discontent, her resulting emotions
are often displaced through humor and aggression, as in this letter to her cousin:
“MY DEAR ROBERT,—How cruel of you to run away to that horrid St. Petersburg
before the hunting season! I have heard that people lose their noses in that disagreeable
climate, and as yours is rather a long one, I should advise you to return before the very
severe weather sets in . . . Papa is perfectly absurd about his new wife, and she and I
cannot get on together at all; not that she is disagreeable to me, for, as far as that goes,
she makes herself agreeable to every one; but she is so irretrievably childish and silly.”
(50-1, emphasis mine)
First of all, in poking fun at Robert’s nose, Alicia attempts to displace her own fear and worry
over spending the entire hunting season alone with her father and new stepmother, subject to the
constant and uncomfortable reminder of her powerlessness and paternal rejection. In doing so,
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she appears to be looking out for Robert’s health rather than her own psychological well-being.
But this pretense proves flimsy as her final words reveal her true feelings. Alicia explains that
her problem with Lady Audley is that her stepmother’s behavior is all an act: she is not naturally
agreeable, but rather “makes,” or presents, herself that way, and to a degree “so” extreme, that
her persona appears contrived. Readers are already privy to the fact that Alicia’s suspicions are
correct – the former governess is in possession of a secret. Thus, the fact that Lady Audley’s
dishonesty ironically results in love and adoration, while Alicia’s sincerity only brings her
censure and isolation, shows Braddon is signaling a larger issue. More than youthful pettiness or
jealousy, Alicia’s remarks are rather indicative of a flawed gender system that awards the “tender
attentions” and “generous watchfulness” (13) of society to a fraud.
In another letter to Robert, Lady Audley’s “airs and graces” are the subject of further
ridicule, as Alicia attempts to explain the absurd reason as to why her cousin and his friend
cannot presently visit the Court:
“There are seventeen spare bed-rooms,” wrote the young lady, in an indignant running
hand, “but for all that, my dear Robert, you can't come; for my lady has taken it into her
silly head that she is too ill to entertain visitors (there is no more the matter with her than
there is with me), and she cannot have gentlemen (great, rough men, she says) in the
house. Please apologize to your friend Mr. Talboys, and tell him that papa expects to see
you both in the hunting season.” (54)
This passage continues to highlight the stereotypically feminine behavior of Lady Audley with
which Alicia cannot relate. Alicia never suffers from the same feminized illnesses that seem to
plague her stepmother. Nor do we ever see Alicia sitting around prattling with female friends or
admiring material things. Such feminine pastimes seem foreign to her. In fact, when she later
catches Lady Audley in intimate conversation with her servant, Phoebe, Alicia withdraws in
“disgust at my lady’s frivolity” (60). In this instance, class contributes to Alicia’s gender
troubles. Unlike Lady Audley and Phoebe, who are “selfish, cold, and cruel, eager for [their]
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own advancement, and greedy of opulence and elegance” (299), Alicia is a noblewoman by birth
and thus cannot relate to the social and marital concerns supposed to be typical of her gender.
She takes opulence for granted, whereas Lady Audley’s greed shows she’s unaccustomed to it.
Alicia’s high social standing enables her to concentrate her energies on more masculine
activities, which ultimately contributes to her discontent and the resulting emotional tirades.
While Alicia does not possess the ladylike passivity of the ideal woman, she still harbors
the desire for male approval. Robert especially bears the force of Alicia’s outbursts because their
relation as cousins allows her to address him more plainly than she can her father. Additionally,
she sees the feminized Robert as a suitable marriage partner, who offers her an asexual union
that would accommodate her own unconventional gender performance. For instance, Michelle
Lin points out how Alicia turns the tables on the courtship model in assuming the role of
“pursuer” in her relationship to Robert (62). Her prospects of wooing him are compromised,
however, by Robert’s growing attraction to his aunt. Upon confirming her worst fears that he,
too, admires and thinks Lady Audley is “a lovely creature,” Alicia barks, “Oh, of course! Now,
she is the first woman of whom I ever heard you say a civil word, Robert Audley. I’m sorry to
find you can only admire wax dolls” (58). Alicia is obviously bothered by her cousin’s
admiration for a woman, but this is not simply a case of unrequited love. With all Robert’s
eccentricities, Alicia has always assumed her cousin lacked the ability to be enthusiastic about
any woman. This is precisely what has drawn her to him. The feminized Robert offers Alicia an
alternative to the romantic plot, namely a “familiar marriage”13 that would eventually restore her
reign at Audley Court. Her humor is thus an expression of her incredulity that even her

In Romance’s Rival: Familiar Marriage in Victorian Fiction, Talia Schaffer explains that unlike the sexual desire
on which romantic marriage was based, the “familiar marriage” was motivated by a woman’s pragmatic desire to
have a “useful life.” This could be in the form of “social empowerment, familial benefit, caretaking networks, or
career access” (8).
13
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homoerotically repressed cousin has succumbed to admiring the Victorian feminine construct,
and her frustration over the fact that her own masculine performance has failed to win him over.
This is an especially painful realization given he is family: “To have only one cousin in the
world…my dearest relation after papa, and for him to care about as much for me as he would for
a dog!” (67). More importantly, being rejected by her cousin means coming to terms with the
fact that her aspirations for a purposeful future at Audley Court are slipping through her fingers.
In a similar vein, when Alicia later mocks the affectionate bond between Robert and
George by comparing them to Damon and Pythias, it is jealousy over the fact that despite all her
attempts, she cannot attain these same affections for herself. She wishes she could be Robert’s
Damon instead of George, hence her penchant for riding and other masculine activities. She
simply wants to be one of the boys. As a woman, though, Alicia has at her disposal only one way
to win male attention: through courtship rituals. But since she does not fit the characteristic
swooning lady acceptable of that time, Braddon puts plainly Alicia’s sad predicament:
So it was not the least use, my poor Alicia, to ride about the lanes around Audley during
those three days which the two young men spent in Essex; it was wasted trouble to wear
that pretty cavalier hat and plume, and to be always, by the most singular of chances,
meeting Robert and his friend. The black curls (nothing like Lady Audley’s feathery
ringlets, but heavy clustering locks, that clung about your slender brown throat), the red
and pouting lips, the nose inclined to be retroussé; the dark complexion, with its bright
crimson flush, always ready to glance up like a signal light in a dusky sky, when you
came suddenly upon your apathetic cousin – all this coquettish espiegle, brunette beauty
was thrown away upon the dull eyes of Robert Audley, and you might as well have taken
your rest in the cool drawing-room at the Court, instead of working your pretty mare to
death under the hot September sun. (63-4)
Though Alicia is seemingly reprimanded for infringing on male activities, thereby needlessly
bringing suffering upon herself and her horse, the criticisms are only tongue-in-cheek. The real
object of rebuke is the Victorian gender system that confines all women to domesticity and
defines them according to their function to man. Braddon here uses compassionate humor,
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calling her heroine “Poor Alicia” (a total of eight times throughout the novel), to commiserate
women’s unfortunate fate. In emphasizing the wasted efforts of Alicia in deviating from the
Victorian Angel of the House ideal – her mastery of horses, her physical appearance, and her
courting of Robert – Braddon creates pity for her heroine’s situation. Robert’s failure to
recognize and appreciate Alicia’s “trouble[s]” parallels society’s failure to offer a meaningful
alternative to her prescribed feminine role. Moreover, any efforts Alicia makes to step outside
this role are fruitless so long as she is seen and judged through the lens of Victorian gender
ideology. Through the “dull eyes of Robert Audley” (and by extension society), Alicia’s
behavior is simply written off as youthfulness, or the passing fancies of a teenage girl. In
portraying Alicia’s situation with compassionate humor, Braddon attempts to highlight the
seriousness of her heroine’s inability to psychologically reconcile her gender deviations within
the heteronormative culture and the foreshadowed limitations placed on her character
development. In this way, the narrative upholds its apparent focus on Robert’s transformation,
while also safely highlighting Alicia’s discontent.
At the same time that Alicia wants Robert’s regard, she also begrudges how carefree his
life is. One particular matter of contention is Robert’s indifference to everyone and everything:
Poor Alicia had had many skirmishes with her cousin upon that particular temperament
of his, which, while it enabled him to go through life with perfect content and tacit
enjoyment, entirely precluded his feeling one spark of enthusiasm upon any subject
whatever. (58-9)
Unlike Robert, Alicia exudes passion and is overly susceptible to emotion, the one traditionally
feminine and ironically unattractive quality she possesses. Unafraid to speak her mind, Alicia’s
most aggressive tirade is directed at her cousin during one of his visits to the Court. In his past
visits, Robert has at least “made a feeble show of joining in the sports,” taking up horse riding,
ice skating, and traveling in the backseat of a dog-cart. However, “this year he showed no
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inclination for any of these outdoor amusements” (118), instead preferring the indoor company
of one Lady Audley. Left indignant by the sudden change in Robert’s conduct, Alicia’s fiery
temper takes hold as she unleashes her mocking tirade:
“You were always a poor, spiritless fellow, Bob…but this year I don’t know what has
come to you. You are good for nothing but to hold a skein of silk or read Tennyson to
Lady Audley…but pray amuse yourself in your own way; loll in an easy-chair all day,
with those two absurd dogs asleep on your knees; spoil my lady’s window-curtains with
your cigars; and annoy everybody in the house with your stupid, inanimate countenance.”
(118)
On the one hand, Alicia’s derisive humor appears to serve patriarchal interests as a corrective for
Robert’s deviancy. By drawing negative attention to her cousin’s “unmanly” inclinations –
preferring to sit by the fire and entertain his aunt rather than hunt – Alicia’s comments work to
discipline Robert for breaking the established social “norms” for men in his social position. But
Alicia’s words also have a second function: they reveal her own feelings of inadequacy as a
woman. Robert is unproductive and unsuccessful in his profession: “he had never either had a
brief, or tried to get a brief, or even wished to have a brief in all those five years” (35). He
himself admits his inept hunting skills, and Braddon calls him “the most vacillating and
unenergetic of men” (42). His lack of ambition and his complete indifference to all social
expectations make him an anomaly. Despite all this, he is still “a great favourite with his uncle”
(36), whereas Sir Michael’s affections were utterly lost to Alicia. Through Alicia’s animated
discourse with Robert, Braddon thus bemoans a discriminating gender system whereby being
inadequately masculine is still better than being inadequately feminine. The façade holds more
cultural value than the truth.
In Alicia’s eyes, Robert is seemingly invulnerable. She attacks him because he represents
the figure of power versus her pitifully situated self. Humor allows this kind of attack because
she can say she’s just joking. Barreca explains that women’s humor characteristically targets the
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powerful over the typical scapegoat figures, thereby challenging authority in refusing to take it
seriously (13-14). The seemingly harmless joke, however, can leave a powerful impression, as
does the image of Alicia donning her riding habit and swinging about her whip, symbolic of her
gender incongruence, pitted against the feeble body of Robert helplessly staring at his assailant.
Even though Robert is the primary focus of the novel, and assumes the major role of the herodetective, Alicia destabilizes the figure of the male hero. It is after all her “intimate knowledge of
the Audley estate and its hidden passageways [that] gives her cousin and his companion access
to Lady Audley’s private chambers” (Dorre 81), resulting in major discoveries that set off the
events that lead to Lady Audley’s eventual demise. More importantly, she is the only one to see
through Lady Audley’s charming façade; she sees Lady Audley for what she is: an interloper and
usurper of her position as heir and reigning mistress. Unlike Robert, she is naturally territorial
over her father, the novel’s symbol of patriarchal power. Robert, in contrast, must be consistently
coaxed by a higher power that burdens him with what he variously describes as his “destiny”
(201) or “duty” (354) rather than something innate. He even admits, “Heaven knows I was never
born to be the avenger of guilt or the persecutor of the guilty” (250-1). Robert’s assertion bears
literal meaning in Alicia’s life. Biologically, she is a woman, and thus limited to the role of
dutiful daughter and/or wife, despite her obvious potential and desire for more.14
Alicia, however, stops short of revealing the entire truth behind her veiled tirade:
“[W]hen Miss Alicia seemed about to make her strongest attack, the young lady broke down
altogether and burst into tears” (119), leaving Robert to confusedly muse over his cousin with the
pretty figure and the tempestuous spirit, and ultimately dismiss the episode as owing to her
masculine activities. In her essay, which conceives of Alicia as a “New Woman” figure,
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Michelle Lin aptly describes Robert’s problem with his cousin as the “inability to classify Alicia
and women like her” (67) due to their restricted roles as either angels or fallen women. I agree
that Braddon uses Alicia to criticize the binary system of Victorian women’s roles. However, I
do not read Alicia as positively as Lin does in her assertion that “Alicia is able to transcend the
rigid roles prescribed to women” (67). If anything, Alicia calls attention to how such concepts
alienate those women who fall outside the rigidity of social binaries, and the unlikelihood of
transcending them in such an emotionally stifled climate. Alicia often seriocomically muses
about her sheer lack of emotional support, even from family:
“If Bob was good for anything I could have told him how unhappy I am…but I may just
as well tell Caesar [her dog] my troubles for any consolation I should get from Cousin
Robert.” (290)
Following this episode, Alicia takes a backseat as the plot focuses on Robert’s
transformation, but in the background she undergoes a transformation of her own. After Robert
has exposed Lady Audley’s secret, he again struggles with his responsibilities as detective-hero.
At one point he wonders whether it was not his duty to assuage the grief he had caused his Uncle
in uncovering the truth. Standing in the hall, doubtful of what his actions should be, Alicia
appears. At that moment, Robert sees in Alicia a way out of his difficulties with Sir Michael.
Unlike Robert, Alicia is unquestionably willing to take care of her grief-stricken father. While it
would appear that Alicia is merely resuming the same capricious character and imaginary power
she held before Lady Audley came into the picture (356), Braddon subtly indicates through
Robert that this is not the case.
When Robert asks Alicia whether he can trust the afflicted Sir Michael in her hands, she
is incredulous as to why he should even ask such an inane question. He replies, “I never doubted
your affection, I only doubted your discretion” (355). In this comment, we see a shift in Robert’s
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attitude towards his cousin. Whereas in the past he considered Alicia to be a loose cannon guided
by emotions more than sensibility, he now regarded her as someone who could safely carry out
the duty – his duty – entrusted to her. In other words, Robert finally gives Alicia what she has
wanted all along: his respect. In taking up the role Robert himself is reluctant to fill, Alicia is
fulfilling a female role as caretaker, sacrificing herself to her father’s interests, and thereby she
finally attains the “brotherly affection” (357) – the acceptance – she has been seeking all along.
As such, Alicia has no more reason to be antagonistic towards Robert, and there is a noted
change in her humor. Whereas her humor has previously given indirect expression to her feelings
of displacement by focusing on Robert’s faults, it now works to conceal her newfound strength
by demeaning herself:
“You are a good fellow, Bob…and I’ve been very foolish and wicked to feel angry
with you, because—”
The young lady stopped suddenly.
“Because what, my dear?” asked Mr. Audley.
“Because I’m silly, cousin Robert,” Alicia said quickly; “never mind that, Bob; I’ll do
all you wish[.]” (357)
Alicia’s deflection of the truth is necessary to maintain the conventional restoration of
peace at the novel’s end. Only Robert can be seen as the hero of this novel, while Alicia’s role
must be reduced to the mere “carrying out of the duty which Robert had dictated to her” (358).
Marriage is the final means Braddon uses to conceal Alicia’s threat to Robert’s perceived
heroism. However, as Lin points out, “Braddon does not indulge the reader in Alicia’s thought
processes or her emotional and mental states of mind that lead to her decision to marry Sir Harry
Towers” (73). Therefore, marriage operates as a plot device more than a true representation of
Alicia’s reversion to the Victorian ideal of womanhood. Alicia’s humor, present through a
majority of the novel, serves to remind readers of her unresolved gender issues and her inability
to fill the “womanly” void left by Lady Audley. It offers an alternative reading of Alicia that
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does not subscribe to the basic dichotomous gender system. In the character of Alicia, Braddon
creates a complex heroine who problematizes gendered hierarchies through humor, highlighting
for readers the psychological repercussions, and leaving them to doubt whether the “good people
[are] all happy and at peace” (437).

Clara Talboys vs. Alicia Audley
In this brief section, I will explain why Clara Talboys, who also exhibits divergences
from gender norms, is not humorous15. Clara is like Alicia in having grown up in an aristocratic
family without a mother figure, but otherwise the two are complete opposites. In Clara’s first
scene, when her father, Halcourt Talboys, tells her to sit down and be silent, she obeys without
protest. She remains in the background with needlework in her lap, while Robert and her father
discuss her brother’s disappearance. During the conversation, she notably lacks emotion, even
when Robert shares his suspicions that George is not only dead, but that her brother has most
likely been murdered. As a result, Robert leaves the Talboys’ estate with the impression that
Clara is “cold, hard, and unwomanly” (205), and indifferent like her father to getting justice for
her brother. He is surprised moments later when a frantic Clara flags down his carriage as it is
pulling out of the estate. At this point, we learn that Clara has been suppressing her feelings
when in her father’s presence, and that she is actually boiling with madness and rage over her
brother’s disappearance. She urges Robert to investigate George’s death and carry out justice for
him. When Robert hypothetically refuses, Clara reveals her uncharacteristic strength:
“Then I will do it myself!” she exclaimed, looking at [Robert] with her bright brown
eyes. “I myself will follow up the clue to this mystery . . . I will travel from one end of
the world to the other to find the secret of his fate, if you refuse to find it for me. I am of
age; my own mistress; rich, for I have money left me by one of my aunts; I shall be able
to employ those who will help me in my search, and I will make it to their interest to
15

If Clara is humorous, it is in spite of the novel, as we are meant to read her character as grand.
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serve me well. Choose between the two alternatives, Mr. Audley. Shall you or I find my
brother’s murderer?” (200-201)
The text is clear that Clara’s “resolution [is] the fruit of no transient womanish
enthusiasm” (201). Her strength and her willpower are conventionally masculine, and what
readers would expect to see in Robert, the novel’s hero-detective. Absent, however, are the
humorous undertones that accompany Alicia’s gender divergence. Whereas Robert dismisses
Alicia’s outspokenness as an unpleasant consequence of her undisciplined upbringing (120),
Clara’s tenacity is met with Robert’s “awe-stricken admiration” (201). What distinguishes
Clara’s gender divergence from Alicia’s is that the former is domineering on behalf of her
brother, while the latter is on behalf of herself. Since Clara is purely motivated by “a sister’s
affection” (198) versus any self-serving purpose, her character is not at odds with the dominant
discursive formations of the text in the same way as Alicia, and thus does not fit under my
formulation of humor. To elaborate on this, Clara’s resolve only works to bolster male
homosocial bonds (in acting as the catalyst that brings George home to his father and best
friend), and thus is not seen as threatening or incongruous to, but rather in line with Victorian
gender constructs.
The novel also domesticates Clara’s masculine behavior by showing how it ironically
bolsters her embodiment of Victorian femininity. First, the passion and determination in Clara’s
plea to avenge her brother’s death cancel her earlier stoicism, and work to elevate her beauty and
womanliness in Robert’s eyes:
Her beauty was elevated into sublimity by the intensity of her suppressed passion. She
was different to all other women that he had ever seen. His cousin was pretty, his uncle’s
wife was lovely, but Clara Talboys was beautiful. Niobe’s face, sublimated by sorrow,
could scarcely have been more purely classical than hers. Even her dress, puritan in its
grey simplicity, became her beauty better than a more beautiful dress would have become
a less beautiful woman. (201)
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I took her for a stately and heartless automaton; I know her now to be a noble and
beautiful woman. (205)
Clara’s masculine resolve also gives way to a conventionally female act, namely crying: “The
words broke from [Clara] in a wail of passionate sorrow; and clasping her hands before her face,
she wept for the first time that day” (203). Robert has been notably perturbed by the fact that
Clara has not shed a single tear upon hearing of her brother’s probable fate (196). The “violence
of [Clara’s] sobs,” which emerge only after proclamations for revenge against her brother’s
untimely death, renders her delicate and in need of Robert’s “tender compassion” (203).
Second, Clara’s masculine behavior accentuates her moral superiority, one of the main
tenets of Victorian femininity, to both her father and Robert. Clara never speaks ill of her father,
though he is merciless to her and barks orders at her as if she were a dog. Her one act of
disobedience to him – sneaking out of the house to urge Robert to avenge George’s death – is not
out of spite or rebellion, but to do what she knows her father wants but that his stubbornness
disallows. Though she suffers, she puts the wishes of her father above her own, and continues to
act on the behalf of her brother:
“I have grown up in an atmosphere of suppression . . . I have stifled and dwarfed the
natural feelings of my heart, until they have become unnatural in their intensity; I have
been allowed neither friends nor lovers. My mother died when I was very young. My
father has always been to me what you saw him to-day. I have had no one but my brother.
All the love that my heart can hold has been centred upon him.” (201)
The manner in which Clara has spent her life under her father’s dominion, suppressing herself
and her desires for the good of others perfectly embodies the Victorian feminine ideal of “the
Angel in the House.” In contrast to Alicia’s often witty and sharp-tongued dialogue with Robert,
Clara speaks with seriousness and fervor, further reminding readers that she is not a threat. Her
words positively influence Robert, as it is only after her impassioned speech that he finally
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accepts the duty of investigating the secret of George’s death. She acts as the spiritual compass
who guides Robert down the path of virtue and piousness:
A quarter of an hour before, he had believed that all was over, and that he was released
from the dreadful duty of discovering the secret of George’s death. Now this girl, this
apparently passionless girl, had found a voice, and was urging him on towards his fate.
(200)
“I accept the dominion of that pale girl, with the statuesque features and the calm brown
eyes,” he thought. “I recognize the power of a mind superior to my own, and I yield to it,
and bow down to it.” (207)
Clara’s masculine resolve yields her the role of moral and spiritual guide that is conventionally
assigned to women. In Victorian discourse, women are regarded as having innately superior
moral qualities to men, and thus are expected to positively influence them down the right
spiritual paths. Clara’s forthright righteousness fulfills this function, as she drives Robert to carry
out his designated duties as the novel’s hero-detective.
Whereas I argued earlier that Alicia is significant in her own right (more than just a foil
for Robert), Clara is a different case. Her story is directly tied to Robert’s; she exists solely to act
as his moral/spiritual compass. This is supported by the fact that Clara’s character is not
introduced until volume two of the novel, when Robert is deciding whether or not he should
pursue George’s disappearance and nearly gives up on the cause. Even then, Clara’s scenes are
limited. Her presence is mostly in Robert’s mind, as the force which motivates him to investigate
his friend’s supposed death. When she does physically appear, it is uncoincidentally in those
moments where Robert is vacillating over his duty and needs direct spiritual guidance.
One such occasion is when Robert unexpectedly runs into Clara at Audley church. He
arrives with a heavy heart, greatly troubled by the fact that he must soon confront Lady Audley
with all the evidence he has amassed and finally uncover her role in George’s disappearance. He
is in search of strength and guidance when Clara suddenly appears before him. Though Clara has
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told Robert that she is going to be in Essex visiting friends, it is improbable that she would end
up in the village of Audley, “one of the most obscure and least frequented spots in the whole of
[Essex]” (255). Clara’s unlikely appearance thus supports the fact that her character’s purpose is
merely to help move Robert’s story along by forcing his masculinization. Robert reflects on
Clara’s compelling influence: “A hand that is stronger than my own is beckoning me onward on
the dark road that leads to my lost friend’s unknown grave” (255).
Furthermore, we are told on multiple occasions that Clara bears a striking resemblance to
her brother. Robert’s first impression of Clara is “that she was like George Talboys” (189). It is
this resemblance that draws him to her, making it “impossible for him to think of her as a
stranger; impossible to remember that they had met that morning for the first time” (203). As the
story progresses, Robert’s feeling that Clara “was so like the friend whom he had loved and lost”
(203) only intensifies. Not only does she have Robert’s “lost friend’s face” (256), but her
handwriting even bears “a feminine resemblance to poor George’s hand” (210). Robert even
goes as far as to suggest that the brother and sister are interchangeable: “If poor George were
sitting opposite to me, or – or even George’s sister – she’s very like him – existence might be a
little more endurable” (209). If Clara’s face is what drives Robert, and her face notably
resembles George’s, then this serves as strong evidence that Clara functions only as an object to
reinforce the two men’s homosocial bond. In addition to impelling Robert to action, Clara
strengthens this bond by “camouflag[ing] its potentially homosexual nature” (Nemesvari “Robert
Audley’s Secret” 524). Richard Nemesvari explains that “Clara provides Robert with the perfect
object of transference and offers him the opportunity to turn his ‘illicit’ homosocial desire for
George in a socially acceptable direction” (524). In other words, Clara, essentially a feminized
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version of George, acts as a screen for the homoerotic desire Robert has for George, so he never
has to confront his errant feelings.
Since Clara’s conventionally masculine traits support male homosocial bonds, her
character is admired. On the other hand, Alicia is ridiculed because her masculinity threatens the
patriarchal order. Still, while Clara herself may not be humorous, there is humor in her marriage
to Robert. Nemesvari, among others, has commented on the triangular relationship between
Robert, Clara, and George at the story’s end (526). Though Robert never has to directly confront
his homosocial desire for George because of Clara, readers are consistently reminded by
Braddon of this complication to Robert and Clara’s heterosexual union. Never is it perhaps more
clear than in the proposal scene, where Robert conflates marrying Clara with searching for
George: “Shall we both go [to Australia], dearest? Shall we go as man and wife? Shall we go
together, my dear love, and bring our brother back between us?” (Braddon 431). Their marriage,
despite its fairy-tale trappings, is wrought with humor. The fairy cottage abode, and the careless
summer evenings spent enjoying tea and strawberries only thinly veil the “subtextual secrets”
(Nemesvari “Robert Audley’s Secret” 527), which ultimately destabilize the novel’s “happy”
domestic ending. On the one hand, Robert and Clara’s marriage seems to fulfill Victorian gender
roles and ideas on sexuality. On the other hand, given the homoerotic undertones of Robert’s
friendship with George, Braddon’s tongue-in-cheek reminders that George “lives there with his
sister and his sister’s husband” (435) and that he “is very happy with his sister and his old friend”
(436) strongly suggest the marriage is only a pretense.
Indeed, marriage for Robert is only a means to an end. The entire novel, after all, is about
Robert’s process of masculinization to which his marriage to Clara is the culminating event. In
Victorian England, masculine status was directly connected to tying the knot. A man could not
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complete his transition to manhood until he married and assumed his patriarchal role: “To form a
household, to exercise authority over dependants, and to shoulder the responsibility of
maintaining and protecting them – these things set the seal on a man’s gender identity” (Tosh
108). As long as Robert remains a bachelor, he is considered less than a man for shirking his
patriarchal duties. Marrying Clara achieves his masculine status and allows him to maintain his
homosocial bond with George in a way that is socially acceptable. In highlighting Clara’s actual
function within her marriage to Robert, Braddon thus humorously undercuts the pretense of
marital bliss, and points to a powerful critique of the sexual suppression on which patriarchal
power is built.
Braddon ends her novel by joining homosexual and sibling love under one roof, as
Robert marries Clara and they both settle down to live with George in an “idyllic” triangular
relationship. Ironically, Clara, who seems like the strongest female character in the novel, turns
out to be the most male-oriented one, actually deriving her entire role and meaning from
supporting the men in her life. In fact, Clara is so unhealthily oriented towards men that she
cannot even conceive of an independent life in her own household. She remains a tragic figure
from her introduction to the novel’s very end.

The Case of George Talboys
Similar to Alicia Audley, George Talboys has taken a backseat to the scholarly studies
done on Robert Audley. When George is mentioned, it is usually in reference to him as the
subject of Robert’s homosocial-homoerotic desires. However, in this section I will demonstrate
how George is just as seminal as Robert to Braddon’s critique of Victorian middle-class
manhood.
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Well before we even get a glimpse of Robert Audley, Braddon introduces us to George
Talboys, a former army officer disowned and disinherited by his genteel father upon marrying a
penniless girl. Unable to make a living, the failed man deserts his wife and newborn to seek
better fortune in the Australian gold-diggings. Three and a half years later, having successfully
achieved the great wealth he sought, the “dashing, reckless, extravagant, luxurious, champagnedrinking dragoon” (26) turned self-made man triumphantly sails back to England to reclaim his
family.
Despite George’s success, his story does not epitomize the fulfillment of middle-class
manhood. He renounces the long-standing aristocratic tradition that defined men by their family
name and wealth in favor of the emerging middle-class view that associated masculinity with the
ability to achieve social and economic prestige through individual hard work rather than
inheritance. However, a lucky strike in a gold field is hardly the same as a fortune built up out of
careful, earnest labor and frugality. Braddon further complicates George’s masculine narrative in
her villainous characterization of him as a wife-deserter.16 More importantly, she uses humor to
highlight this and other unsavory aspects about George’s character that challenge his gender
identity. In contrast to how humor functions with Alicia, with whom we pity, the humor directed
at George is meant to stir anger and a desire to retaliate against myopic gender politics.
The first thing Braddon pokes fun at is George’s lack of knowledge in scholarly subjects.
Considering George’s elite upbringing and Eton education, one would expect him to be able to

When Lady Audley’s Secret appeared as a serial in The London Journal, it included twenty-two illustrations, the
first of which was captioned “Talboys deserts his wife and child.” In the illustration, the artist depicts Helen Talboys
asleep with her infant son, heartbreakingly oblivious to their abandonment. On the opposite side of the room,
George Talboys appears with one hand clasping the doorknob and the other placed over his heart to signify his guilt
and remorse at what he is about to do to the sleeping angels. This illustration supports that at least some readers of
The London Journal would have judged George’s desertion of his family as villainous. For an interesting discussion
of how the illustrations as a whole depict the difficulty of a consistent interpretation of the moral natures of
Braddon’s characters, see Andrew King’s “Sympathy as Subversion? Reading Lady Audley’s Secret in the Kitchen,”
Journal of Victorian Culture, 7.1 (2002): 60-75.
16
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carry a conversation with a governess on the topic of fashionable literature. Instead, George
becomes socially awkward, and resorts to “pull[ing] his beard, and star[ing] very hard at her”
(19). Furthermore, his attempts to simulate understanding with the occasional “Ah, yes!” and
“To be sure, ha!” fall flat and rather highlight his ignorance. The same happens when a young
female passenger invites George to share his thoughts on Shelley and Byron: “[H]e had fairly
laughed in her face, as if poetry were a joke” (19). George cannot even discuss politics with an
elderly wool-stapler, who is also aboard the ship.
Given these examples, Braddon’s earlier appraisal of George’s intellectual education –
that “Mr. Talboys was by no means too learned a gentleman” (19, emphasis mine) – appears
overstated. The use of the adverb “too” here is clearly incongruous, since Braddon’s description
of George thus far has not indicated even the base level of being “learned.” However, the more
accurate assertion that “Mr. Talboys was by no means a learned gentleman” would have been too
bold a statement to make at the time.17 Thus, rather than a gaffe on Braddon’s end, I interpret this
as a calculated move by which the author uses this humorous discrepancy to tactfully signal her
critique of English education.
Jennifer S. Kushnier has already astutely drawn a connection between Braddon’s
characterizations of her lead male characters, Robert and George, and the author’s critical view
of male education at elite public institutions like Eton College.18 However, whereas Kushnier’s
main focus is on Robert and “the novel’s critique of the practice of tolerating homoeroticism in
public schools and then later enforcing heterosexism” (69), I will analyze how Braddon uses

As Jennifer S. Kushnier points out in her article “Educating Boys to Be Queer: Braddon’s ‘Lady Audley’s
Secret,’” Braddon was writing during “the dawn of investigations into education in the late 1850s and early 1860s,
specifically the Clarendon Commission of 1861” (62). It would have been too early to unequivocally pronounce
such criticism. However, readers familiar with the waning reputation of such institutions would have been able to
appreciate the joke.
18
Kushnier 61-75.
17
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humor as a vehicle to criticize George’s schooling for failing to mold him into a “proper”
English gentleman in terms of “extensive knowledge, mental ability, and moral character”
(Payne 69). In other words, while George may have the pedigree of a gentleman, he lacks the
intellectual substance of one.
It is no wonder then that George is an alumnus of Eton College, which one contemporary
reviewer charged as the “worst” of the “great” nine public schools (46).19 Braddon’s critique, in
fact, seems to anticipate the contents of the Clarendon Report20, which cited problems in the
quality and breadth of the curriculum at Eton. The college was not only charged with
emphasizing Greek and Latin studies to the neglect of all other subjects, but it ironically failed to
teach even the classics “decently” (Payne 49).
Having already shown George’s preference to engage in “innocent amusement” (19)21
over intellectual conversation, Braddon next reveals George’s scant knowledge of the classics.
This is evidenced by a conversation with Robert, not coincidentally his former Eton schoolmate,
that occurs shortly after George returns to England from Australia. Certain that he will soon be
reunited with his “darling wife” (22), he enthusiastically divulges his hopes for the future, telling
Robert,
“I shall take a villa on the banks of the Thames . . . for the little wife and myself; and
we’ll have a yacht, Bob, old boy, and you shall lie on the deck and smoke while my
pretty one plays her guitar and sings songs to us. She’s for all the world like one of those
what’s-its-names, who got poor old Ulysses into trouble[.]” (38)

19

The list includes Eton, Rugby, Winchester, Westminster, Harrow, Charterhouse, Shrewsbury, Merchant Taylors,
and St. Paul’s.
20
Published in 1864, the report of a Royal Commission established by the Earl of Clarendon in 1861 to investigate
the revenues, management, studies and instruction of the nine leading public schools.
21
Mainly card games, which reflects the charge that at Eton there was “a studious avoidance of every kind of mental
exertion” and that “games, sports, and diversions of every kind evidently possess[ed] the hearts of the immense
majority of the pupils” (Payne 50, 51).
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In his allusion to Homer’s Odyssey, George unwittingly compares his presumed “angelic” wife
to the Sirens, dangerously seductive sea-women who use their feminine charms in an attempt to
lure Ulysses to his death. Braddon fully expects her readers to notice George’s inept reference to
the ancient Greek epic poem, and so by way of flimsy explanation, she comments that his
“classic lore was not very great” (38, emphasis mine). Here again Braddon inserts a misleading
adverb, in this case “very,” apparently to mitigate the effect of her actual charge against George:
that his classical education was mediocre at best. The adverb transforms the comment into a
euphemistic remark about a character whose actual knowledge of the classics was nowhere near
“great.” It was plain and simple not great, an unwarranted plot detail, which further confirms that
Braddon is deliberately drawing readers’ attention to George’s humorous inadequacies. That is
not to say that readers would have necessarily expected George to be versed in the classics, but
they would have supposed he could tell the difference between a Victorian angel and a
dangerous siren. His inability to do so in classical literature reflects his inability to do so in real
life.
Additionally, Braddon achieves humor on another level through the irony of George’s
reference to the Odyssey. Though George unintentionally compares his wife, Helen Talboys, to a
dangerous siren, he is actually correct in his assessment. Helen turns out to be the bigamous
Lady Audley, who, like Homer’s Sirens, uses her feminine charms to lure in men and lift herself
from poverty. She then attempts to secure her newfound wealth and position by pushing her first
husband, George, down a deserted well. George mistakes the siren for the angel in both literature
and in life, humorously pointing to the innate (and dangerous) flaws in Victorian constructions of
gender.
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Not only is George oblivious to his own foreshadowed peril as a result of flawed
Victorian gender constructs, but Braddon faults him for his naïve expectation of a happy family
reunion, considering he has been absent without contact for over three times longer than the span
of his one-year marriage. George’s confidence in his marital future is ultimately comically
shattered by the sobering words of Miss Morley, whom he meets aboard the Argus and acts as a
foil to him. The foundation of their stories are similar. Like George, Miss Morley had traveled to
Australia for financial gain. Beyond this, their stories diverge. George left on bad terms; he “flew
into a rage with [Helen] . . . then ran out of the house, declaring that [he] would never enter it
again” (24). Miss Morley, on the other hand, had a heartfelt discussion with her fiancé, whom
she left “free and unfettered to win his way in the world” (22). While George toiled in the gold
fields for a “quick” fortune to bring back to his wife, Miss Morley spent fifteen wearisome years
as a governess to save up for her future with her fiancé. His return was conditional to him finding
fortune. Her return was only a matter of time. Whereas George was confident he could resume
his marriage as if no time had passed, Miss Morley only hoped her fiancé was still awaiting her
return. She sadly confides in George: “My wish is that we may find no disappointment when we
get [home]” (21). Miss Morley’s talk of disappointment stems from a “sick fear” (21) that
despite her hopes she may not be able to resume her situation as she left it fifteen years prior. Her
fiancé may not love her anymore, or perhaps he will love her only for her money. Worse yet, he
may be dead. Miss Morley’s words hit a nerve in George, who immediately lashes out at the
governess for triggering his own doubts: “Why do you come and try to put such fancies into my
head, when I am going home to my darling wife? . . . [U]ntil this moment, I have never known a
fear as to the result of my voyage home” (22).
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George’s conviction that his wife will not have changed during his absence is humorous
in its preposterousness. While Miss Morley has been away from England significantly longer
than George, three and a half years can hardly be considered “a short time” (23), especially for
his son. To have been gone for over three years without any correspondence and be expecting to
pick up where he left off is naïve at best. That Miss Morley experiences such fear and not
George is owing to the fact that as a woman, she possesses a different sense of time. Patricia
Murphy in Time is of the Essence discusses how Victorian conceptions of time were shaped by a
gendered binary:
A male character’s association with linear time becomes a marker of progress,
civilization, and modernity, whereas a female character’s connection to cyclical time
represents stasis, chaos, and anachronism. Male characters are identified with an acute
historical consciousness, and female characters are positioned as virtually oblivious to
and removed from history—in effect, the fiction suggests, ahistorical. (25)
George unthinkingly assumes that Helen is waiting for him at home because he associates her
with this conception of feminine time, which evokes “repetition” and “eternity” (26). While time
moves forward for George, Helen’s life is thought to remain static, dissociated from time. The
contrast between the stories of George and Miss Morley, therefore, serves to highlight and
criticize Victorian conceptualizations of gendered time that regard women as “Other” (25) to
history and progress. The humor is that Braddon destabilizes this supposed naturalized thinking
in George by making him experience time from the female perspective, thereby plaguing him
with Miss Morley’s worry.
Additionally, Braddon uses humor to tackle women’s Otherness in the eyes of the law.
Braddon was writing at a time when the men who deserted their wives had nothing to fear,
before such laws as the “Married Women (Maintenance in Case of Desertion) Act” of 1886. This
law was the first in making men accountable to the wives they abandoned by compelling them to
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pay spousal support. The Matrimonial Causes Act of 1857 would not have been much help to
Helen Talboys, as desertion alone did not provide just cause for a woman to petition for
divorce.22 Not that she could have afforded one even if she did. In light of this, George’s
presumptions are further revealing of the lack of protection and options for deserted married
women in the Victorian era. Barred from any legal recourse, and left with “no protector but a
weak, tipsy father, and with a child to support” (346), Helen would have had no means to do
anything but wait for her prince to return with his promised fortune and rescue her from her
miserable and poverty-stricken life. George had essentially left Helen in a state whereby she was
guaranteed to be totally reliant on him, and, barring death, would be waiting for however many
years it took her husband to make a “man” of himself.
While George’s actions and presumptions may be within the letter of the Victorian law,
Braddon makes George accountable in terms of the moral law of her novel by which desertion is
alone condemnable. Braddon sets up the act of desertion as a grave offense first by way of Miss
Morley’s reaction when George admits, “I left my little girl [Helen] asleep, with her baby in her
arms, and with nothing but a few blotted lines to tell her why her faithful husband had deserted
her” (23). The mention of desertion here is an example of humor because it is both unforeseen
and conflicts with our perception of George, since this is the first instance where Braddon
indicates that “the life and soul of the [Argus]” might not be as likeable and upstanding as we
thought. This tension is reflected in Miss Morley’s disapproving gasp and her fixation on
George’s final two words – “Deserted her!” (23) – which she exclaims back, and which remain
echoing in the readers’ minds, making us question George’s moral character.

22

A divorce was more difficult for a woman to obtain. Legal separation was only granted in cases of adultery and an
additional offence, such as desertion or cruelty.
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Still, the singular reaction is not itself enough to unequivocally condemn George,
especially since Miss Morley is only a governess whose opinions can thus be easily dismissed. It
even somewhat loses force when George goes on to tell his story (uninterrupted for four pages),
which seemingly excuses his moral offense by putting it into context: how he married for love,
forsaking his inheritance; the subsequent financial troubles and disappointments that inevitably
led to his expedition to Australia; how he was so brave and toiled half-starved through such hard
times, with only the thought of his wife, “her pretty white hand beckoning [him] onwards to a
happy future” (26). The history of George’s harrowing three-year struggle abroad seems to
overshadow any unintentional wrongdoing. In fact, we almost get swept up in George’s story of
unmitigated bravery and nearly forget his moral transgression, that is until Miss Morley not
coincidentally re-enters the conversation, and interrogatively asks George, “But in all that time
did you never write to your wife?” (27). Once again, Braddon reminds readers of how George
left his wife and baby and made no attempt to contact them for over three years. This is the final
note on which the chapter ends, with George overcome with affliction: “Three years and a half,
and not one line, one word from her, or from any mortal creature who knows her. Heaven above!
what may not have happened?” (27).
Even though George technically has nothing to worry about because the law is on his side
and protects his marital investment – his wife, Helen – by making her dependent on him for life,
Braddon challenges the view that George’s case is “exceptional” (22) (because he is a “man”) by
ultimately making him succumb to the same terrors that afflict Miss Morley. In this way, the
novel both destabilizes George’s temporal assumptions and reveals the unfairness of marriage
laws in favor of men. Braddon’s unfavorable opinions on the legal system are made clear in her
satirical representation of Robert in the novel’s final chapter:
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Mr. Audley is a rising man upon the home circuit by this time, and has distinguished
himself in the great breach of promise case of Hobbs v. Nobbs, and has convulsed the
Court by his deliciously comic rendering of the faithless Nobbs’s amatory
correspondence. (435)
Braddon here is alluding to the sensational and comic nature of Victorian breach-of-promise
suits, specifically exhibited by the underhanded strategies of the plaintiffs’ counsel. Indeed,
lawyers were often the targets of literary satire for their alleged part in abusing breach-ofpromise laws to their client’s favor. They were charged as the masterminds of these sensational
courtroom dramas for encouraging jilted women to pursue litigation and then play the part of the
injured, oppressed party so as to achieve a large settlement.23 As one critic notes, Braddon’s
“ironic sketch” similarly portrays lawyers as villainous and corrupt swindlers in “emphasiz[ing]
the role of the skillful lawyer in manipulating language and constructing narratives [e.g., “the
forlorn Victorian angel”] to serve self-interested ends” (Craig 88). In other words, the novel’s
“hero” has ironically built a reputation for himself partaking in sensational trials, where he
assists in carrying out a similar offense for which he has committed Lady Audley to an asylum
(e.g., manipulating the ideal of true womanhood for pecuniary gain).24
Since the legal system apparently serves as a vehicle for moral crimes and does not
impose any legal burdens on George for leaving his family, Braddon instead signals George’s
culpability through his mental affliction, which as I have argued disrupts his gendered notions of
time. This continues throughout the narrative with little to no abatement, as George must come to
terms with his act of desertion. A year into widowhood, for example, he is still kept “awake . . .
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For more on the dramatization of the breach-of-promise comedy that took place in courts in the high Victorian
period, see also Saskia Lettmaier’s Broken Engagements: The Action for Breach of Promise of Marriage and the
Feminine Ideal, 1800-1940, especially Chapter 4.
24
Rachel Heinrichs also discusses how “Braddon questions the autonomy and authority of the middle-class
gentleman by calling attention to its innate theatricality” with Robert’s “comic performance” in the courtroom that
wins him esteem (104, 117). However, it is also possible to read Robert’s performance as a skilled lawyerly
performance for the jury. Braddon makes possible for us to see Robert as a swindler, but does not absolutely settle it.
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thinking of the wife he had abandoned in the pursuit of a fortune which she never lived to share”
(52). Likewise, when he and Robert visit the hotel where Helen has presumably died, he is
impelled to defend himself when the landlady condemns him as the man who “deserted
[Helen]…and left her with her pretty boy upon her poor old father’s hands” (44), foreboding that
he will forever be on trial in the court of public opinion.
Perhaps most damning are the words from his own wife’s mouth, which point to the
culpability of George (and by extension the flawed Victorian law system) in the crimes
committed by Helen Talboys in her rise to Lady Audley. Towards the end of the novel, when
Helen/Lady Audley “tells the truth” (338-352), we hear how she, too, regarded George’s leaving
as a desertion for which she “resented [him] bitterly” (347). George’s abandonment of Helen,
after all, leaves her “with no protector but a weak, tipsy father, and with a child to support”
(347), depicting her bigamous marriage to Sir Michael as more of a practical solution than a
crime. Additionally, I contend that it is George who actually inspires Helen to subvert social
conventions to her advantage just as he has done. Her awareness of George’s successful
transgressions is emphasized in one of her speeches to him:
I thought dragoons25 were always rich . . . Girls always want to marry dragoons; and
tradespeople always want to serve dragoons; and hotel-keepers to entertain dragoons; and
theatrical managers to be patronised by dragoons. Who could have ever expected that a
dragoon would drink sixpenny ale, smoke horrid bird’s-eye tobacco, and let his wife wear
and shabby bonnet?” (185-6).
In other words, George has subverted class norms in holding a job usually reserved for rich men
when he himself was not rich. George looks like a rich man, a luxurious dragoon, but in reality
he isn’t. It is not a stretch then that Helen would have gotten the idea from him that she too could
pull the wool over society’s eyes, which she explains was not easy:

25

According to the OED, “a member of any of several cavalry regiments in the British army.”
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I had to work hard for my living, and in every hour of labour – and what labour is more
wearisome than the dull slavery of a governess? – I recognised a separate wrong done me
by George Talboys. His father was rich; his sister was living in luxury and respectability;
and I, his wife, and the mother of his son, was a slave allied for ever to beggary and
obscurity. (347)
Helen’s words here further render George (and the law) culpable in creating the circumstances
that unleashed “Lady Audley” to the world. Although his father disowned him after his marriage
to Helen, we learn that she “begged George to appeal to his father” (347) to no avail. George’s
refusal to make amends with his father represents the relinquishment of his hereditary duty.26 As
such, Braddon depicts how Helen’s crimes in the role of Lady Audley are fueled by George’s
abandonments.
In addition to George leaving his family and relinquishing his hereditary duties, Andrew
King highlights another abandonment by George. According to King, “George left the army and
deserted [Helen] when the Crimean War was just about to start and already being discussed in
the press” (“Sympathy” 79). Considering this overlap with the Crimean War, George’s
abandonment of his civic duty is also signaled by Braddon’s many references to George as a
“dragoon” or “ex-dragoon,” and of his “dragooning” days without any mention of the
circumstances by which he made his exit.27 If George, indeed, abandoned his army post, his
moral transgressions would have amounted to a triple desertion of wife, heritage, and country.
Braddon thus shows how George not only falls short, but very short, of embodying the middleclass English “gentleman.” No wonder when, at his wife’s request (347), George tries to seek
employment, and cannot “get anybody to believe in [his] capacity” (24).

To read more on the how George disrupts the continuance of his family’s aristocratic tradition, see Rachel
Heinrichs’ discussion in “Critical Masculinities in Lady Audley’s Secret,” especially p103-104.
27
Refer to pages 24, 26, 42-43, 52-53, 185-186, and 346 in Lady Audley’s Secret.
26
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The Eton graduate fails not only in the realm of rudimentary teachings and mental agility,
but also in terms of moral character. As such, George is hardly the picture of an ideal man who
will go on to serve the Victorian commonwealth (for which Eton graduates were especially
purported to be groomed), but rather an atrophying soul, who “smoke[s] cigars, and idle[s] about
all day with his hands in his pockets” (53). Not surprisingly, in the novel’s conclusion, there is
no pronouncement that George is a “rising man” (435), not that Robert’s “rise” is evidence of
masculine achievement, as I mentioned earlier, due to his self-interested courtroom histrionics.
Therefore, by way of Robert’s questionable courtroom practices, and the pitiful silver lining that
George is young and may find a new wife “to console him” (436), Braddon once more
humorously demonstrates the inadequacies of so-called elite public institutions at producing
“men”28 who are both mentally awake and morally straight. Moreover, Braddon gestures at how
the middle-class “gentleman” is not only a highly-flawed concept, but merely a figment of the
Victorian imagination. George may have all the trappings of a Victorian gentleman, but his is
merely a façade that rings hollow.

28

Robert is not the only character whom Braddon uses to dissolve gender lines. For instance, in an early description
of George, Braddon describes his “handsome brown eyes” as having a “feminine smile in them” (18).
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CHAPTER THREE
Victorian Freaks and the Humorous Uncanny in The Woman in White
Wilkie Collins’s 1860 novel, The Woman in White, is typically linked to the Gothic and
the supernatural. However, in this chapter I will focus on humor as an important complement to
the more prominent uncanny aspects of the novel. My attention to humor stems from the
observation that many of the novel’s iconic scenes of “pure sensation” (Oliphant 115) are either
surrounded by or directly coincide with humorous ones. I read humor as occurring when an
ostensibly uncanny element unexpectedly abates in force rather than evolving into a horrorinspiring experience29. In other words, the unsettling feeling of the uncanny does not develop to
climax; instead, there is a reversal of readers’ expectations whereby the potential of the uncanny
is discharged, and humor is elicited rather than horror. By focusing on when and how Collins
consciously disrupts narrative expectation in The Woman in White, we can better discern the
author’s dissatisfaction with rigid Victorian social norms and categories.
I begin with the scene shortly before the titular Woman in White, later revealed as Anne
Catherick, makes her first bloodcurdling appearance on the road to London at the novel’s start.
Collins’s hero-narrator, Walter Hartright, introduces us to Professor Pesca, who uncannily
resembles the former in terms of marginal social position (they are both tutors). This uncanny
likeness between the two friends is ultimately dissolved, however, by Walter reducing Pesca to a
comic parody of the stereotypical English gentleman that the Italian native fails to reproduce.
Then, after the Woman has come and fled, Collins introduces us to Marian Halcombe, whose
apparent moustache unnervingly highlights the tensions between nineteenth-century cultural

I borrow here from Ng’s and Wee’s formulation of the “funny uncanny” (217) with exception to the idea of
bathos. I do not view Collins’s bizarre juxtapositions as unintentional. Rather, I read them as conscious and
deliberate violations by Collins that achieve the novel’s surreal quality of humor.
29
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expectations and physical reality. Nevertheless, Marian’s threat to gender norms never reaches
climax, as it is immediately neutralized by her more conventionally feminine actions and words,
allowing her to be read as a freak of nature, or a comic parody of the Victorian angel. In a similar
vein, Fosco’s menacing persona, which stems from a xenophobic fear of foreigners, is
counteracted by his performance of paternal domesticity and fat stereotypes.
Next, I show how the uncanny scene where Walter encounters the presumed-dead
heroine, Laura Fairlie, very much alive and standing over her grave, is also punctuated by
humor. Before the graveyard scene, the apparent death of Laura briefly foils Walter’s quest for
manhood, as her bodily absence leaves the narrator without anything to narrate. There is a subtle
shift from horror to humor, though, in Walter’s rejection of his mother’s solace, a symbol of his
failed masculine ambition. Through this scene, Collins undermines the supposed inherent nature
of Victorian masculinity and masculine power, rendering them instead conditional on the
subordination of women: Laura must suffer so that Walter can heroically save her, thus proving
his manhood. After the grave scene, Walter’s dubious identification of Laura in the absence of
social or legal authority and in light of all he has to gain from his positive identification of her
further destabilizes masculine autonomy.
The aim of this chapter, therefore, is to show how the horror of the uncanny works hand
in hand with humor in this novel. Together, they bring light to Collins’s criticism of Victorian
gender ideals and his particular contempt for the suppositions on which those ideals were based.
Humor functions as a way of dealing with the incomprehensibility of the uncanny, but also as a
challenge to the established discourse of masculine narratives that assume a strict seriousness.
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The Case of Professor Pesca: Humor, Masculinity, and Foreignness
Professor Pesca is the first of two characters of Italian descent (the other being Count
Fosco) whom Collins portrays humorously. A large part of this humor is drawn from Pesca’s
status in the novel as a “freak.” Marlene Tromp, extending the arguments of Rosemarie GarlandThomson and Robert Bogdan, conceptualizes the figure of the freak as a social construct borne
out of a need to understand and regulate bodily difference. The construction of freaks, according
to Tromp, is a highly politicized act that is revealing of the anxieties and concerns of the
particular cultural and historical moment in which freakish bodies are defined (“Introduction” 4).
The cultural and historical relativity of what constitutes a freak, or an “anomalous human body”
(Garland-Thomson 1), is apparent in Victorian freak shows, where people who were extremely
overweight, had facial and/or bodily deformities, or animalesque features captivated the public.
“Victorian freaks,” whose atypical bodies unsettled rigid social categories like gender and race,
were marked by widespread anxieties about “the authority of discourses like medical science to
name and explain the significance of the human body, as well as that of mainstream culture to
determine all notions of normalcy” (Tromp “Introduction” 8). Victorians wanted to judge for
themselves and exploited freaks as the objects of their “epistemological speculation” (8).
In The Woman in White, Collins uses the figure of the freak to probe Victorian anxieties
about masculinity and foreignness. Although Professor Pesca is a respectable and highlyeducated teacher of languages, this does not stop Walter Hartright, the novel’s hero, from
undercutting the merits of his supposed “worthy Italian friend” (Collins 11) by focusing on the
latter’s perceived freakish differences. The “Italian” seems to cancel out the “worthy” in Pesca’s
character because although “he had been for many years respectably established in London”
(11), he remains at best only a parody of the Englishman. Walter repeatedly undermines Pesca’s
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character, namely his masculinity, by harping on his relatively small size, peculiar personality,
and indomitable foreignness. Comparing Pesca’s stature to a performer at a freak show, despite
the fact that “he was perfectly well-proportioned from head to foot” (11), Walter on multiple
occasions diminutively calls Pesca “the little man30.” He entertains us with the highly comical
linguistic blunders brought about by Pesca’s scattered use of English colloquialisms “whenever
they happened to occur to him, turning them, in his high relish for their sound and his general
ignorance of their sense, into compound words and repetitions of his own, and always running
them into each other, as if they consisted of one long syllable” (15). He also humorously
recounts the Italian’s endearingly clumsy, impromptu attempts at “turn[ing] himself into an
Englishman” (11) by engaging in English sports and pastimes. Whether partaking in a foxhunt or
a game of cricket, we are told Pesca fails miserably at all “manly exercises” (12), which he
approaches blindly and with great risk.
Pesca’s seeming marginality to the novel’s events31 make it easy to downplay his
character as mere comic relief in an otherwise apparently nervous-inducing text. However, when
assessing his role and impact in the novel as a whole, this is clearly not the case. Walter, after all,
credits Pesca as being “the starting-point of the strange family story” (11) that is unfolded in The
Woman in White. It is through him that Walter learns of the position of drawing-master that
brings him into contact with Laura Fairlie, the beautiful heiress who through marriage validates
Walter’s masculinity and hero-status32. Furthermore, Pesca plays a crucial role in bringing about
the novel’s conclusion. Without his assistance, Walter would not have had the leverage to force
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See pages 11-12, 15, 18-19, 570-572 in The Woman in White.
Pesca features briefly in the beginning of the first epoch and then is not mentioned again until over 500 pages later
in the third epoch.
32
Laura is often cited as the “reward” for Walter’s overcoming his vulnerability to “sensational thrills” such as
occasioned by the woman in white’s touch. See, for instance, Marlene Tromp’s The Private Rod: Marital Violence,
Sensation, and the Law in Victorian Britain (90) and Rachel Ablow’s “Good Vibrations: The Sensationalization of
Masculinity in The Woman in White” (163).
31
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the villainous Count Fosco to admit his part in the conspiracy against Laura. This confession
completes the evidence Walter needs to succeed in restoring Laura’s identity and fortune, and
thereby enables the couple to fulfill what D.A. Miller describes as the “normative requirements
of the heterosexual ménage whose happy picture concludes” (“Cage Aux Folles” 165) Collins’s
text.33
Less discussed, however, is the way in which Collins uses the comical character of Pesca
to initially broach the constructions and experiences of gender and foreignness that drive and
complicate The Woman in White. Much like Pesca initiates the story’s action, I maintain that the
humor at the Italian’s expense ironically initiates Collins’s exploration of the repressed anxieties
and displaced fears regarding Victorian masculinity and the threat of the foreign Other that run
throughout the text. Richard Nemesvari explains,
Pesca is presented as a comic character because his attempts to mimic being English
always fail, and in fact call attention to his foreignness . . . and as long as the foreign
other is marked as easily identifiable it poses no real threat. (“The Mark” 97)
In other words, Pesca’s distinctly formed “otherness” that is achieved by the comical depiction
of his character renders him harmless and diminishes any perceived threat of his foreignness.
Pesca’s buffoonish figure allows readers to interpret him as a “good” foreigner34, though we later
learn he has the power to kill men who are traitorous to his secret political organization, the
Brotherhood.

Melissa Free makes a parallel claim in “Freaks That Matter: The Dolls’ Dressmaker, the Doctor’s Assistant, and
the Limits of Difference.” Free argues that the novel’s “queer freaks,” or the minor characters who embody
“nonnormative desire, race, and physicality” (259), work to facilitate the heteronormative marriages of the main
characters and are then “necessarily disposed” (259-60) once their function is carried out.
34
Unlike Katrien Bollen & Raphael Ingelbien, I do not read Collins’s depiction of Pesca’s “harmless comic traits”
as merely a means of underscoring the character’s “goodness” in terms of his indispensableness in bringing about
the novel’s heteronormative ending (412). Rather, I contend that Collins demonstrates how the affectionate humor
directed at Pesca domesticates his potentially menacing foreignness, turning him into the “good” or harmless
foreigner, thus alleviating fears of invasion by the foreign “Other.”
33
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It is no wonder then that Walter cannot speak of Pesca without also mentioning the
professor’s native Italy, his “remarkable” personal appearance, and the “eccentricity of his
character” (Collins 11). Conceiving of Pesca as a “freak” paves the way for Walter, who in
aligning himself with the English national identity is defined by being the pitiable Pesca’s
opposite. In reality, the two are quite similar. Judith Sanders notes how Pesca is a favorite of
Walter’s mother, and is welcomed into the Hartright home “almost as if he and Walter were
interchangeable” (66). The two also hold “marginal relationship[s] to both normalcy and power”
(Sanders 66) by virtue of their jobs as tutors. It is only through pointing out Pesca’s
foreign/freakish idiosyncrasies that Walter’s Englishness, and by extension normative Victorian
masculinity, is initially established. Walter’s “attitude of complacent superiority” (Ceraldi 177),
and in turn the Victorian reader’s, is fueled by Pesca’s constructed difference. Before I address
that this staunch English nationalism is ultimately nullified by Collins’s overarching satirization
of Victorian respectability, I shall first further demonstrate how humor works on the narrative
level to establish Walter’s identity and position him vis-à-vis the prevailing “master narrative”
(Bamberg 359-61) in which he participates.
According to Michael Bamberg, “[N]arratives always reveal the speaker’s identity . . . By
offering a narrative, the speaker lodges a claim for him/herself in terms of who he/she is” (358).
Therefore, the aim of The Woman in White “to present the truth always in its most direct and
most intelligible aspect” (Collins 9), while a worthy goal, is impossible because “the attempt to
compose life stories actually ‘invalidates’ life the way it is actually lived” (Bamberg 355-6). In
this way, narrators can be seen as editors, who review all potential material and then selectively
pick and sequence them in a way that projects their identities in relation to the dominant
ideologies in the social framework from which they originate and in which they act. In other
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words, the narrator begins without an identity, but moves from that state “to an awareness of
identity that is inherently political in that identity entails seeing the self as part of a collective,
achieving identity through sexuality, matters of taste and morality, and property” (Whitebrook
24).
Walter, therefore, depicts Pesca as humorous to exercise moderate criticism of his
friend’s socially deviant behavior, and avoid criticism of his own problematic identity as a
drawing master. His character becomes more vivid through comparison and juxtaposition to
Pesca (and other characters who are socially abnormal, or conceived as freaks, such as Frederick
Fairlie). In this mode, humor highlights the implied assumptions and values shared by Walter
and his Victorian audience. It acts like gossip, reinforcing shared community values by
articulating how others are violating them.
As the male protagonist, Walter is expected to embody a competent masculine identity
that is deserving of his eventual social ascension. However, many critics cite Walter’s dangerous
foray and survival in the wilds of Central America as the true confirmation of his manliness.35
This means that prior to this experience, for more than two-thirds of the novel, Walter’s
masculine identity is ambiguous. Indeed, Walter consistently demonstrates nervousness and
hysteria36, characteristically feminine dispositions, particularly in the sexually-charged scene in
which Anne Catherick lays her hand upon his shoulder in the middle of a dark road. Walter also
fails to measure up to the legacy of his deceased father’s professional success and “admirable
prudence” (Collins 10). Unlike his father, Walter has not managed his finances well and is “out
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See, for instance, Kirby-Jane Hallum and Rachel Ablow.
When discovering the uncanny likeness between the woman in white and Laura Fairlie, Walter becomes
noticeably disturbed, believing that something supernatural is transpiring. Marian Halcombe, who reacts more
calmly to the news, calls him out for this: “Mr. Hartright, you surprise me. Whatever women may be, I thought that
men, in the nineteenth century, were above superstition” (Collins 62).
36
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of money” (10). As a result, he must spend his time “economically” (10) between his mother’s
cottage and his own London residence. Upon arriving at his mother’s gate one evening, Walter is
startled by the appearance of Professor Pesca in lieu of the servant:
I had hardly rung the bell, before the house-door was opened violently; my worthy Italian
friend, Professor Pesca . . . darted out joyously to receive me, with a shrill foreign parody
on an English cheer. (11)
Although Pesca is figuratively portrayed here as an eager child awaiting the arrival of his father,
it is ultimately Walter who benefits from paternal support. After all, it is through Pesca that
Walter not only obtains a job, but a wife and the means to support her.
In this light, the intentions behind Walter’s humorous treatment of Pesca become clear. In
order to divert attention from his own shortcomings in terms of both physical dominance and
professional success, which as the narrator to his story he knows he must own up to shortly,
Walter first humorously highlights the queer and effeminate nature of Pesca. In fact, Walter
admits he uses humor in just this way when recounting an incident involving Pesca while the two
are swimming in the sea at Brighton. The latter again confuses sheer will for ability and nearly
drowns.37 Despite the situation’s near-tragic end, Walter “treat[s] the whole adventure as a good
subject for a joke” (13), once more emasculating Pesca by emphasizing his foreignness. First,
immediately following the incident, Walter tells us that Pesca, in trying to uphold his resolution
that he could adopt England’s national pastimes and by extension adopt the English nationality,
attributes his failure at swimming to “the Cramp” (12) rather than a lack of skill. Walter in turn
humorously dismisses Pesca’s intended mastery of swimming and Englishness as a “wonderful
delusion” (12), which the Italian’s linguistic error – his misuse of the English article “the”
instead of “a” – only underlines. Then, when all manner of “artificial English restraints”
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There is an ironic humor in the fact that Pesca, whose name literally translates in Italian to “fish,” cannot swim.
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eventually give way to “the wildest expressions of affection” and a “torrent of [Pesca’s] tears and
protestations” (12), these characteristically feminine displays of excessive emotion are
disparagingly attributed by Walter to Pesca’s “exaggerated Italian way” (12). Discomfited by
Pesca’s overwhelmingly passionate gratitude because, according to Nemesvari, it “hints at a
foreign intensity of male relationships that cannot be acknowledged in England” (“The Mark”
98), Walter turns to humor. The “joke” ultimately functions locally to create a distance between
Walter and Pesca, and more generally to show Walter’s complicity with the master narrative of
heterosexuality.
Walter more explicitly betrays this complicity in the final half of the Third Epoch when
attempting to explain why he has not mentioned Pesca again since the novel’s start. Pesca’s
absence is seemingly justified by the fact that his character is “not essential to the main interest
of the story” (565). We naturally assume the story Walter means is that of Sir Percival Glyde’s
treachery and the subsequent quest to prove Laura’s true identity. However, it can also refer to
Walter’s own heterosexual narrative, which the presence of Pesca complicates. Walter admits
that “Pesca was not separated from all connexion with me and my interests”:
I have said nothing, here, of the consolation that I found in Pesca’s brotherly affection for
me, when I saw him again after the sudden cessation of my residence at Limmeridge
House. I have not recorded the fidelity with which my warm-hearted little friend followed
me to the place of embarkation, when I sailed for Central America, or the noisy transport
of joy with which he received me when we next met in London. (565)
Walter and Pesca share an intense homosocial bond that cannot be acknowledged in Walter’s
masculine narrative. “It is the necessary law of such a story as [Walter’s]” to omit what inhibits
the “progress of [his] narrative” (565). Having admitted to tailoring his narrative to reproduce
existing masculine ideals and heterosexual norms, it is not a stretch that Walter uses humor in
just this way. Humor can therefore be seen as another means of paradoxically containing the
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threat of foreignness, while simultaneously revealing the anxieties of masculinity and
Englishness that are elided in order to reinforce its positive self-assessment.

Count Fosco: The “Other” Italian
As I have already mentioned briefly, “Englishness” and the air of England’s cultural
supremacy, established through Walter’s comic depiction of Pesca and the many “puzzling
foreign peculiarities” (Collins 13) of his animated Italian nature, is short-lived. Ironically,
English authority is overturned by the humor dynamics within another homosocial bond between
Italian and Englishman. That Collins not only has a preoccupation in The Woman in White with
foreignness, but Italian foreignness, is made clear with his inclusion in the novel of another
native of Italy, namely Count Fosco38. Fosco’s relationship with Sir Percival Glyde is the inverse
to that of Walter and Pesca. In the former, the foreigner derives humor at the expense of the
English native, whose customs and manners are this time the source of inferiority and jest.
According to Gabrielle Ceraldi, “Count Fosco tolerates his friend [Percival] with an air of
amused indulgence—in much the same way Walter tolerates Pesca” (178). The novel’s heroine,
Marian Halcombe, whose shrewdness is compared to “the foresight and the resolution of a man”
(Collins 324), observes how Fosco endures the constant subjection to Glyde’s irksome English
nature with a “belittling paternal patience” (Ceraldi 178):
[Fosco] puts the rudest remarks Sir Percival can make on his effeminate tastes and
amusements, quietly away from him . . . always calling the baronet by his Christian
name; smiling at him with the calmest superiority; patting him on the shoulder; and
bearing with him benignantly, as a good-humoured father bears with a wayward son.
(Collins 222)
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In full, he is Count Isidore Ottavio Baldassore Fosco.
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In his fatherly role, Fosco is also shown to manage his friend’s indomitable Englishness with
affectionate remonstrances, such as “My good Percival! how I like your rough English humour!”
or “My good Percival! how I enjoy your solid English sense!” (222). Interspersed at “every hour
in the day” (222), such utterances are meant to flatter and placate Percival, but more importantly
they underline the fact that his English temperament is an acquired taste that not everyone can
stomach like Fosco.
In addition to both literally and figuratively humoring Percival, Fosco uses humor to
apparently make light of Percival’s unaccountable savageness. When the residents of Blackwater
Park – the Foscos, the Glydes, and Lady Glyde’s sister, Marian – engage in a debate over foolish
and wise criminals, “Sir Percival burst[s] out laughing; so violently, so outrageously” (232) that
even Fosco is taken aback. As Percival’s partner in crime, it would make sense for Fosco to
downplay Percival’s bizarre behavior so as to alleviate any suspicion. Fosco seems to come to
Glyde’s defense by sympathetically referring to him as “Poor dear Percival” and “the victim of
English spleen” (232). However, rather than displacing fear with humor, Fosco’s words actually
magnify the alarm they are purported to subdue. The fact that Fosco links Percival’s disturbing
sense of humor to his national identity rather than a passing generic mood is suggestive of
something inherently sinister about the English character that is no laughing matter. In other
words, Fosco is enfreaking Percival, making the English body seem anomalous.
In this way, Fosco serves as a vehicle for Collins’s critique of Victorian England’s blind
egotism. While the humor directed at Percival more generally points to cracks in the perceived
eminence of English character, Fosco’s amusement at the expense of both Laura and Marian
reveals England’s specific social and moral inadequacies, including its ineffective policing of
crimes, and its tyrannical laws that breed injustice. In response to the women’s belief in the
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moral platitude that “[c]rimes cause their own detection” (232), Fosco convulses with laughter
and bitingly remarks, “Yes – all the crime you know of. And, what of the rest?” (233). Fosco
implores Laura and Marian to consult coroners at inquests, secretaries of life-assurance
companies, and their own newspapers as evidence of the countless crimes that remain unsolved.
The police naturally publicize their victories, not their losses. Fosco mockingly marvels at how
the women’s overconfidence in England’s forces of criminal detection relies on baseless and
arbitrary sentiments resembling cant:
It is truly wonderful . . . how easily Society can console itself for the worst of its
shortcomings with a little bit of clap-trap. The machinery it has set up for the detection of
crime is miserably ineffective – and yet only invent a moral epigram, saying that it works
well, and you blind everybody to its blunders, from that moment. (233)
After exposing the “tottering foundation” (233) on which English confidence is built, Fosco can’t
help but gloat: “Dear Lady Glyde, your sound English common sense has been too much for me.
It is checkmate for me this time, Miss Halcombe – ha?” (232).
Fosco identifies England’s prejudices against foreigners as perhaps its biggest weakness.
Hoping this time to outwit Fosco, Marian attests that England is morally superior to China
because
[t]he Chinese authorities kill thousands of innocent people, on the most frivolous
pretexts. We, in England, are free from all guilt of that kind – we commit no such
dreadful crime – we abhor reckless bloodshed, with all our hearts. (234)
Fosco concedes Marian’s point that England does denounce China’s crimes, but quips that
England is quick to find fault with its neighbors and slow to recognize that of its own (235).
Denouncing another’s crimes, in other words, does not make England itself innocent and
virtuous. In fact, Fosco goes on to list the many ways that England hypocritically abets crime,
including through the institution of marriage, “the vilest of all human bargains” (236) sanctioned
by English law.
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Although Marian is markedly superior both morally and intellectually, her attitude
towards foreigners is perhaps the one aspect that makes her common. In addition to her
sentiments about Chinese barbarism, Marian shares the Victorian distrust of Italians, as
evidenced by her initial depiction of Count Fosco. Like Walter in his account of Pesca, Marian
“others” Fosco by linking him to popular Victorian sideshow acts. She first calls him a
“magician39,” whose “foreign” powers have mysteriously compelled his “once wayward” (217)
wife into a puppy-like submission. Next, she observes he “is immensely fat” (217). The Count’s
extraordinary corpulence, like Pesca’s dwarfishness, violates “normal” notions of scale, and is
meant to align him with a freakish spectacle. Ironically, Fosco’s “peculiarities” (217), which
Marian notes would be cause for ridicule in other men, are pardonable in him.
However, when Marian attempts to expound on what distinguishes Fosco from other
men, her inherently essentialist view of race distorts her reasoning in ways that only continue to
“other” him: “The marked peculiarity which singles [Fosco] out from the rank and file of
humanity . . . [is] in the extraordinary expression and extraordinary power of his eyes” (218). She
describes his eyes as having “a cold, clear, beautiful, irresistible glitter in them, which forces me
to look at him, and yet causes me sensations, when I do look, which I would rather not feel”
(218). Marian’s account of how Fosco’s magnetic stare assumes an uncanny hypnotic control
over her senses that leads to sexual arousal recalls the machinations of yet another sideshow
entertainer, namely the mesmerist40. Mesmerists both fascinated and frightened the Victorian
public with their apparent ability to “transform a conscious individual into a living marionette”

39

Since magicians deal in deception and misdirection, and are thus viewed with disbelief and suspicion, it is telling
that Marian chooses this sideshow performer with which to compare Fosco. For an interesting article on three
foreign magicians, whose performances brought both critical acclaim and charges of fraud by the Victorian public,
see Peter Lamont’s “Magician as Conjuror: A Frame Analysis of Victorian Mediums.”
40
Although mesmerism was first practiced as a medical science, the dramatic nature of the mesmeric séance quickly
turned it to a popular sideshow act. For more on the social history of mesmerism in Victorian England, see Alison
Winter.
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(Winter 3). Making use of the hypnotic state, the mesmerist could take control of another’s mind
and body, and manipulate his/her thoughts, actions, and sensations. The fear that mesmerism
invoked by its violation of identity and personal agency was magnified in the hands of the
“degenerate” foreigner, who could potentially contaminate and corrupt Englishness itself. Thus,
in alluding to Fosco’s mesmeric powers, Marian betrays a xenophobic fear of him, which Collins
shows actually blinds her to the real dangers she faces.
Through Fosco, Collins condemns prejudicial sentiments about foreigners as the English
mind’s greatest affliction, causing it to be “always cautious in the wrong place” (593). Fosco’s
offenses are, after all, not of foreign invention. All of his machinations, to the contrary, bear the
English stamp. At the novel’s conclusion, he reveals that the secret of Madame Fosco’s
transformation from a headstrong advocate of women’s rights into a submissive, domesticated
pet is not owing to any magic or mesmeric trickery on his end. Marriage laws in England simply
dehumanize the Englishwoman, enslaving her to a life whereby her sole directives are
“unreservedly to love, honour, and obey” (Collins 612) her husband.
What Marian should fear then are “the hypocrisies involved in constructing and
sustaining Victorian bourgeois respectability” (Pykett qtd. in Bollen 407). The Woman in White
reveals that foreigners merely act as scapegoats to detract from the reality that England is being
compromised from within. Collins uses Fosco to turn criticism directed at the foreigner back at
the prejudiced Englishman/woman. For instance, Fosco shatters Italian essentialism in proving
he is capable of transcending his origins by mastering the English language even better than a
native Englishman. Of Fosco’s impeccable speech, Marian relates:
I had often heard of the extraordinary aptitude which many Italians show in mastering our
strong, hard, Northern speech; but, until I saw Fosco, I had never supposed it possible
that any foreigner could have spoken English as he speaks it. There are times when it is
almost impossible to detect, by his accent, that he is not a countryman of our own, and, as
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for fluency, there are very few born Englishmen who can talk with as few stoppages and
repetitions as the Count. (219)
Fosco is well aware of the import given to appearances, and that as a foreigner he is perceived
through a lens of Victorian prejudices and stereotypes. Hence, the naturally cunning villain
assumes an English disguise. In doing so, Fosco not only avoids ridicule through his command
of English, but he renders English dominance a laughable hoax in his ability to essentially “outEnglish the English” (Ceraldi 177).
Fosco’s menagerie of animals is another part of his English disguise. According to
Keridiana W. Chez, the nineteenth century saw the rise of the humane movement, whereby
“humaneness became a component of Englishness41” and the “humane treatment of animals
became a way to mark how ‘civilized’ one was” (8). Animals, particularly dogs, were
increasingly used as a “prosthetic supplement, a living instrument attached to the human for selfenhancement” (3), or the development of one’s affective capacities, which were thought to be
central to one’s humanity. While the humane movement markedly improved conditions for
animals42, it was in reality just another means of exploiting them for human benefit. However,
benefitting from animal prostheses notably compromised the user’s identity as an autonomous
individual, since the need for them “emphasized the user’s incompleteness or limitations” (20).

Ironically, not all English citizens could achieve this identity. According to Chez, “[B]eing humane was distinctly
a class privilege” (9). The working-class family depended on the dog’s physical labor for their livelihood (2), so
being humane was simply not practical. Proposed animal protection laws also unfairly targeted the working class,
despite the fact that the upper class were also guilty of exploiting animals for work and entertainment (9). Thus,
rather than unifying England through a common sensibility, the humane movement supported the inhumane
treatment of lower class individuals, and only further unequally delineated class lines.
42
Chez notes that “[b]efore the rise of the humane movement, horses dropped dead carrying over-loaded omnibuses,
their carcasses littering city streets. Cocks were tethered and greased so that schoolboys, in anticipation of Lent,
could throw sticks at them until they died. Wild birds were kidnapped as pets or had their wings torn off their living
bodies to decorate fashionable ladies’ hats. . . . Calves produced ‘white veal’ for table by being impaled and bled out
over the course of a day. At country fairs, cats were put in baskets to be shot at, and at protests, they were stuffed
into effigies to burn for the sound effect. Few animals escaped humanity’s rapacious use of animals as labor,
entertainment, and food[.]” (4-5).
41
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Fosco’s use of pets as “emotional prostheses” (2) can thus be read as performing the dual
purpose of establishing his own humanity (to obscure a more insidious truth), and challenging
the autonomy and wholeness of the English character. If Fosco’s treatment of animals as beloved
companions makes him humane, then Sir Percival’s canine cruelty and Marian’s lack of affective
concern for animals mark them both as inhumane: “[Fosco] winced and shuddered yesterday,
when Sir Percival beat one of the spaniels, so that I [Marian] felt ashamed of my own want of
tenderness and sensibility, by comparison with the Count” (Collins 219). It is through Fosco’s
display of “extraordinary fondness for pet animals” (219) in order to mask his villainy that
Collins exposes Englishness as performative, and an arbitrary social construction created for the
sole purpose of passing (as “superior” in this case).
Monica Flegel points out how Fosco’s possession of animal pets helps him to enact and
parody yet another English disguise, namely that of the Victorian family man. Considered to be
sentimental and safe, this “kindly paternalistic figure” (Flegel 99) of domesticity serves as the
perfect alibi for the Italian exile and alleged political spy. Fosco’s animal “children43” are a
crucial part of his act because they provide a channel for his performance of fatherly love and
devotion, indicating “he is a safe and kindly model of manhood” (107). This pretense helps him
to deceive those around him on numerous occasions. Marian, for instance, assumes because the
Count is occupied with his pet “children,” he is not surveilling her, and she can carry out her
secret errands unnoticed. However, Marian is gravely mistaken, since Fosco’s paternalistic
nurturing of his animals only diverts attention from his underhanded spying and plotting,
allowing him to manipulate situations and catch his adversaries off-guard.

According to Flegel, pets played an equal role as children in terms of the home’s affective economy. However, in
terms of the home’s sexual economy, pets were a “sign of social failure and deviant sexuality” since pet offspring
could not “publicly display the right kind of sex has taken place” (102) in the marriage.
43
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The success of Fosco’s family man disguise at concealing his villainy, according to
Flegel, “subtly reveals all the ways in which domesticity normatively operates as a means of
obscuring that which is hidden within the home and family from the outside world” (106). The
married man, as opposed to the bachelor, is shielded from public scrutiny by “protection of
marriage and family, with both operating as visible signs of his attainment of proper
masculinity” (108). Collins attacks the Victorian middle-class domestic ideal by rendering family
life as merely an alibi for respectability, which begs the question as to how many others might be
masquerading like Fosco as “family men,” using the appearance of domestic bliss in order to
hide scandalous pastimes.
Collins was able to voice such derisive criticisms about Victorian England’s hypocrisies,
shortcomings, and weaknesses without offending his readers largely because Fosco was his
chosen mouthpiece. Fosco is perhaps the best example of how horror and humor work hand in
hand in this novel, as his character is at once a villain who inspires fear, and an amiable freak
who offers comic relief. Like Marian, Victorians were captivated by the Count’s strange ability
to appear both dangerous and charming. In her 1862 review of The Woman in White, Margaret
Oliphant captures this extraordinary effect that Fosco produced in Victorian readers:
So far from any vindictive desire to punish his ill-doing, we cannot understand how
Hartright, or any other man, finds it in his heart to execute justice upon so hearty, genial,
and exhilarating a companion. . . . He is intended to be an impersonation of evil, a
representative of every diabolical wile: but Fosco is not detestable; on the contrary, he is
more interesting, and seizes on our sympathies more warmly than any other character in
the book. (113)
Oliphant’s catalogue of Fosco’s most captivating attributes include his Italian heritage, his
extreme corpulence, his love of animals and sweets, his flamboyant dress, and his womanly
sensibilities (112-3). Interestingly, these same attributes are also what align him with the figure
of the foreign “other.” In crediting Fosco’s appeal to his foreign eccentricities, nineteenth-
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century readers reduced the Count to an object of amusement like the Victorian sideshow
performer, whose clearly constructed difference permitted a patronizing sympathy. In this light,
the magnanimous attitude described by Oliphant that nineteenth-century readers extended to
Fosco very much resembles the “feeling of humane indulgence for foreigners” (Collins 362) that
Mrs. Michelson, the housekeeper at Blackwater Park, hypocritically boasts: “[W]e must all
remember not to be hasty in our judgments on our inferiors – especially when they come from
foreign parts” (363). As with Pesca, emphasizing Fosco’s foreignness allowed readers to view
him as harmless, even comical, thus diminishing his threat.
On the one hand, Collins certainly distinguishes Fosco enough so that Victorian readers
could have comfortably perceived his character as “other.” On the other hand, there are many
things that suggest Fosco’s foreign eccentricities are merely contrived in order to further his
villainy. Fosco embodies Italian stereotypes, for one thing, to appear a worthy adversary who no
one will dare to cross. Others are compelled to comply with his wishes for fear of making an
enemy of the foreigner. In an attempt to intimidate Marian, for instance, Fosco manipulates
dominant Victorian perceptions of Italians:
We Italians are all wily and suspicious by nature . . . Set me down, if you please, as being
no better than the rest of my race. I am a wily Italian and a suspicious Italian. You have
thought so yourself, dear lady, have you not? (242)
Additionally, Fosco’s fatness is questioned by Walter to be one of the Count’s disguise
tactics (in addition to his shaven face, his hair, and even his name) so as to avoid detection by his
political enemies (578). Joyce L. Huff likens Fosco’s immense size to “fat drag,” a bodily cover
that allows him to perform fat stereotypes, thus masking his nefarious nature: “When he wishes
to appear harmless, for example, he can play the effeminate, comic, ineffectual fat man” (99).
That Fosco’s fatness is part of a manipulative act is supported by his readiness to flaunt it. For
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instance, when in the company of Marian and Laura at the old boat-house, the Count
intentionally draws attention to his size by choosing to sit on “a stool many sizes too small for
him . . . which creaked and groaned under his weight” (230). He also makes a spectacle of his
fatness by unabashedly gorging on sweets. He does this, he admits, to align himself with “the
innocent taste of women and children” (289). The ploy works, as Marian comments that she
finds Fosco’s appetite for sweets to be amusing and reminiscent of schoolgirls (223). He also
uses his body as a cover to engage in spying. Marian grows suspicious of Fosco when he appears
suddenly to witness her in the midst of a secret correspondence. Quick to respond to the alarm in
Marian’s face, Fosco informs her that he is only there to join her for a walk, highlighting his
fatness as a way to quell her suspicion: “Even so fat an old man as Fosco is surely better than no
escort at all?” (270).
The rationale behind Fosco’s “fat drag” is based upon the prevailing Victorian idea that
fatness and villainy do not coexist (Huff 99-100). According to Marian, it was commonly
accepted
that no people but amiable people ever get fat, or that the accidental addition of so many
pounds of flesh has a directly favourable influence over the disposition of the person on
whose body they accumulate. (217)
Marian herself is critical of this notion, citing several cruel and odious historical figures, such as
Henry the Eighth, who were also fat. Nevertheless, she admits that Fosco expertly uses his fat
identity to appear the jolly and comic figure, winning her favor “at one day’s notice” (218).
Fosco skillfully negotiates between his identity as a “wily and suspicious” Italian, and a
comic fat man that people who meet him cannot tell whether they like him or are afraid of him44.

44

After meeting Fosco, Marian notably comments that she does not want him for an enemy, but cannot decide
whether this stems from like or fear (223).
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This uncertainty is indicative of the seamless duality of Fosco’s performance of character, as
evidenced by the following:
I [Fosco] say what other people only think; and when all the rest of the world is in a
conspiracy to accept the mask for the true face, mine is the rash hand that tears off the
plump pasteboard, and shows the bare bones beneath. I will get up on my big elephant’s
legs, before I do myself any more harm in your amiable estimations . . . I go – and leave
my character behind me. (236)
Fosco confounds Marian and Laura with his chilling words on one end, and his good-natured fat
appearance on the other, the latter of which is especially jarring as they watch him search for his
lost little mouse. The conflicting nature of Fosco’s character naturally inspires a similarly
conflicting response in the women:
Neither Laura nor I were in any favourable disposition to be amused. The Count’s glib
cynicism had revealed a new aspect of his nature from which we both recoiled. But it was
impossible to resist the comical distress of so very large a man at the loss of so very small
a mouse. We laughed, in spite of ourselves[.] (236)
The manner in which Fosco’s size brings a welcomed comic relief to his uncanny denunciation
of English morality in this scene is symptomatic of how England displaces its own concerns onto
the body of a foreign “other.” The Count’s ability to elicit at once fear and humor, however,
prevents him from being reduced to either a stereotypical villain or freak, thus deflating
Victorian presumptions about both. Fosco’s cultural hybridity, as he himself points out, makes
him “a citizen of the world” (234), one who embraces cultural stereotypes and exploits them to
his advantage. In demonstrating how Victorian cultural stereotypes only compromise England,
Fosco serves as the perfect vehicle for Collins’s critique of English hypocrisy and social mores.
Through Fosco, Collins diagnoses a serious problem not only with England’s image of itself, but
with its image of the foreign “other.”
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Collins himself did not hold the same opinion about foreigners, namely Italians, as his
contemporaries.45 Many of his formative years were spent traveling to Italy, which “held an
enduring fascination” (Constantini 13) for him throughout his life. As evidenced in The Woman
in White, he invests in his Italian characters the rich cultural tapestry of what he experienced in
Italy, rebuking the idea of a monocultural identity.46 Just as there is more to Pesca than his comic
eccentricities, Fosco eludes stereotypical classifications even in death. Although his dead body is
put anonymously on display at the Paris Morgue47 for the public to consume as a freakish
spectacle, Collins endows Fosco with a commanding aura and magnetism that make it
impossible for the onlookers to dismiss him as just another curiosity. Likewise, Walter cannot
simply paint Fosco as a fallen Gothic villain facing retribution for his heinous crimes. In the
world of the Gothic novel, villains are supposed to be clearly marked for the other characters and
the reader, based on the contemporary belief that villainy was physically manifested in one’s
face. Collins uses Fosco to evoke and ridicule physiognomy48 and the Gothic novel. Fosco is
clearly villainous (the telltale signs being a stab to the heart, and the mark of a traitor on his

Dickens, who traveled to Italy with Collins, notably did not share his friend’s glowing appreciation for the country
or its people. For more, see Dickens or Constantini.
46
Constantini notes a particularly influential experience that Collins wrote about in his diary, detailing a model who
sat for his father in Rome. Though the twelve-year-old boy modeled for angelic figures, he was in reality “a stilettowearing thief and rascal” (16). Constantini argues that “the contrast between the model’s pose and actions, between
his angelic image and his criminal deeds” sparked in Collins an “early awareness of the danger of founding one’s
moral judgements on appearances” (16). He began seeing culture as not only complex, but oxymoronic.
47
The Paris Morgue (1830-1864) was intended for the identification of unknown bodies that were pulled from the
Seine River. However, it quickly transformed into “a place of entertainment for curious locals and foreigners,” even
winning itself a spot in British guidebooks as one of the most popular attractions in Paris (Tredennick 72). Much
like the dynamics of the Victorian sideshow, the morgue allowed visitors to “reread” the bodies that were on
display: “The morgue did not prompt a real engagement with ‘anonymous corpses’ . . . but a recontextualizing of the
dead as ‘spectacularized reality; one whose reality-effect was bolstered by the spectacle’s re-presentation of other
sights with which the morgue’s crowd was no doubt familiar—from mass-circulated newspapers, police memoirs
written for a popular audience, and even wax museums” (73).
48
The contemporary science of physiognomy, whereby one’s facial features were used to judge his/her inner
character, was quite popular with the Victorian public, despite being quickly criticized by the medical community as
a pseudoscience. For more on physiognomy and the Gothic villain, see Marshall.
45
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arm), and yet the crowd can only extol virtues to his lifeless body as it appears to them behind
the morgue’s glass screen:
There he lay, unowned, unknown; exposed to the flippant curiosity of a French mob! . . .
Hushed in the sublime repose of death, the broad, firm, massive face and head fronted us
so grandly, that the chattering Frenchwomen about me lifted their hands in admiration,
and cried in shrill chorus, “Ah, what a handsome man!” (623)
Collins leaves his readers with similar sentiments about the Count. Despite his role in the plot
against Laura, the sympathies he elicits cannot be denied. Oliphant’s nineteenth-century review
reflects contemporary readers’ strange affinity for Fosco: “To put such a man so diabolically in
the wrong seems a mistake somehow” (112). Before Fosco “is dismissed from these pages”
(Collins 624) then, he manages to take a final jab at the Victorian reader’s “sound English
common sense,” and one can almost hear the faint sound of him “laughing in his smooth silent
internal way” (333) coming from the grave.

Marian’s Moustache: (Wo)manly Humor
In the first part of this chapter, I considered Walter’s comic depiction of Pesca in order to
disguise his own troubled masculinity, which precedes his nervous encounter with the woman in
white. Now, I will turn to a similar scene, namely where Walter first meets with one of his
drawing pupils, Marian Halcombe. In contrast to earlier with Pesca, humor here arises
unexpectedly in spite of Walter’s earnest attempts to narrate the mundane events of breakfast,
and at his own expense. Although humor in this scene operates differently at the meta-level, the
common element in both examples of humor is how they underscore the problems inherent in
gender identities formed from essentialist understandings of difference. Collins more overtly
demonstrates the precariousness of Victorian notions of fixed gender by rendering his hero
humorous. Furthermore, Collins ridicules the manner in which Victorian society deals with the
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tensions between cultural expectation and physical reality, specifically through its engagement in
freak show dynamics.
The scene starts with Walter stumbling upon Marian in the breakfast-room, where she
inadvertently becomes the object of another of his appetites. Indulging in the “luxury” (34) of
Marian’s obliviousness to his gaze, Walter’s body is filled with a delicious “flutter of
expectation” at the anticipation of seeing the face that matches the “lovely figure” (34) that is
before his eyes. Walter himself, however, ends up the unwitting object (the butt of the joke, that
is) when he learns the lady whom he has been lustfully ogling, who was now advancing towards
him, is not the woman of his fantasy. With his eyes hanging on Marian’s every bodily
movement, Walter observes:
She left the window – and I said to myself, The lady is dark. She moved forward a few
steps – and I said to myself, The lady is young. She approached nearer – and I said to
myself (with a sense of surprise which words fail me to express), The lady is ugly! (34)
Structurally, this scene displays the art of a skilled humorist. Collins enticingly builds up readers’
expectations about Marian’s attractiveness before unexpectedly violating those same
expectations with the delivery of the punch line, the unsettling revelation that her striking body
belies her unattractive face. But before allowing readers to collect themselves, Collins drops
another bomb that is at once disturbing, yet comical: Not only is the lady ugly, but she appears to
have a faint moustache.
At first glance, this scene seems far from humorous in its shocking outcomes. First, what
begins as a typical portrayal of the male fetishization of the female body quickly becomes a
symbolic castration of the male hero, whose quest to affirm his “masculinity” here takes a
sudden nosedive. Second, Marian’s facial hair disrupts Victorian cultural notions of gender as
having fixed and natural boundaries. Contrary to cultural expectations, female facial hair proves
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that “masculine traits do occur in otherwise feminine bodies” (Craton 122). What makes this
scene humorous, rather than simply unnerving, is that it involves a “benign violation.” According
to a study by A. Peter McGraw and Caleb Warren, “the benign-violation hypothesis suggests that
anything that is threatening to one’s sense of how the world ‘ought to be’ will be humorous, as
long as the threatening situation also seems benign” (1142). This unthreatening disruption of
readers’ expectations is a key aspect in my formulation of sensational humor; it isn’t so much
about being funny as it is about diverting “acceptably” from the expected. Simply put, so long as
readers feel safe or unthreatened when confronted by the inversion of their expectations, they can
perceive the incongruity as humorous. As John Morreall succinctly puts it, “[T]he essence of
humor lies in the enjoyment of incongruity” (47).
In a similar vein, Noëll Carroll contends that the movement from horror to humor and
vice versa also depends on the presence or absence of fear:
[W]here the fearsomeness of the monster is convincingly in place, horror will not drift
over into incongruity humor. But where the fearsomeness of the monster is compromised
or deflected by either neutralizing it or at least drawing attention away from it, the
monster can become an appropriate object for incongruity humor. (157)
By “monster,” Carroll refers to “creatures—fictionally confected out of either supernatural lore
or science fiction fancy—whose existence contemporary science challenges” (148). While
characters like Dracula or Godzilla more typically fit this bill, Marian can likewise be conceived
of as a monster with her potential to arouse fear insofar as her masculine face crowned atop of
her feminine body is a perplexity that Victorian science and nature deny. Nevertheless, Marian’s
monstrous anomalies are immediately neutralized as soon as she opens her mouth.
Indeed, Marian’s “masculinity” (in terms of highlighting Walter’s femininity), while
discomforting, is immediately softened by her “clear, ringing, pleasant voice” and her smile,
which Walter observes made her grow “womanly” (Collins 35) before his eyes. Marian’s use of
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self-deprecating humor further dissociates her from posing any threat via her masculine
resemblances. In identifying herself with demeaning stereotypes – such as that women “are such
fools,” they cannot “hold [their] tongue[s],” and “their minds are too flighty” (36-7) – she
humbles herself to Walter and neutralizes any threat. Even though Walter remains somewhat
perplexed by Marian’s eccentricities, she garners his “respect” (36) rather than his fear. By
shifting his attention from the oddity of Marian’s moustache to her desirability as a heterosexual
woman, Walter attempts to efface Marian’s gender-queerness in the same way as male Victorian
readers who sought the true identity of Collins’s “ugly” heroine so they could seek her hand in
marriage. Laurel Erickson explains that such actions, while apparently flattering, actually do a
disservice by “assimilat[ing] Marian into an economy of desire that defines all women, even the
ugly ones, as objects of male desire” (95).
In addition to reconciling himself with Marian’s (wo)manliness, Walter’s distress is also
assuaged by the fact that she restores his mental equilibrium. Walter has, after all, gone to bed
the previous night in a state of great distress, plagued by a “strange sensation,” following his
mysterious encounter with the woman in white.49 To put it plainly, Walter has been sexually
aroused and denied release, a physical plight Collins generalizes by describing it as a “helpless
discomfort familiar to us all” (35). In framing the sexual frustrations of his hero as a universal
problem, Collins further indicates the benignity of Walter’s symbolic de-masculinization, even
as readers are implicated in the act of violation. The subsequent masturbatory undertones of
Marian’s “offered hand” (35), which we are reminded moves with the “unaffected self-reliance
of a highly-bred woman,” are particularly telling in this context and speak volumes to Walter’s

The erotic underpinnings of Walter’s encounter with the woman in white are widely discussed. Such readings are
based on the masturbatory image of Walter’s “tightening [his fingers] round the handle of [his] stick” (Collins 23) in
response to Anne Catherick’s touch. See, for instance, Elizabeth Meadows (314) or Marilyn Brock (70).
49
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suddenly extinguished “confused sensation” (33) and new sense of clarity. Though momentarily
interrupted, Walter’s sexual tension is ultimately released, albeit not as he had expected, and the
reader’s “discomfort” is likewise discharged. Since Walter is not seriously hurt, having suffered
at most from injured pride, the scene allows for a humorous reading.
Collins’ unexpected juxtaposition of the feminine body with a masculine face thus
humorously gives expression to both Walter’s and Marian’s gender-queerness, read as their
liminality with respect to the dominant culture, which underlies the whole narrative. This further
underlines the instability of dominant cultural narratives, namely the seamlessness of a social
body based on sexual difference. Such a design would not have been lost on Collins’s
contemporaries either. Indeed, Victorian readers could and did recognize the humor that stems
from Marian’s uncanny physical appearance and its relevance to Collins’s narrative. As Erickson
notes in her essay on lesbian desire in The Woman in White, Marian would have undoubtedly
reminded contemporary readers of another sensational nineteenth-century eccentric, the PigFaced Lady of Manchester Square. Few would have been unfamiliar with this figure – a version
of this oddity even appeared as one of the spectacles at Queen Victoria’s coronation festivities
(Diamond 9) – whose cultural function in the eyes of the Victorian public was to amusingly
challenge nineteenth-century understandings of difference:
As the eye jumps from a woman’s body to a man’s or a pig’s face, cultural narratives that
define the female body solely as an object of desire are potentially mocked by the twitch
of a moustache or the grunt of a hog.” (Erickson 101)
“Odd women” like the Pig-faced Lady and Marian Halcombe were widespread throughout the
nineteenth century, and they were marked by their eccentricity to heterosexual desire well before
George Gissing discussed them in terms of their eccentricity to the marriage economy in the
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century’s last decade.50 Rebecca Stern cites Julia Pastrana, a hirsute woman who had an active
career as a performing freak under stage names such as “the Bear Woman, the Baboon Lady, and
the Ugliest Woman in the World” (201), as the real-life inspiration for Marian Halcombe.
According to Stern, Collins’s depiction of Marian closely followed Pastrana’s popular debut in
London and matches “almost verbatim” (226) the rhetoric in the handbills used to promote her.
Stern even notes that Walter’s reaction to seeing Marian for the first time mimics the experience
of many Victorian men to seeing Pastrana (227):
[T]o be charmed by the modest graces of action through which the symmetrical limbs
betrayed their beauty when they moved, and then to be almost repelled by the masculine
form and masculine look of the features in which the perfectly shaped figure ended.
(Collins 35)
The “anomalies and contradictions” (35) of Marian’s physicality are not the only things
that recall Pastrana. The domestic trappings of the drawing room scene in which Marian appears
also replicate the accoutrements of the public showroom, a more controlled, middle-class venue51
in which Pastrana and performers like her would have been featured. This “tension between
cultural expectation and physical reality” achieved by the appearance of the bearded lady
“framed by an exaggerated reflection of ideals for Victorian womanhood” (Craton 122) is part of
the spectacle’s marketing strategy. Lillian Craton explains that through the “dramatic contrast”
of her masculine face with her conventional dress and behavior52, “the bearded lady . . . enacts
femininity regardless of her unusual features and thus shows gender to be more than just a
biological quality” (122). Marian’s hybridity, signified by her moustache, therefore would have

See Gissing’s 1893 novel The Odd Women.
Lillian Craton notes there was a shift in venues for Victorian freak spectacles “from the hedonistic fairground to
the more restrained surgical theater and public hall, and ultimately to the museum, a venue that promises defined
meaning as well as entertainment” (26). This shift opened up the freak show to mainstream audiences rather than
only a source of entertainment for the working class.
52
Contrary to her beastly associations, Pastrana was the picture of propriety and grace in her actions. She was
praised for her “poise on stage and in interviews” (Craton 1). Her exhibited body was used “to promote female
docility, reticence, and modesty” (Stern 211).
50
51
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been a playful reminder to Victorian readers of the contradictions inherent in their culture’s
dominant ideologies.
Whether or not Collins actually borrowed from Pastrana’s life in conceptualizing Marian,
the scene in the breakfast-room certainly replicates sideshow dynamics. Moreover, Collins’s
hero, Walter, having already professed to patronizing freak shows, is no stranger to the
showroom. This time it is Marian who is on display. In modeling Marian after a freak show act,
Collins frames and embellishes her differences from Walter (and readers), whose “normalness”
is validated by the exchange. Marian’s “enfreakment” essentially tames the horror of her
masculinity, making her a harmless and, therefore, humorous spectacle.
In Freakery: Cultural Spectacles of the Extraordinary Body, Rosemarie GarlandThomson explains the process of enfreakment. Seizing on any eccentricity, freak discourse
embellishes it to produce a human spectacle for viewers, who appropriate the extraordinary body
and write their own self-serving interpretations onto it (Garland-Thomson 5). For example,
“[c]ongenital anomalies and progressive or hereditary conditions yielded imaginative hybrids of
the human and animal reminiscent of classical satyrs, centaurs, or minotaurs” (5). That explains
how and why Pastrana, who really suffered from a genetic condition characterized by excess
facial and body hair, got her beastly monikers. In manufacturing Pastrana’s freakish persona,
“viewers bec[a]me better people, citizens higher on the ladder of bourgeois respectability,
through looking at [the ‘Poor woman!’]” (Stern 203).
Walter likewise aligns himself with a constructed figure of Victorian normalcy and
superiority (thereby covering up his own problematic gender identity) by rendering Marian one
of “nature’s corporeal jokes” (Garland-Thomson 4) in The Woman in White. Making a spectacle
of Marian’s possession of both masculine and feminine features makes her character a freak of
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nature rather than a threat to existing notions of fixed gender, thus dispelling any anxieties she
elicits. It is through our awareness of Marian’s depiction as a harmless/humorous spectacle that
we are able to see how Collins both exposes and mocks the manner in which Victorian culture
uses the figure of the freak to certify a false national identity.

The Humor of Motherly Solace
In the novel’s first epoch, Walter prematurely terminates his tenure as drawing-master at
Limmeridge House out of respect for the commitment Laura has made to marry Sir Percival,
whose cruelties at that point have yet to surface. Despite the fact that she loves Walter, Laura is
unwilling to break her engagement to the baronet out of due respect to her dead father who
initially sanctioned the marriage. This forces Walter into a self-imposed exile in Central America
from which he does not return until the end of the second epoch. Having escaped “[d]eath by
disease, death by the Indians, [and] death by drowning,” Walter now marks himself “a changed
man” who is finally ready to face his future “as a man should” (Collins 406).
Walter’s newfound masculinity prepares him especially for dealing with his heartbreak
over Laura choosing another man. His task of leading a life of heroic self-discipline and selfsuppression is presumably made all the easier when through his mother he learns that Laura is
dead (as far as “civilised society” (413) is concerned), thereby making her permanently
inaccessible. The scene unfolds as follows:
My mother moved closer to me on the sofa and put her arms round my neck. Those
fond arms trembled—the tears flowed fast over the faithful loving face.
“Walter!” she whispered, “my own darling! my heart is heavy for you. Oh, my
son! my son! try to remember that I am still left!”
My head sank on her bosom. She had said all in saying those words. (407)
Collins may very well have intended this to be an earnest scene between mother and son, in
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which the former attempts to comfort the latter who mourns the tragic loss of the woman he
loves. However, the ambiguity of the last line immediately followed by a narrative lapse in time
also makes possible a humorous reading.
Focusing on Walter’s last remark reveals that “those words” that trigger his sadness do
not actually speak of Laura or her death, but rather his mother and her life. It is the motherly
consolation – “try to remember that I am still left” – that prompts Walter’s dejected, childlike
embrace of his mother’s bosom. Although finding humor in Walter sobbing over his mother still
being alive may seem dark, it is not so much about Mrs. Hartright’s life as it is about Walter’s.
“Those words” function as a wakeup call for Walter to confront his failure and accept his
inevitable future: a return to his former job as a drawing master that, in demanding his
confinement to the domestic sphere, means a life of emasculation magnified by his lone mother’s
solace.
The narrative stops briefly at this point. When Walter resumes, two days have passed. We
learn that instead of immediately visiting Laura’s gravesite, Walter has remained at his family’s
cottage grieving. The source of that grief, however, is once again ambiguous, since Walter’s
heartache could just as easily be ascribed to his own life rather than to Laura’s death:
I had done all man could to rise after the shock, and accept my life resignedly – to let my
great sorrow come in tenderness to my heart, and not in despair. It was useless and
hopeless. No tears soothed my aching eyes; no relief came to me from my sister’s
sympathy or my mother’s love. (408)
The “shock” Walter speaks of could simply refer to the sudden news of Laura’s death. However,
given the fact that his next words are about having to “accept [his] life resignedly” and not
Laura’s death, his sorrow appears more likely to stem from the unexpected and unfortunate
trajectory his life has taken, including a future without the status of manhood. In this light, it is
not Laura whom he grieves, but what she represents to him: the key to his manhood, a role that
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neither a sister nor a mother can fulfill.
Though this is not the conclusion Collins ultimately writes, this moment (however brief)
in the text where the primary narrator and hero is relegated to the same position to which he
subjects the women he encounters is cathartic for twentieth-century readers, whose cultural
values and assumptions are not in service of the middle class white male. Camelia Raghinaru
points out, “As a sensation novel, Wilkie Collins’s The Woman in White is predicated on
relegating the female subject to the fringes of rationality, denying her subjectivity, and reducing
her to bodily categories that are fetishized, reified, or sublimated” (2). Thus, when that female
body is removed from the equation (literally buried), the narrator’s agency is suppressed, his
narrative (inevitably intertwined in the writing and shaping of hers) suspended. In other words,
Walter’s claim to manhood is not inherent, but rather dependent on an oppressed female
counterpart. This speaks as to why Walter is so irritated by the “newly-cut inscription” on
Laura’s tombstone when he visits her gravesite. Faced with “the hard, clear, cruel black letters
which told the story of her life and death” (409), Walter has nothing left to narrate. Without
Laura, Walter’s masculinity is completely undermined, rendering his harrowing experience in
Central America a waste of time and energy.53 Having risked death in order to fulfill his
masculine destiny, Walter learns he cannot do so without Laura opposite him; it is in her love
and admiration, and his ability to exert power over her that his masculinity is achieved. His
mother’s love for him, on the other hand, symbolizes a return to adolescence, or a psychic
emasculation. It is in unraveling the perceived “solid” construction of Walter’s masculine power
that Mrs. Hartright’s words, on the one hand sincere and empathetic, border on comic for

Comparing Walter’s reaction to the uncanny appearance of Laura beside her tombstone to that of the woman in on
the highway in London, Ablow points out that Walter is “just as impulsive, undisciplined, and vulnerable to
sensations as he was before he left [for Honduras]” (164).
53
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readers.

The Grave & Uncanny Humor
Walter’s existential crisis does not last long. Instead, he is approached at Laura’s grave
by the figures of two women. One he recognizes as Marian Halcombe, but it is the other “veiled
woman” on whom he fixates:
[T]he veiled woman had possession of me, body and soul. She stopped on one side of the
grave. We stood face to face, with the tombstone between us. She was close to the
inscription on the side of the pedestal. Her gown touched the black letters.
The voice came nearer, and rose and rose more passionately still. “Hide your face!
don’t look at her! Oh, for God’s sake spare him!—”
The woman lifted her veil.
‘Sacred to the Memory of Laura, Lady Glyde –’
Laura, Lady Glyde, was standing by the inscription, and was looking at me over the
grave. (410-411)
So reads the final passage of the novel’s second epoch. Caroline Dever aptly describes the
sensational impact of this scene’s climactic revelation: “In a moment of irreducible uncanniness
for Walter and for the novel, the sight of Laura, Lady Glyde, living, next to her tombstone, at
once demands and resists empirical explanation” (108). As in the previous sensational scene with
Anne Catherick, the affective response stimulated by Laura’s likewise ghostly figure is
channeled through Walter, who this time narratively resists the psychological confrontation.
When Walter resumes his narrative in the third epoch, he informs readers that he will not
continue narrating the unfinished scene at Laura’s grave. In fact, he will fast-forward the
narrative by one week to when the three figures assembled at the grave now live anonymously in
London, and work towards proving Laura’s identity to the rest of the world. He offers this
explanation to the reader:
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The history of the interval which I thus pass over must remain unrecorded. My heart turns
faint, my mind sinks in darkness and confusion when I think of it. This must not be, if I
who write am to guide, as I ought, you who read. This must not be, if the clue that leads
through the windings of the story is to remain from end to end untangled in my hands.
(412)
To understand Walter’s reasons for the narrative lapse of time first requires a discussion of the
uncanny, the twin of humor.
Freud offers as his most basic definition of the uncanny, “that species of the frightening
that goes back to what was once well known and had long been familiar” (“The Uncanny” 124).
This thing which was “once well known” can take the form of either “repressed” or
“surmounted” beliefs or desires which are brought up from the unconscious into the conscious
mind. When something is repressed, then, its reappearance is a source of fear—it should have
remained hidden but now comes into the open and confronts the conscious mind, creating the
uneasy feeling of uncanniness. The only factor separating the uncanny from humor is fear.
Walter has earlier repressed his nervous-inducing encounter with Anne Catherick, and in turn the
anxieties regarding death and sexuality that it raised. Therefore, the appearance of Laura, who
we are repeatedly told bears a striking resemblance to Anne and who is presumed to be dead,
triggers the realization that there are desires and beliefs that lie outside Walter’s realm of
consciousness, buried deep within the id, which nonetheless have control of him, making him
essentially a slave to his desires. The reemergence of what Walter thought were surmounted
beliefs then signifies a painful loss of his mastery, one that as master narrator he cannot expose.
Thus, Walter makes only one reference in passing to the grave scene when he assures
readers he experienced “[n]ot a shadow of a suspicion, from the moment when [Laura] lifted her
veil by the side of the inscription which recorded her death” (413). This claim, though, is suspect
at best, especially considering how much Walter has riding on the fact that this ghostly
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apparition is, indeed, Laura and not Anne. As Lyn Pykett points out, “Anne . . . is Laura without
the social and economic advantages” (The Nineteenth-Century 36). With the promise of social
and economic rewards attached to Laura, it is no wonder that Walter is so quick to recognize her,
despite his troubling “knowledge of Anne Catherick’s resemblance to her” (413). More
importantly, Laura’s death means he has only to look forward to an emasculating career and the
security afforded by his mother. Laura’s being alive makes accessible to him a more exciting
future:
A life suddenly changed – its whole purpose created afresh; its hopes and fears, its
struggles, its interests, and its sacrifices, all turned at once and for ever into a new
direction – this is the prospect which now opens before me, like the burst of view from a
mountain’s top. (412)
If we juxtapose Walter’s situation as evidenced by this paragraph with that of Laura’s that is
detailed on the following page, one cannot help but see the irony. Walter’s newfound bright
outlook on life is obtained at the cost of Laura’s agency:
In the eye of reason and of law, in the estimation of relatives and friends, according to
every received formality of civilised society, “Laura, Lady Glyde,” lay buried with her
mother in Limmeridge churchyard. Torn in her own lifetime from the list of the living, the
daughter of Philip Fairlie and the wife of Percival Glyde might still exist for her sister,
might still exist for me, but to all the world besides she was dead. Dead to her uncle, who
had renounced her; dead to the servants of the house, who had failed to recognise her; dead
to the persons in authority, who had transmitted her fortune to her husband and her aunt;
dead to my mother and my sister, who believed me to be the dupe of an adventuress and
the victim of a fraud; socially, morally, legally—dead.
And yet alive! Alive in poverty and in hiding. Alive, with the poor drawing-master to
fight her battle, and to win the way back for her to her place in the world of living beings.
(413)
Most disturbing are the jarring implications of Walter’s narrative choices against the serious
nature of the content. For instance, the repetition of “dead” (6 times!) and of how one by one the
social, moral and legal institutions on which Laura’s identity depends have failed to help her
results in what is akin to a fetishistic obsession with her repeated victimization. The subsequent
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exclamatory remark that she is alive seems positive, that is, until Walter elaborates on what
being alive actually means for Laura: namely poverty and concealment, and her forced
dependency on a man to restore her former position54. I do not mean to say that Collins is
making a joke out of Laura’s characteristically female predicament. Rather, what is humorous is
the implicit joy Walter betrays in the face of Laura’s crisis, as if he has just received a sudden
windfall. This is a far cry from the sobbing mess he was prior to the uncanny graveyard
confrontation when all hope of his attaining masculine status was lost. Collins parodies Walter’s
reliance on Laura’s victimization to legitimize his gender identity, thus pointing to a matter of
serious conscious import: how Victorian masculinities are lived and sustained by the patriarchal
oppression of women.
Although the social and institutional status quo is ultimately confirmed with the
restoration of Laura’s legal identity and social standing, the fact that Sir Percival’s and Count
Fosco’s attempts are able to briefly steal Laura’s identity and hence usurp her fortune, raises key
concerns about the precariousness of identity in a growing Victorian England. This brings us to
another source of humor, the question of how Walter and Marian are able to unequivocally
confirm Laura’s identity in the face of social, moral, and legal influences proving otherwise. The
woman they claim is Laura isn’t even sure for herself55. Walter particularly has a lot riding on
whether she is, indeed, Laura Fairlie Glyde and not her half-sister, Anne Catherick; his entire
narrative hinges on his positive identification of Laura.

54

Laura is in a horrible bind because she has no claim to her identity. Aside from the fact that she has lost all
memory of who she is, under the law of coverture, any legal recourse she has can only be exercised by her husband
(who is the mastermind of her identity theft).
55
See Collins, 413-4. Walter essentially has to coax Laura into remembering him. Ablow argues these memories
seem to be projected onto “Laura” rather than naturally recalled (165-6, 169).
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In addition to Walter’s social and monetary motives for establishing Laura’s identity, he
experiences an equally powerful affective response to Marian’s in recognizing Laura that is also
subject to humor. Bradley Deane describes this kind of response as “friendly sympathy,” a
visceral identification with another’s “familiar array of bodily idioms, gestures, and behaviors”
(82). That Walter can identify Laura through instinctual feeling, on the one hand, is surely a
romantic testament to the couple’s deep emotional connection. However, this connection is
challenged by the fact that Laura is not “the first woman who quickened the pulses within
[him]”56 (Collins 52). That honor uncoincidentally belongs to Anne Catherick whose unexpected
hand on Walter’s shoulder on a moonlit highway first made his heart race. In this light, Walter’s
positive identification of Laura cannot be taken seriously, as “the very attribute that Walter
claims is unique to Laura serves to associate her with the woman he claims to know she is not”
(Ablow 166).
Even if Walter’s “friendly sympathy” for Laura was not problematic, it would still lack
authority. As Deane points out, Walter and Marian are unable to convince others of Laura’s
identity; her appearance does not produce the same affective response for those outside their
small circle (86). While a sufficient means of establishing identity within a “small, stable
community,” sympathy fails to establish the same on a larger public scale, and “therefore [is]
powerless to effect the broader social and legal remedies [Walter and Marian] pursue” (86). The
trio spend the entirety of the novel’s third volume seeking a more authoritative means to restore
Laura’s identity, which oddly enough turns out to be one of the perpetrators’ confessions. Thus
Walter’s quick confidence in Laura’s identity is both humorous to readers in its questionable

Earlier in the novel, Walter attempts to explain to readers his unique love and affection for Laura – that she alone
had the power to quicken his pulse (52).
56
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motives and slippery identification, and in its futility to achieve the large-scale changes
necessary to restore Laura’s identity.

Conclusion
It has been the aim of this chapter to demonstrate how moments that are accepted as
uncanny in The Woman in White actually have a policing power regarding nationality and gender
that is only visible when we read them as humorous. There are various occasions throughout the
novel where the uncanny becomes humorous because it is no longer perceived as threatening, or
where humorous undertones bring relief to an uncanny scene. Each of these instances contributes
to forming a better picture of what Victorian readers of The Woman in White considered funny
and permissible, as well as the anxieties and concerns that preoccupied their minds. At the
forefront was anything that unsettled Victorians’ rigid social categories. Characters like Pesca,
Fosco, and Marian, with their deviations from conventional gender appearances and behaviors,
posed an uncanny challenge to Victorian notions of “fixed” gender and race. Only in tracing how
each is treated humorously as a “freakish” spectacle, do we become aware of the precarious
nature of the Victorian masculine identity and the English character. In rendering Pesca as
humorous, Walter attempts to elide his own failure to live up to the masculine ideal, and to
suppress his strong homosocial bond with the Italian, thus underlining how Victorian masculinity
is built on repressed anxieties and fears displaced onto the body of a foreign “other.” Fosco’s
character continues to collapse essentialist ideas of gender and race. Both as the purveyor and the
object of humor, he uncovers hypocrisies in England’s image of itself and its stereotypical
prejudices against foreigners, which blind the country to its own shortcomings and make it
vulnerable to manipulation and demise. Marian is the culmination of the freakish spectacle that
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gives light to the troubling gap between nineteenth century cultural expectations and physical
reality. Collins demonstrates how Victorian society, in relegating Marian’s physical and
behavioral anomalies as humorous, polices her disturbing differences in order to reify a
fabricated image of English masculinity and conceit. Finally, two scenes that are normally
recognized as uncanny, if read as humorous, further destabilize the expression of masculine
power in the novel. Walter’s reaction to hearing of Laura’s presumed death and then to being
confronted by her apparently living body standing beside her gravestone exposes the Victorian
masculine identity as a feeble social construct founded on the patriarchal oppression of women.
Collectively, these examples demonstrate humor as an essential medium for the expression of
Collins’s non-essentialist views of gender and race.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Killing Her Softly:
The Role of Social Humor in Ouida’s Moths

[T]hough many may be indifferent to the tempting of men, few indeed are impenetrable to the
sneer and the smile of women; that to live your own life in the midst of the world is a hard thing
than it was of old . . . that to risk ‘looking strange’ requires a courage perhaps cooler and higher
than the soldier’s or the saint’s; and to stand away from the contact and the custom of your ‘set’
is a harder and a sterner work than it was of old[.] (Moths 112-3)
As an English novel particularly lauded for its bold attack on marriage and being the first
to portray a divorced woman happily married, Moths has been barely recognized for Ouida’s use
of humor to interrogate constructs of Victorian womanhood and maternity. Published in 1880,
about two decades after Lady Audley’s Secret, The Woman in White, and the height of the
sensation genre’s popularity, Moths naturally comments on and offers greater insights into the
issues that afflicted the latter part of the century: the role of women in society (or lack thereof),
divorce and developing marriage laws, the stifling influence on women of decaying morals and
ideals, and the potential of the emerging New Woman figure. The quality of humor in Moths also
differs from that of early sensation novels; it is bold, mocking, and melodramatic. Whereas in
previous chapters laughter was not necessary to the formulation of humor, in Moths derisive
laughter is a crucial part for the functioning of social humor.
Ouida’s humor centers on Lady Dolly Vanderdecken, whose story reads like a debauched
fairytale. From commissioning lavish costumes for which she avoids paying and frolicking on
the beach semi-nude, to engaging in extramarital affairs and rubbing shoulders with royalty,
Lady Dolly leads an apparently carefree and extraordinarily privileged life. In fact, Ouida opens
her novel with an extensive, almost page-length, account of Dolly’s glittering lifestyle only to
inexplicably remark at the end of it that: “It was very hard” (47). Absent of any follow-up to
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legitimize this more serious assessment of Lady Dolly’s life, the remark only succeeds in
deflating her potential troubles to mere trivialities. That this is not mere coincidence but rather
part of Ouida’s design is further demonstrated by the fact that Ouida’s omniscient narrator
quickly provides readers with yet another lengthy description of Lady Dolly’s charming, hardly
difficult, life. There is no shortage of yachts, glittering sands, or high-bred company.
Thus, by the time the narrative finally reveals what makes Lady Dolly’s life so “hard” –
the impending and impromptu arrival of her sixteen-year-old daughter, Vere – there is already an
established pattern prompting readers to dismiss Lady Dolly and her supposed troubles as trivial.
In this case, it is the burdensome duties of motherhood brought on by Vere’s arrival.
Accordingly, Lady Dolly’s worries are often overshadowed by comically melodramatic
depictions of her worry:
[Vere’s imminent arrival] ruined [Dolly’s] morning. It clouded the sunshine. It spoiled
her cigarette. It made the waltzes sound like dirges. It made her chief rival look almost
good-looking to her. It made a gown combined of parrots’ breasts and passion-flowers
that she was going to wear in the afternoon feel green, and yellow, and bilious in her
anticipation of it, though it was quite new and a wonder. It made her remember her debts.
It made her feel that she had not digested those ècrevisses [crayfish] at supper. It made
her fancy that her husband might not really go to Java or Jupiter. (48)
Dolly’s fraught response to Vere’s homecoming is itself humorous because it contradicts
expectation; a woman should presumably be thrilled to see her long-lost child. By also turning
Lady Dolly’s worries into a humorous spectacle for the entertainment of readers, Ouida further
minimizes and dismisses them. It is no coincidence that Vere’s arrival, the moment Ouida’s most
melodramatic of characters has been dreading all along must unfold in the most public (and
equally melodramatic) of ways: midday on a crowded beach in front of society’s peering eye.
Such melodramatic depictions invite readers to judge Lady Dolly as a narcissistic, inadequate
mother, while they simultaneously distract from the validity and rationality of her concerns.
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Ouida is undeniably critical of Lady Dolly, but why make her the subject of mockery?
While scholars have noted that Lady Dolly is, indeed, “one of Ouida’s comic masterpieces”
(Schroeder “Introduction” 21), there has surprisingly been no comprehensive study of the humor
focused on Lady Dolly and the women of her ilk, and to what ends this humor serves. For
instance, by focusing our attention on the ridiculousness of Lady Dolly’s materialism and her
dependence on Piver (a popular French manufacturer of makeup), we essentially ignore the
deeper forces that prompt her trivial obsessions, namely the conflict between herself and her
social obligations as a mother. Moreover, we end up dismissing a real psychological dilemma
that is, in fact, very much warranted by a prevalent and impossible ideal of Victorian
motherhood that we then excoriate Dolly for her failure to meet.
Therefore, closely examining this humor, rather than indiscriminately acquiescing to it,
allows for a more nuanced reading of Lady Dolly and the personal sacrifices faced by Victorian
women on whom the maternal ideal is forced. In other words, rather than merely accepting the
invitation to sneer at Lady Dolly, this chapter instead aims at analyzing how and why Lady
Dolly’s absurdities, such as her preoccupation with self-gratification and her perception of
maternity as “a misfortune and an intolerable bondage” (White 4), are treated satirically by
Ouida. Although humor is inherently social, since societies provide the context for humor to
occur, I specifically refer to it in this chapter as “social” humor, at the risk of sounding
redundant, because humor in Moths particularly foregrounds the social bonds and collective
perceptions that underpin it in ways that the other novels I have discussed do not. Each instance
of humor calls attention to the social function(s) it fulfills, namely social cohesion and control
through members’ adherence to a set of shared values, principles, prejudices, and hostilities that
support the social order, and exclude differences and transgressions. Through this analysis of
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Ouida’s social humor, I hope to shed light on what aspects of Victorian womanhood and
maternity Ouida, an admitted anti-feminist and opponent of the New Woman, interrogates and
what, if any, models are offered for being a “good” woman in the world of Moths.

Meta Humor vs. Narrative Humor
Before proceeding any further, however, it is first necessary to distinguish the two levels
of social humor that operate in the novel. The first, as per the examples above, operates at the
meta-level. More specifically, Ouida uses humor to make Lady Dolly and her ilk (continental
European women) laughable to readers so as to regulate the real world beyond the novel’s
fictional society in accordance to her views on social and moral decorum.57 Ouida’s
characterizations of Lady Dolly and upper-class Europeans clearly make them the objects of
ridicule, implicitly warning readers to not follow suit. If we, too, act like the novel’s laughable
characters, then we will be laughable ourselves. Thus, we should not partake in vulgar pastimes
(i.e., drinking and gambling), adorn ourselves with dead birds, or live beyond our means.
Additionally, humor operates at the narrative level; Lady Dolly and her society use
humor in devastating ways against each other in order to police divergences from their social
norm. A key example of this vicious social humor is present in the scene of Vere’s
unceremonious introduction to her mother’s elite social circle. On a beach at a fashionable
seaside resort in Trouville58, all of society bears witness to Dolly’s young daughter, Vere, as she
emerges from the sea like a fish out of water, a “wet, clinging” mass of brown holland amongst a
crowd of “fresh and ethereal costumes . . . that looked like bubbles just blown in a thousand hues
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This follows the functionalist approach to humor, which studies how humor works to maintain the social order.
See Giselinde Kuipers, “The Sociology of Humour” 368-72.
58
Part of Normandy, a region of northern France. Along with its neighboring Deauville, Trouville is often referred
to as the “Parisian Riviera.”
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to float upon the breeze” (Moths 53, 52). All else is overshadowed by Vere’s ghastly,
unfashionable dress on which society’s collective eye condemningly stares and mocks. Ouida
does not miss an opportunity to characterize Trouvillians as operating under one brain, their
attitudes, values, and behaviors all controlled by a higher social power. The social aspect of the
spectacle heightens its dramatic impact, and reinforces the extent to which Dolly’s society has
been so strongly conditioned by the internalized cultural values of their time.
Lady Dolly at first joins the chorus of ridiculers who are used to seeing their women done
up like dolls with the accoutrements to match. The novelty of a woman “without any attempt to
disguise” (52) herself is, therefore, turned into a humorous spectacle that feeds society’s
laughter. The laughter on one level is society’s only available response to contain that which is
foreign and resists spectacle. Like her peers, Lady Dolly can no more comprehend a body not
offered up as a commodity, and can only stare and objectify the mass of brown holland before
her eyes. However, the joke is once again on Dolly when she realizes that it is her own daughter
who has committed the fashion faux pas, and that she too is guilty by association. Having spent
her formative years in England with her strict and pious grandmother, the Duchess of Mull, Vere
represents the “old-fashioned, prudish, open-air, touch-me-not Englishwoman” (65). This is at
odds with late-Victorian fashionable society, where, as Dolly later informs Vere, “[t]he only
women that please nowadays are Russians and Americans” (65). The simplicity of Vere’s brown
holland dress and the genuine emotion demonstrated at seeing her estranged mother, therefore,
become a humorous spectacle in the eyes of a society that only deals in dissimulation. In addition
to being held accountable for Vere’s social transgression, Dolly’s age is revealed, thereby
exposing her artifice of youth59, resulting in a hostile and debilitating laughter from her friends
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Though Dolly is closer to 34 in age, she has passed for only 17 (Moths 48). As I will come to explain, now that
Vere’s in the picture, Dolly can no longer deny her age, nor the social responsibility that comes with it.
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and enemies alike. In order to make sense of this humor directed at both mother and daughter, I
will suggest some ways of understanding it in terms of fear, violence, and aggression.
Whereas laughter has not been central to the understanding of humor in previous
chapters, here it is critical in establishing how humor instigates fear, and manifests violence and
aggression, which can be best elucidated by briefly turning to Henri Bergson’s notion of the
oppressive/exclusionary aspect of humor. In Laughter, Bergson explains:
[S]ociety holds suspended over each individual member, if not the threat of correction, at
all events the prospect of a snubbing, which, although it is slight, is none the less dreaded.
Such must be the function of laughter. Always rather humiliating for the one against
whom it is directed, laughter is, really and truly, a kind of social ‘ragging’” (135).
In other words, Bergson’s theory posits that the fear of being laughed at keeps members of
society in line, else face its wrath. Moreover, those who have already felt the sting of society’s
wrath will take care to avoid the same conduct that prompted its laughter/mockery in the first
place.
One way of reading the hostile, or vicious, laughter of Lady Dolly’s society in the
mother-daughter reunion scene, then, is as a social corrective to sanction the deviances presented
by Vere and, by association, Dolly, and to maintain the prevailing social order. Likewise, it
signals the complicity of society in upholding the internalized cultural expectations of, among
many things, dressing à la mode and performing one’s maternal duties through the threat of
disciplinary action in the form of laughing, or shaming, individual members into conformity.
Lady Dolly, herself opines that “[t]o be made ridiculous” (Moths 53) is the worst fate imaginable
for a woman of her society. This fear prompts her to do everything possible, even suppress her
own natural impulses, to avoid adding to the ridiculousness of her situation with Vere.60 Vere,

“She could have struck her sunshade furiously at all creation; she could have fainted, only the situation would
have been rendered more ridiculous still if she had, and that consciousness sustained her[.]” (53). Lady Dolly feels a
combination of rage and utter shame as a result of her daughter’s impromptu and very public arrival, which prompts
60
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too, is influenced by the laughter, which causes her to cease her genuine displays of affection
towards her estranged mother. Though as an outsider she does not quite understand the laughter
or its provocation, she nevertheless feels its sting: “The brown holland had ceased to cling about
[Lady Dolly], finding itself repulsed” (54). As such, neither the mother’s rage nor the daughter’s
affection has any place in Trouville’s social norms.
Capitalizing on the misfortunes of Vere and Lady Dolly, the Trouvillian chorus of
ridiculers assert their superiority in a socially acceptable and seemingly nonviolent fashion as per
Avner Ziv’s example of aggressive humor61. However, while society’s humor may not produce
any physically visible wounds on its victims, it definitively commits a kind of psychological
violence against them. Contrary to sociologist Peter L. Berger, who cited such positive
psychological effects of humor as consolation, liberation and transcendence, Michael Billig’s
theories on ridicule are useful in understanding how humor inflicts psychological violence as a
means of asserting control. In other words, humor can function to “kill” or “execute” a person in
the eyes of those whose respect and fear he/she needs the most, as is the constant dread that
drives the unspeakable acts of Lady Dolly in Moths. Lady Dolly’s society uses humor within the
narrative in this psychologically debilitating manner to police and correct divergences from the
novel’s constructed social norms, none of which turn out to be valid options for the women in
Moths.
Humor at the narrative level, therefore, demonstrates how the unchecked power of social
humor motivates and impels characters to act in morally reprehensible ways, blurring the line

the stinging laughter of society. Her natural impulse would have been to lash out at her ridiculers or simply faint.
However, as either action would have only added to her humiliation, she endures the scrutiny of her peers. The fear
of further humiliation, which she has earlier cited as the most “disastrous destiny” imaginable to her propels Dolly to
collect herself, appearing unaffected by the laughter, so as to save face in public.
61
Ziv, “The Social Function of Humor in Interpersonal Relationships” 14.
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between villain and victim. Metalevel humor highlights the absurdity and hypocrisy of how
social humor functions in Dolly’s society, yet also reifies its power in ironically performing the
same functions that it mocks. By inviting readers to sneer at the actions of Dolly and her female
social circle, for instance, Ouida attempts to villainize narcissistic bad mothers, thereby
cautioning us against identifying with such women. However, Ouida notably does not offer any
viable alternatives to the women that she ridicules. Even Vere, the most idealized woman in the
novel, cannot embody the maternal ideal both figuratively and literally. Her two miscarriages
underline the fact that not all women’s bodies were even physically capable of carrying out this
supposed “natural” social function. She noticeably does not mourn the deaths of her unborn
children either. Given that the father is the profligate and cruel Prince Zouroff, she has no
inclination to be a mother at all. In fact, Zouroff’s vices and domineering nature suggest that the
sex in his marriage to Vere is not consensual. Ouida thus challenges the maternal ideal
concerning women for whom motherhood was physically impossible, and married women whose
inferior status reduced them to bodily slaves on whom maternity was at times forced.
The remainder of this chapter will examine humor as it operates at both levels within the
novel, paying close attention to what is treated humorously and the motives behind such
humorous depictions. More importantly, I will analyze how humor provides particular insight
into Ouida’s position on Victorian ideals of womanhood and maternity.

“To Be Made Ridiculous!”: Ostracism and Derisive Laughter
Ouida is unashamedly vocal about the perverse society of characters who populate her
novel and take pleasure in such asinine trivialities as money, clothing, and admirers. In fact, a
review in the Athenaeum faulted Ouida for conceiving of such a morally lax society:
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[Ouida] has imagined a world compact of dreadful men . . . and . . . women . . . They
dance, they sing, they drink, they gamble, they lie and slander, and smoke cigarettes; they
tell each other improper stories, and talk slang, and run into debt; they bet, and paint, and
powder, and wear wigs, and bathe in naughty-looking costumes; there is nothing vicious
of which they are not understood to be capable, and they hate all manner of virtue
violently; in a word, they are highly objectionable people[.] (“Novels of the Week” 182)
No one imagines society quite like Ouida, perhaps owing to her more cosmopolitan upbringing.
Having lived more than half her life outside of England certainly offers reason as to why she felt
disconnected from its culture and less indebted to recreating its values in her works.62 Instead of
being set in the middle-class domestic realm, Ouida’s novels depict fanciful tales of European
high society with, as one contemporary reviewer described, the “unfettered licence of the French
romance” (“Contemporary Literature” 333). Resplendent worlds in which rich aristocrats fulfill
their ephemeral desires at whim were especially appealing to Ouida’s middle and lower class
readers, as it gave them access to “those unfamiliar splendours which Providence ha[d] placed
beyond their reach” (333). Beyond readership, Jina Moon points to an even more strategic
motive for Ouida, as the continental settings provided “not only a shield behind which to
comment on England but also an opportunity to expose domestic struggles and violence as
universal problems that happen all throughout Europe” (93).
Far from romanticizing these worlds then, Ouida constructs their vices through social
satire and humor, proving that even the upper echelons of society are constrained by its
expectations and struggle to embody its constructed social norms. In Moths, she specifically
targets the way her fictional society thrives on artifice and deception that is necessarily supported
by social humor. Deviant behavior that compromises society’s pretense is inevitably called to
shame via this humor. The happiness of characters is thus largely dependent on not being “found
out” and so becoming the subject of “the public mouth” (Moths 432). They must carry on the
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charade else face public exposure and ridicule, which for Lady Dolly and her social circle are
tantamount to social ruin and ostracism; reputation is everything.
Unfortunately for Dolly, her reputation is compromised once again not too long after her
daughter’s ill-timed arrival. Despite being briefed by her mother on the importance of avoiding
further “scenes,”63 Vere unwittingly finds herself at the center of another one. Meaning only to
take a morning walk when most of Trouville was just retiring to bed, she loses her maidservant
and her shoes,64 and ends up alone for hours in the company of Corrèze, the celebrated opera
singer and apparent ladies’ man. When the two finally pull up to shore in Corrèze’s boat, Vere
emerges from the sea and is met with wondering eyes and “[a] peal of shrill laughter” (90),
echoing that of the mother-daughter reunion scene. Lady Dolly has only a moment to stare with
horror at Vere before she must brace for the impact of her daughter’s offense.
Dolly’s second public encounter with contemptuous laughter plays out much like the
first. After a moment of initial shock, Dolly attempts to the diffuse the situation, this time by
desexualizing Vere as a “troublesome child” like Lewis Carroll’s Alice, who has occupied
Corrèze’s time with nothing scandalous, only boorish, childish play (92). She then banishes Vere
home to her room to repent, and to keep her out of sight and mind. All the while, Dolly keeps her
rage at bay behind a veneer of composure until she is behind closed doors and can freely unleash
her “bad temper” on her daughter for making “such an exhibition of herself with a singer!” (94).
Here again, Ouida demonstrates how the society in Moths works to corral its members
via the debilitating power and influence of social humor. The constant dread of appearing
ridiculous, or feeling the social sting, signified by derisive laughter, is the overriding influence of
society that keeps individuals embedded within its structure. In order to elaborate, it is once
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“Anything . . . that makes a fuss, that looks silly, [or] that sets people laughing” (62).
Vere’s shoes and stockings had been washed away by the rising tide.
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again necessary to turn to Bergson’s essay on laughter. Humor, though he uses the term
“comedy,” invites us to laugh at “wrong” behavior, thus pressuring the offender to correct it
(136). In this case, Dolly has twice failed to properly educate Vere on the social codes. As a
result, both mother and daughter have been the subject of social ridicule that is meant to induce a
fear and shame so strong in them that they avoid committing any further offenses. Bergson’s
social control theory deviates from the view of humor as inherently good and positive, instead
aligning it with fear and control. He explains,
Laughter is, above all, a corrective. Being intended to humiliate, it must make a painful
impression on the person against whom it is directed. By laughter, society avenges itself
for the liberties taken within it. (197)
Bergson’s analysis pinpoints the darker side of humor, whereby laughter is used as a weapon to
control the social offender. As Ouida narrates in Moths, “[T]o risk ‘looking strange’ requires a
courage perhaps cooler and higher than the soldier’s or the saint’s; and that to stand away from
the contact and the custom of your ‘set’ is a harder and a sterner work than it was of old[.]” (1123). The fear of humiliation, indeed, acts as a powerful motivating force towards conformity. In
this way, existing social norms are maintained. These ideas are further taken up by Billig in
Laughter and Ridicule: Towards a Social Critique of Humour. Building on the insights of
Bergson, Billig argues that “ridicule [is] at the centre of social life,” and that humor is
“disciplinary” and inextricably tied to “operations of social power” (2). In other words, the fear
of ridicule and humor’s disciplinary aspects “ensures that members of society routinely comply
with the customs and habits of their social milieu” (2).
It is precisely this fear as discussed by Bergson and Billig that restrains Lady Dolly here
and elsewhere from causing a scene or acting out against her tormenters, for instance Princess
Hélène, whose sarcasms take full advantage of her peers’ unfortunate situations. Hélène’s
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laughter at Dolly’s expense is precisely what Bergson meant by humor used to exert one’s
superiority, a great example of Billig’s argument that all humor is derisive. Thomas Hobbes, who
is credited as an originator of the superiority theory, puts it aptly: “[L]aughter is nothing else but
sudden glory arising from some sudden conception of some eminency in ourselves, by
comparison with the infirmity of others” (54).
Princess Hélène, on various occasions, delights in narrowing the gap between her and her
social rivals through her seemingly innocent yet humorously biting remarks, such as this
calculated one about Lady Dolly’s mature-looking daughter that is meant to highlight the
mother’s age and compromise her simulation of feminine youth:
What an angel of loveliness! But a woman; quite a woman. She must be twenty at least,
my dear?” said Princess Hélène, who always said the pleasantest thing she could think of
at any time. . . .I always fancied—so stupid of me!—that your Vere was quite a little
child, always at the Sacré Coeur,” continued the Princess musingly, with her sweetest
smile. (Moths 54-56)
The guise of humor is intended to conceal the aggression hidden behind such remarks, making
them appear nonviolent and, therefore, socially acceptable. This, according to Avner Ziv is very
important because “direct aggression against frustrating individuals or groups is not permitted”
(“The Social Function” 10). For this same reason, Dolly cannot publicly reprimand Vere each
time she makes an exhibition of herself. Instead, such hostility must be vented in disguised
forms, humor being one of them. In a similar vein, Prince Zouroff’s brutality towards Vere
behind closed doors is not a break from the aristocratic milieu but a continuation of its methods
by other means.
While Princess Hélène and her aristocratic peers use humor at the narrative level to goad
and correct each another, Ouida in turn uses humor at the metalevel to ridicule them. Ouida’s
narrator exposes Princess Hélène as a “snake in [an] angel’s guise” (59), and undermines her
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laughter, revealing not only its viciousness, but its true social function. Hélène’s act of innocent
ignorance actually works to intimidate her social rival, reminding Dolly of her age and its social
implications. Midlife for Victorian women was considered between the ages of 30-40 (Heath
10)65, so Dolly is technically middle-aged, and Vere is the irrefutable evidence of such. As I will
discuss later in the chapter, with Dolly’s middle-age status comes the requirement to relinquish
romance and sexuality to the next generation of blooming and youthful females. Humor here is
thus exposed as a means of carrying out society’s false pretenses and reinforcing the status quo,
simulating peace in the place of hostility, and instilling fear in those at whom it is directed. It is
one of society’s tools to wield power and influence, and prevent deviancy.
Ouida reveals a further degree of simulation involved in the way humor is received,
namely if the social “scapegoat” wants to continue participation within the group. Ziv’s theories
on the dynamics of social humor help elucidate this point. According to Ziv, while there is
certainly the option of leaving the group, “if [the scapegoat’s] belonging to it is more important
to him than the ridicule and mockery, he will continue to absorb the shock of humor in silence or
perhaps even with pride” (“The Social Function” 15). Indeed, Lady Dolly, driven by the fear of
social irrelevance, expertly avoids losing her composure and, instead, focuses on damage control
in the face of social humor. Unlike for her daughter, who eventually finds happiness in the Swiss
Alps marked by the absence of society’s rules and expectations, there is no utopian alternative
for Lady Dolly. In Lady Dolly’s eyes, the preservation of her social position is everything.
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Heath notes that while the census designated midlife between 30-50, Victorian novels narrowed the gap by 10
years. Additionally, middle age for men started a decade later (40-50), and with age came “praise” rather than the
“critique” that plagued the aging woman. (10)
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Therefore, social exile is not an option, and she must hold her head high and take the insulting
blows in stride until she can escape the derisive laughter of society.66
Readers share the position of the social spectator and derive pleasure from laughing at
these and other hypocrisies, pretensions, and faux pas of Ouida’s supposed elite society.
Although Ouida’s cadre of glamorous international demimonde aristocrats is purely fictional,
their story closely reflects the actual cultural situation and political concerns regarding women
contemporary to the publication of Moths in 1880. Married women who suffer at the hands of
their unscrupulous husbands, for instance, was the subject of a paper presented that same year by
Elizabeth Wolstoneholme Elmy titled “The Criminal Law in Relation to Women” in which she
compares the status of married women to that of courtesans, and argues against a proposed bill
that did not recognize the possibility of rape within marriage (Jordan 97). Women being
scrutinized for challenging England’s repressive feminine ideal was another reality. As a highly
successful woman writer, Ouida was condemned for her extravagant Langham receptions
(similar to Dolly’s soirées), where she wanted to carry on like a man, and purportedly “[m]orals
and umbrellas [were] to be left at the door” (Gordon qtd. in Jordan 79). By engaging with these
and other contemporary female issues, Ouida essentially critiques a social order that gives
women no practical way of being virtuous, and its open practice of policing social divergences
with humor by highlighting the many hypocrisies on which it is built.
In addition to directly delivering her criticisms via humor, Ouida often uses Vere, the
virtuous social outsider, as the vehicle to humorously bring to light the pervading social
hypocrisies. For instance, let us revisit the scene where Vere and Corrèze are spotted together
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Behind closed doors, readers learn just how cross Lady Dolly is at the situation, as her anger cannot be aired
publicly. Corrèze even at one point remarks that he cannot picture an angry Dolly; such is as preposterous to him as
Dolly, the mother. I will later discuss in detail how this impels Lady Dolly to commit psychologically and morally
questionable actions.
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disembarking from his boat. When society attempts to socially shame Vere for spending time
with a man unchaperoned, Ouida is quick to turn the finger back on Vere’s accusers. Vere has,
after all, only accidentally ended up with the notoriously promiscuous Corrèze and a pair of
naked feet. The same cannot be said of Lady Dolly and her friends, who have willingly stripped
down to their scantily clad swimsuits with the intention of “danc[ing] about in the water with
half-a-dozen men around” (Moths 91). Ouida decidedly aligns readers’ sympathies against Lady
Dolly and her society and rather with Vere, who cannot comprehend any wrongdoing on her end
in the face of society’s willing participation in more shameful affairs. “Is theirs not the same
‘forward, impudent, unmaidenly’ (99) behavior for which Vere is ridiculed?” the text rhetorically
asks. Moreover, social humor notably does not affect Vere in the same way that it does Dolly. As
an outsider to her mother’s society, she does not “heed the tittering and the teasing” (91) from
the crowd in the same way because she is unfamiliar with the social codes she has violated:
“Women who were compromised were things that had never been heard of at Bulmer” (99).
Thus, Vere remains oblivious to her offenses, and the edifying social laughter does not function
in the way intended: “[Society] thought [Vere] was blushing with shame at herself, but she was
blushing for shame for them” (91). In first ridiculing the act of social policing via humor and
then poking fun at how its edifying powers fail to be effective on a larger scale, Ouida makes
readers well aware of who is truly foolish in this scene: “the group of living human pegtops” (91)
that is high-society.
The main object of Ouida’s humor, however, is ultimately Lady Dolly. Ouida presents
Lady Dolly as the representative “woman of her epoch” (47), yet she remarkably bears no
resemblance to the conventional Victorian woman. In creating an extreme version of this figure
and passing her off as the social norm, Ouida more easily ridicules Dolly as “a conscienceless
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product of [a] society” that is “snobbishly preoccupied with aristocratic opulence” (22, 19). I will
specifically look at what else Ouida derides in Dolly’s character and to what ends.
Lady Dolly is, indeed, delightfully comical, and it is through this comical portrayal that I
argue Ouida is able to deliver an incisive critique of European aristocratic women. The humor
directed at Dolly’s materialism and trivial obsessions particularly sheds light on the conflict
between these women’s personal freedoms and their social obligations as mothers. Motherhood
was perceived generally as the Victorian woman’s highest achievement, as evidenced by the
numerous mother-oriented publications that circulated at the time. Periodicals, novels,
guidebooks, and magazines all reminded women of their supreme duty to live only for their
children, to be “gentle, mild, long-suffering, devoted, and voiceless . . . akin to the Virgin Mary”
(McKnight 14). Even Queen Victoria, at least publicly, seemed to embody what these
publications portrayed as the maternal ideal, thereby further establishing its expectations in
society’s eyes.67 Not only was the mother expected to oversee the complete physical, mental, and
spiritual health of her child, but she was to do so singlehandedly68 and in the face of the
confusing and often contradictory advice of prominent pseudo-experts on mothering that
produced “more guilt and frustration than good mothering” (3).69 Furthermore, if the child failed
in any way, only the mother was to blame.
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In Suffering Mothers in Mid-Victorian Novels Natalie J. McKnight explains that despite her public image, Queen
Victoria had “startlingly negative sentiments about motherhood” (14). For instance, she thought pregnancy and
childbirth to be heavy crosses for women to bear, and she disliked babies. McKnight’s discussion speaks to the
“grossly unrealistic portrayal and expectations of mothers in Victorian novels” (16), ironically influenced by the
Queen’s maternal image as projected to the public, which so greatly differed from the reality of her experience.
68
The role of the father is considered minimal in childrearing. In her conduct book The Mothers of England: Their
Influence and Responsibility, Sarah Stickney Ellis sets up the mother as the sole person responsible for the moral
and spiritual development of her children.
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In Suffering Mothers, McKnight includes a discussion of such contradictions that were perpetuated by Victorian
conduct books (3-11). Notably, Sarah Ellis told women they should selflessly devote every waking moment to the
happiness of their family, yet somehow not turn into a “household drudge” in the process. Sarah Lewis also called
for a mother’s selfless devotion to others, while also remaining intellectually stimulating for her sons.
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The psychological impact of these impossible expectations on Victorian women is
palpable. In promoting a model of maternity that no one could actually live up to yet by which
every woman was compared inevitably resulted in shame, guilt, and feelings of inadequacy.
Rather than being a natural and instinctual role, Victorian motherhood was falsely universalized
in the service of society to the detriment of the real women held up to its oppressive ideal(s).
Lady Dolly offers Ouida an opportunity to interrogate this ideal. In humorously highlighting the
maternal failings of Dolly (and all of the other female characters) throughout the novel, Ouida
undermines the maternal ideal, exposing the figure of “the good mother” as an artificial construct
for which Victorian women were nevertheless criticized for their failure to meet. Although Lady
Dolly and her aristocratic friends’ personas subversively reveal that maternal feelings are not
natural or essential to women, they are considered monsters for their failure to have maternal
feelings.
Dolly is subversive in that she insists on herself as a sexual being into middle age and
shows no interest in motherhood, but readers reinforce gender norms by finding that laughable.
The fact that we laugh at such subversive models of motherhood shows our opposition to or
discomfort with them. Following Hobbes’ formulation of laughter – that it is representative of
our feelings of superiority over those at whom we laugh – we laugh at Lady Dolly and company
because we detect some inferior incongruity in their characters, which I contend is their failure at
motherhood, essentially a subset of their womanhood. Though readers’ formulation of the
motherly ideal may differ from that espoused in the book, the shared laughter signals our consent
to the existence of any ideal, which in all cases must be false and oppressive to women.
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Unnatural Mothers: The Artificiality of Motherhood and Filial Love
Ouida never married or had children. Had she been a wife or mother, she would have
undoubtedly carried out these roles as unconventionally as she did the rest of her life. In fact,
Ouida incurred much ridicule from her society for acting indecorously. As a young woman, she
often took walks unaccompanied (except for her dogs), and throughout her adult life, she pursued
multiple relationships with men (Marchese della Stufa; Mario, the famous Italian tenor; and
Robert Bulwer-Lytton) outside of marriage. Her novels which cynically portray marriage as a
loveless transaction akin to prostitution for the sake of preserving the societal status quo of
separate spheres and women’s inferior status explains her own abstention from wedding.
Ouida saw motherhood as an extension of marital falsehood. Children were merely the
unwelcome reminders of a wife’s sexual submission to her husband in exchange for property and
position.70 Or, in the case of Lord Lytton, the married man whom she romantically pursued, they
were the “products of a loveless union” (Bigland 189), and a burden that bound their parents to
marriage. Ouida certainly lacked the so-called maternal instinct believed to be natural to all
women. According to an early biography of Ouida by Eileen Bigland, when a prized hound the
novelist had given a rival bit the new owner’s child, Ouida was more concerned about the
wellbeing of her “poor darling dog” (128). Nor was this a singular incident either. If ever her
Italian neighbors complained that her dogs had bitten their children, she took them to court
(155). Ouida’s fondness for animals, dogs in particular, superseded her concern for children, an
attitude that put her at odds with ostensibly “normal” motherly feeling (131).

The eponymous heroine in Ouida’s Princess Napraxine consents to marriage in order to preserve her family’s
wealth. However, she is disgusted by having to consummate her marriage, and that it is her husband’s conjugal right
to engage her in sex. As a result, she lacks maternal feeling towards her children because they remind her of her
husband (and his unwelcome penetration of her body).
70
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In Moths, Ouida undermines the normalization of motherhood by humorously ridiculing
it as performative and artificial as everything else in the novel. In the world of Moths, artifice
abounds. Dear friends are actually fierce rivals. The most esteemed bachelors are brutes. The
figures of nubile young girls parading on the beach are mothers and grandmothers. The “gayest
and best-born people” are deeply troubled and “wretched” (48). What is “charming to the eye
and the ear” (126) is ugly and cruel. All the drinking, gambling, and running into debt does not
yield real happiness, but rather only momentarily shrouds suffering, with women especially
bearing the brunt of the social deception. Ouida explains:
To women like Lady Dolly life is a comedy, no doubt, played on great stages and to
brilliant audiences, and very amusing and charming, and all that; but alas! it has two
dread passages in each short twenty-four hours; they are, the bore of being “done up,”
and the bore of being “undone!” (125-126)
Ouida invites readers to laugh at her cast of female characters who enact this social comedy of
artifice and dissimulation. However, a deeper look into the actual experiences of these women is
sobering, and makes us question whether or not they can just be dismissed as villains. The threat
of social humor, after all, is what impels the women of Lady Dolly’s society to play a leading
role in perpetuating life’s “comedy” at a great cost to themselves. They must daily submit to the
laborious task of wearing cosmetics and gaudy fashions to essentially sexualize themselves
according to male desires. Through this process, the women participate in a masquerade,
whereby they alienate themselves in their eroticized images. When these women are “done up,”
they become ageless, coveted pieces of art, indispensable symbols of society’s materialism.
When “undone,” the comedy ceases and women are faced with the reality of their mortality and
social futility. It is no wonder then that women would rather doll themselves up and put their
bodies on display, despite the tediousness involved, than embrace an outdated concept of
“natural” beauty that yields only misery.
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While the business of being beautiful is certainly no picnic for Lady Dolly and her female
friends, there is still a more challenging and onerous role they must embrace, namely that of the
Victorian mother. The mother is perhaps the most deceiving of figures, as mid-Victorian
society’s conceptualization of her is ripe with contradictions that in no way reflect the reality of
women’s lived experience. This, of course, does not mean that Lady Dolly and the women of her
society can just forgo motherhood altogether. In fact, Ouida demonstrates how the society in
Moths is upheld by mothers, whose social duty is to educate their daughters on society’s rules
and etiquette, so they too can fulfill their cultural imperative as future wives and mothers. In
performing this duty, though, mothers are effectively displaced by their daughters and relegated
to the margins of society.71 Eliza Lynn Linton wrote at length on the Victorian mother’s
necessary displacement and self-abnegation in her article, “La Femme Passée.” Like the conduct
books for Victorian mothers72, Linton’s article helped to perpetuate the sacrifices needed to
fulfill the role of “good” mother: “a woman who can forget herself, who can give without asking
to receive, and who, without losing any of the individualism which belongs to self-respect, can
yet live for and in the lives of others, and find her best joy in the well-being of those about her”
(50). Kay Heath, in her study of Victorian aging, also points to the novels of some of the period’s
most influential authors, including Dickens, Bronte, Oliphant, and Gaskell, as helping to
perpetuate this “Victorian paradigm of sexless service” (20), which required middle-aged women
and older to relinquish their sexuality in order to “assist in the next generation’s marriage and
reproduction, thus reinforcing the status quo” (80).73 Those who refused to carry out this service,
according to Heath, were “condemned as, at best, unworthy and at worst, horrific monsters” (21).

See Elizabeth Langland’s “Patriarchal Ideology and Marginal Motherhood in Victorian Novels by Women,”
Studies in the Novel, 19.3, (Fall 1987), 381-394.
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See, for instance, Ellis, The Mothers of England: Their Influence and Responsibility (31).
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As we now know, the reality of the Victorian mother’s position was not enviable, but
rather tragic, especially when the mother “looked sixteen herself” (Moths 117) and still desired
to be the belle of the ball. These aspirations, however, conflicted with the mother’s perceived
greater social function, and were therefore dismissed by society as frivolous.74 Social humor
impelled the midlife Victorian woman to subordinate herself to her child if she wanted to remain
a woman of the society. It is through Lady Dolly that Ouida inveighs against social humor and
reveals the cruel predicament that mothers faced. On the one hand, it is Lady Dolly’s social duty
to:
initiate Vere into the world of female commodification, forcing her into the practice of
the feminine model of consumption by dressing her in the latest fashions, exhibiting her
at social events, and reinforcing the model’s ideology—that women are to ‘enjoy
themselves in order to be the more enjoyable’ to men. (Schroeder “Introduction” 186)
However, in fashioning and promoting a rivaling female body for male consumption, she must
essentially sacrifice her own inclinations and desires, and her need for sexualized attention. Lady
Dolly is nowhere near ready to accept this motherly role. She has, after all, worked hard at her
image and has successfully maintained her sexual desirability, or “the men would not have
looked at her so” (Moths 47). Vere’s arrival noticeably changes the way men look at Dolly.
Unlike Lady Dolly and her peers, who wear wigs and other embellishments, making themselves
up in the manner of dolls, Vere appears natural, unadorned and naked to the eye. Beside her,
Lady Dolly, the sultry queen of exhibition and artifice, is reduced to a mother, a joke, an obsolete
commodity.75
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Kay Heath provides various convincing examples of this throughout the novels of Dickens. Mrs. Nickleby
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This unromanticized version of the mother in Lady Dolly’s image, of course, conflicts
with the ideology of the mother who happily sacrifices for her children that is espoused by the
handsome and illustrious opera singer, Corrèze, who as a result finds the concept of Dolly as a
mother difficult to swallow: “Surely, it is impossible Dolly can ever have stooped to such a
homely unartificial thing as maternity” (55). But as Ouida comes to show, Corrèze is wrong in
his idealized estimation of motherhood. In fact, it is noteworthy that it is Corrèze who makes this
comment because, like Vere, he occupies a position on the fringes of society. Born and raised in
the mountains, his father was a humble shepherd, and his mother a peasant girl. When they died,
he pursued a singing career that brought him money, fame, and invitations to all of society’s
fashionable events. But, the fact remained that he was still only a singer and, therefore, not truly
one of them.76 Corrèze’s marginal status undoubtedly explains his bygone conception of
motherhood, which evokes the same clichéd image as expressed by Vere’s boorish governess,
Fräulein Schroder: “Can there be in nature a sweet, more soul-inspiring, and of-heaven-alwaysblessed-emotion than the out-coming of filial love[?]” (56). Vere, too, English-born and
educated, is especially appalled by the European scandalousness of her mother, who she felt was
“the most frivolous” and the “emptiest bubble” (128) amongst her social circle. She holds Dolly
up to an impossible standard of motherhood that recounts “the many noble maternal figures of
history and romance” who were “all sacrifice, all nobility, all holiness” (128). In mocking
Corrèze’s and Vere’s naïve and untenable preconceptions of what a mother should be, calling
them “antique sacred fancies” (128), Ouida criticizes the Victorian ideal of noble maternity as
old-fashioned, and too black and white. By idealizing the figure of the “good mother,” it
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In a conversation between Lady Dolly and Lady Stoat, the former expresses a serious concern that Vere will be
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stigmatizes all women who fail to embody the impossible image as “bad mothers.” Furthermore,
like all myths of motherhood, “it is oblivious to a mother’s desires, limitations, and context”
(Thurer xii). In Vere’s (and by proxy the Victorian) mind, a mother’s sole purpose is the
unselfish devotion to providing sympathy and support to her children; she should have no
existence outside of this duty and affection. Thus, when Vere is asked to consider Dolly’s
differing perspective, which does not exist under this formulation, she can only respond with
frustration and self-pity.
Despite the obvious holes in the myth of the maternal instinct, Corrèze’s latter remark
demonstrates how the realities of motherhood can only ever be regarded with humorous pity:
“Poor little Dolly! It is hard to have a daughter—and a daughter that comes to Trouville in
August” (55).77 Although the pity is marked by humor in an attempt to minimize its seriousness,
it nevertheless points to a real hardship. Indeed, every woman of Dolly’s society knows the
plight of having a marriageable daughter at her side, especially during the height of the social
season. In a society characterized by artifice and the commodification of women, mothers are
taught to view their daughters as competition for men’s attention.78 Lady Dolly’s position is
portrayed as even worse because appearing beside Vere’s natural and unembellished figure only
makes the former’s heavily “done up” (126) self appear vulgar. It is without question that Lady
Dolly must do as society expects of a good mother, which is “to marry [Vere] at once” (109).
This proves difficult for Lady Dolly, however, since convincing one’s daughter to marry, of
course, means teaching her to regard herself as a commodity to be sold to the highest bidder.
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August was the peak of the social season when the social elite gathered at various balls, parties, and events.
See Natalie Schroeder’s discussion of the daughter’s perceived threat to the mother in Ouida the Phenomenon
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Ouida boldly posits that marriage in Moths is akin to socially condoned sexual slavery79, a
necessary evil for society to be upheld that is delegated to mothers.

Maternal Excellence and the Marriage Market
While Lady Dolly has no problem feigning motherly love and devotion, when it comes to
actually fulfilling her motherly responsibilities, that is another story. It is in her struggle to carry
out her social duties, which derives half from selfishness and the other half from guilt, that we
best see the psychological realism of her character. In Dolly’s society, the measure of a mother’s
success is observable in the match she has procured for her daughter. Dolly must essentially
quickly sell off Vere on the marriage market as a sexual slave to buy herself a few more years of
condoned flirting and self-indulgence before her social retirement. So Lady Dolly naturally
consults her friend and society’s own “maternal model of excellence” (107), Lady Stoat of
Stitchley, “who had just won the honour of the past year’s season by marrying her daughter (a
beauty) to a young marquis, who, with the small exceptions of being a drunkard, a fool, and a
brute, was everything that a mother’s soul could desire[.]” (107).80
The women of Lady Dolly’s society view each other with either fondness or fear, and
Lady Stoat “who was many years older than [Dolly]” is certainly not feared. In fact, Ouida offers
Lady Stoat as a humorous caricature of society’s “old-maid,” whose years marked her forced
retirement from Trouville to the more “charming” (107) neighboring Deauville, the perfect
retreat for idle women of whom society has tired. Through her character, Ouida shows what little
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his moral deficiencies.
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society has to offer its elderly female members once they have served their social function. All of
their youth basically culminates in two social matches—one for them self, one for their
daughter—followed by a compelled period of social oblivion, before having to face the final
crowning obsolescence that is grandmotherhood. Ouida views society in this way to criticize
women’s limited roles. Like unmarried women, who were limited to being spinsters,
governesses, companions, or teachers, married women were similarly confined to the roles of
mother, grandmother, or the voice of society. Ouida additionally finds fault with the marriage
market in its promotion of a commodities culture, which in turn pits women against each other
by assigning them a market value. Having fulfilled her social role in marrying and then marrying
off her daughter, Lady Stoat’s market value is low. She is akin to a horse put out to pasture, with
nothing better to occupy her time than her crewel work and her mundane dreams of becoming a
grandmother. Occasionally she will also partake in “charity work” — “prevent a scandal,
reconcile two enemies, or clear a tangled path” (108) — which allows her to maintain some
semblance of usefulness to society. This is in sharp contrast to Margaret Oliphant’s Miss
Marjoribanks, where female social repair is depicted as heroic. In Moths, however, like all
women of “genius” or who are considered to be “clever,” Lady Stoat can only spend “her time
agreeably” (108) arranging marriages or preventing scandals, the few available pastimes for an
aged woman to showcase her talents. In elevating such trivial matters to the status of “duty” and
masquerading them as “invaluable” contributions to society, however, she essentially maintains
her farcical and inconsequential position as “modern substitute of a saint on earth” (108).
Lady Stoat, we are told, is the equivalent of a Victorian marriage whisperer. She has a
way with teaching even the most “refractory child” that “love and honour were silly things, and
that all that really mattered was to have rank and to be rich, and to be envied by others” (110),
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otherwise known as the “gospel of their generation” (111). The necessity of someone like Lady
Stoat interestingly highlights that having a defiant daughter is not a problem specific to Dolly,
and that the moral and spiritual guidance of children is in reality a difficult task. This belies the
assurance to Victorian mothers from conduct books that a child will just blindly obey their
wishes so long as those wishes are clearly communicated, that a child can be trained to
consistently obey their parents. Lady Dolly’s reality is much different. Vere is so defiant and
stubborn that Lady Dolly is not so sure the usual methods will work, especially when Lady Stoat
proposes Serge Zouroff, “the wicked Russian” prince (546) as a potential suitor for Vere. Lady
Dolly’s noticeably odd reaction to the suggestion hints that she is privy to Zouroff’s sins81, and
that she is not too keen on making Vere his sacrificial lamb: “how much too pretty and too
innocent she would be for him—the beast!” (125).
Despite the text’s main focus on Dolly’s ridiculous exterior, it is comments like these
that, however fleetingly, show off her inner psychology. One particularly heartfelt scene follows
an evening at Félicité, the seaside chateau belonging to the Zouroff family to which society
moved on after the party finished in Trouville. On passing Vere’s room, Dolly looks in on her
child, who “lay sound asleep in the sweet dreamless sleep of her lingering childhood,” which
triggers “an uneasy pang” (125) of guilt in Dolly. She has second thoughts about consigning
Vere to the “horrible” Zouroff, despite what a social coup that would be. Upon returning to her
own room, however, she is quickly brought back to reality, reminded of her society’s religion,
and what little room women of her kind have to be self-sacrificing.
In the privacy of her room, with the toilsome task of being “undone” ahead of her, the
pretense of life as a humorous spectacle ends, and Lady Dolly is faced with a cold reality that
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recalls George Eliot’s Mrs. Transome, whose aging reflection is mirrored back as “an image
faded, dried, and bleached by uncounted suns . . . the slow deposit of those ceaseless roiling
years.”82 In a similar vein, beneath the Piver, Lady Dolly is merely “yellow, pallid, wrinkled,
even perhaps . . . flirtationless, unenvied, unregarded, worse than dead!” (126). Confronted by
her own aging image and the fragility of her social position, the momentary pangs of guilt about
marrying her daughter off to a brute are replaced by fears of her own impending social erasure.
These fears are offset, however, by the tone of humorous satire that characterizes the novel and
immerses readers back into Ouida’s sensational comedy. Despite these glimpses at Lady Dolly’s
interiority, Ouida ultimately shows how pernicious is aristocratic society’s influence over the
psychology and moral disposition of its female subjects, who would rather partake in the social
spectacle than to deal with the harsh reality of being ridiculed and excluded. In contrast to
prevailing theories of humor citing its desirability and positive psychological effects83, Ouida
demonstrates how social humor inflicts psychological violence as a means of asserting control
over her heroine-villain. Dolly ultimately chooses eternal youth and dissimulation over the
natural world of simplicity and genuine emotion that Vere represents. For this reason, the
narrator humorously remarks, “If Lady Dolly had said any prayers she would have said, ‘Thank
God for Piver’” (126), a powerfully satiric indictment of social humor’s role in erasing
individuals’ humanity and religion.
In depicting Dolly’s vices and moral crimes as motivated by social constraints, Ouida
raises the question of whether or not Dolly should be villainized for putting her personal interests
above her daughter. This, of course, lends itself to the larger question: Should “mothers have a
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self larger than their maternity” (Eliot 161)? The answer is ambiguous. On the one hand, even
the unscrupulous Prince Zouroff is repulsed by Lady Dolly’s extraordinary deception in securing
him his bride, and immediately condemns his mother-in-law: “You deceived [Vere] . . . you
forced her to your purpose with a lie . . . you knew very well that I supposed her bought by
ambition like any other; you did a vile thing—” (429). On the other hand, Lady Dolly is quick to
point out that betrothing her daughter “to one of the richest and best born men in all Europe”
(175) was not an act uncommon to their society. In fact, “[w]as it not the crown of maternity, as
maternity is understood in society?” (175). She also fires back at Zouroff, rendering his
condemnatory remarks to be hypocritical, given the Russian prince’s adultery and abusive
tendencies. She attempts to use humor to dissolve her own guilt and redirect blame back at
Zouroff: “You turned preacher! . . . that is really too funny . . . You sought Vere’s hand, I gave it
you[.]” (429).
While neither Prince Zouroff nor Lady Dolly will accept blame for Vere’s sacrifice to the
marriage market, Ouida incriminates them both in the way they uphold the social spectacle that
supports such gross deception. The scene ends with Zouroff barring Dolly from any future visits
to his home, but not before the two enact a comical departure, fabricating an excuse to mask the
real reason as to why Lady Dolly shall never return to Zouroff’s house:
“You are too cruel to us not to return,” said Zouroff publicly, for the sake of the
world’s wide-open ears, as [Lady Dolly] went to her carriage on his arm.
“I cannot stand your mistral,” said Lady Dolly, also for the world, and, in his ear,
added with an injured sweetness, “and I do not like reproaches, and I never deserve
them.” (431)
Though the two cannot stand each other, as quarrels are not permitted in their world, they
improvise this ridiculous charade to keep up appearances, and to avert ridicule and
embarrassment. Ouida satirizes the characters’ willing participation in such social farces just to
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avoid being talked about and the subject of social humor. In doing so, they can be considered
“social actors” upholding “the codes of daily behavior, ensuring . . . conformity with [the] social
order” (Billig 201-202), thus foreshadowing the novel’s culminating indictment of a society
where “the moths eat the ermine; and the world kisses the leper on both cheeks” (543).

Ouida’s Politics: Feminism and the New Woman
In the recovery of noncanonical nineteenth-century writers like Ouida in the early 1990s,
Pamela Gilbert noted that the focus of scholars was limited to whether or not the author was
feminist (and thus worth recovering):
Readings of Ouida tended either to look at the 1860s sensation work and find her work
filled with unconventional, strong (and therefore feminist) characters, like Cigarette in
Under Two Flags (1867), or at her later essays against the New Woman, and find her
therefore antifeminist and retrograde. (“Feminism and the Canon” 27)
The impulse to insert Ouida into a wholly feminist narrative, according to Gilbert, contributed to
Ouida’s exclusion from today’s canon (“Ouida and the Other New Woman” 170). A decade
later, Talia Schaffer argued for a less reductive view that took into account Ouida’s political
ambiguity across her life and oeuvre (Forgotten Female Aesthetes 15-16). Ouida’s aestheticism,
according to Schaffer, permitted the author to hold a “vast range of political positions” (16), so
that she could appear impartial and safely push forward whatever her real political agenda was at
the time. The most noteworthy example of this is in Ouida’s 1894 essay on “The New Woman,”
which many readers, both contemporary and current, have ironically cited as clear evidence of
Ouida’s misogyny and antifeminism. Schaffer instead interprets the essay as a “bold publicrelations gambit” in which Ouida fashions the New Woman after herself, brands her repulsive,
then endorses a newly-constructed version of herself as the voice of remedy against this “avatar
of all extremism” (“Nothing but Foolscap” 46). In her fictionalization of a “demonic New
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Woman” (45), Ouida was able to erect herself as “the guardian of virtue” (46), thus allowing for
her radical ideas about women’s activism to fly under the radar. The “demonic double” (45)
theory holds especial weight in light of Ouida’s own remarks about her avoidance of political
affiliation in A Village Commune, published in 1881, a year after Moths:
No one can accuse me of any political prejudices. My writings have alternately been
accused of a reactionary conservatism and a dangerous socialism, so that I may, without
presumption, claim to be impartial; I love conservatism when it means the preservation of
beautiful things; I love revolution when it means the destruction of vile ones.
(“Appendix” 377)
This mix of conservatism and radicalism can be seen in Moths. Like “The New Woman”
article, where “Ouida’s radical calls for action get expressed via conservative language”
(Schaffer “Nothing but Foolscap” 46), Moths hides a radical position on Victorian ideals of
womanhood and maternity beneath a traditional story of a heroine rewarded for her femininity
with companionate marriage. As much as Ouida vilifies Lady Dolly and her society of
“moths”—vile society women with a “feverish frenzy for amusement and an idiotic imitation of
vice” (Moths 98)—Vere, the heroine, cannot be seen as a viable alternative to these women.
Whereas they completely lack goodness, she is too good of a woman. Vere is depicted
humorously by Ouida as a one-dimensional caricature of the ideal woman, highlighting that
overblown femininity only cultivates an anesthetized woman who is “virtually autistic” (Schaffer
The Forgotten Female Aesthetes 129).
Vere’s overly pious and righteous nature is attributed to her conservative English
upbringing by her grandmother, the Duchess of Mull. Ouida signals problems with the “old cat”
(Moths 59) who passed down her “old-fashioned” (65) values to Vere from the very start. On the
one hand, the Duchess of Mull selflessly cared for Vere and reared her to be a principled, Godfearing woman. On the other hand, she so easily “hurled [Vere] like a cannon-ball” (59) into “a
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world of moths” (97) without so much as a warning. She is stern and crusty, and lacks maternal
feeling. Though Lady Dolly predicts the “horrid old woman will be howling for [Vere] back
again in three weeks’ time” (62), this never happens. In fact, the duchess is conspicuously absent
from the text for over 100 pages, with not even an inquiry as to how Vere is doing.
The next we hear from the duchess is through correspondence in response to learning
Vere is engaged to Prince Zouroff, and only to chastise her granddaughter for a decision that she
herself has facilitated. It was, after all, the duchess who “consigned Vere to her mother then and
for ever more” (60), knowing full well that one year in fashionable society would inevitably
erase the 15 more sheltered years Vere had spent with her in Northumbria. She ultimately
decided it was more important to teach her daughter-in-law a lesson, and so washed her hands of
the child. Vere was merely a casualty in the petty war between the duchess and Lady Dolly. The
duchess’ reprimanding letter disowning Vere, therefore, only echoes what she has already
spoken in action: “Do not write to me; do not expect to hear from me; you are for me as if you
had never lived . . . ask nothing at my hands” (191). In light of this, the duchess’ ridiculing words
appear laughably hypocritical. Though she accuses Vere of being “no better than the shameless
women” of her mother’s society, it is the duchess who has replicated their shameful behavior and
thus fallen short of the supportive, sympathetic, and reverent mother figure of whom she has
taught Vere to mold herself after (127).
Having demonstrated a problem with Vere’s teacher, Ouida then moves her critique onto
the duchess’ teachings themselves. I have already pointed out how Vere’s strong beliefs in
maternal duty prove too stifling for women to enact. Now, I will discuss how those teachings
also render Vere a selfish, insubordinate child in one of the novel’s most humorous dialogues.
During one of many counseling sessions to persuade the reluctant Vere of the necessity of
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marriage, Lady Stoat asks the girl to consider her mother’s situation: “My dear, your mother is
young still. She must divert herself. It would be very hard on her not to be allowed. You must not
think she is not fond of you because she still likes to waltz” (128).84 To this compassionate plea,
Vere closemindedly replies, “I do not like to waltz. I never do.” Struck by Vere’s curtness, Lady
Stoat realizes she has her work cut out for her and ups her strategy accordingly, this time
appealing to Vere’s human decency: “But surely you wouldn’t be so cruel as to condemn your
mother only to have your inclinations, would you?” (128). This more desperate plea, however,
falls on deaf ears. Vere can only pity herself, countering back, “But my father is dead.” A
flustered Lady Stoat attempts once more to bring the conversation back on track, stating with
exasperation, “My dear, Queen Anne is dead! . . . What other news will you tell us? . . . But still
you know your mama is young . . . she has always been so much admired and so petted by
everyone that it was only natural—only natural that—” (129). As Lady Stoat momentarily
struggles to find her words, Vere takes it upon herself to complete the unfinished thought with a
self-pitying, “She should not want me” (129). At this point, Lady Stoat is so taken aback by
Vere’s insolence to her most clever tactics that she can only think, “Quel enfant terrible!” (129).
What makes this scene so brilliant is how Ouida manages to render both characters
laughable. Lady Stoat, who has made a career out of the moral and spiritual guidance of young
girls, has humorously met her match in the dreadful and obstinate Vere. Meanwhile, Vere is
portrayed as so incredibly inflexible that even the most sophisticated appeals to reason cannot
move her. For all their worship of the “gospel of their generation” (111), at least Lady Dolly and
the women of her ilk are not without awareness of their moral lacking and assailed by

Marrying for the sake of one’s family is a long and powerful tradition, as Talia Schaffer argues in Romance’s
Rival. However, Ouida critiques familiar marriage through Vere. In marrying Prince Zouroff, Vere is not securing a
wealthy and powerful man whose alliance can help her family get ahead in life. Rather, her mother only benefits in
being able to maintain her extravagant party lifestyle.
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momentary compunction, whereas Vere has “no malleability” (153). No amount of moral
coaxing will get her to sway.
The problem, Ouida suggests, is Vere’s Englishness. Ouida herself was at odds with her
own English roots, having always identified more with her French heritage on her father’s side.
When she was 18, she happily left her birthplace, the provincial and antiquated town of Bury St.
Edmunds, and never looked back.85 After settling briefly in London, at the height of her career,
she abandoned England altogether for Italy, where she eventually died. Considering Ouida’s lack
of allegiance to the country of her birth, it is no surprise then that she would attribute her
heroine’s foibles—Vere’s “failure as a companionable creature” (136), her “obduracy, coldness,
and unwise directness of speech” (137)—to the girl’s English upbringing:
At Bulmer she had been reared to think truth the first law of life, modesty as
natural to a gentlewoman as cleanliness, delicacy and reserve the attributes of all
good breeding, and sincerity indispensable to self respect. (137)
Vere’s teachings, like the clothes she wears, are passé. As Dolly points out, “[Vere] has gone a
hundred years back, being brought up by that horrid old woman [the duchess]” (109). Akin to the
subject of a Pre-Raphaelite-style painting, Vere harkens medieval Christendom; she looks “as if
[she] were studying [her] Bible every minute” (66). Vere’s moral and pious education leaves her
wholly unsociable to the world outside of the Northumbrian moors, where [t]he men thought her
lovely, but they could not get on with her [and] the women disliked her[.]” (126). Society finds
Vere most unamiable because she is pedantic and “seems to sit in judgment on [them] all” (139)
like a saint on earth when “the age of saints is gone by” (139). Moreover, it is not only the upper
class who find Vere offensive. Even her maid, Adrienne, is disconcerted by how Vere appears to
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plaque was erected in Bury in her honor, Ouida responded with scathing ingratitude and a renunciation of her
English heritage.
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be unnaturally devoid of feeling, which she attributes to Vere’s “foreign” upbringing: “What a
cold creature is that child . . . she sees miladi [Dolly] insensible, and stands there with never a
tear, or a kiss, or a cry. What it is to have been brought up in England!” (172-3).
Vere’s English education clearly alienates her from the rest of the world. In poking fun at
Vere then, Ouida highlights the impracticality of the old-fashioned English ideals that her
virtuous heroine represents. After all, Vere’s offensive nature coupled with her lack of a dowry
leave her with little to no realistic alternatives to marrying her sole suitor, Prince Zouroff. While
we may applaud Vere’s efforts in trying to follow her beloved Corrèze’s advice to remain
“unspotted from the world” (96), Ouida suggests the only way Vere can achieve such a lofty goal
is by altogether retreating from society.86 However, in returning to Bulmer as Vere hopes, she
would essentially be trying to reclaim a prepubescent state in the “safe and familiar home of her
lost childhood” (173), isolated from the rest of society. Vere’s optimistic alternative to marriage
only appears humorous in its unlikelihood, which is echoed by her mother’s “ghastly laughter”
and incredulous response: “Is that your scheme? . . . O la belle ideè! You little fool! you little
idiot! How dare you? Because you are mad, do you think we are mad too?” (172). That Lady
Dolly should mock and call Vere “mad” for preferring spinsterhood over marriage signals the
anxiety surrounding the single woman who attempts to create an identity for herself other than
the conventional domestic wife. The humor here thus functions to perpetuate female autonomy
as a deviant spectacle.
Although Ouida herself could be considered a proponent of deviancy in the way she
carried out her life in opposition to social norms—she never married, instead maintaining her
independence through a remarkable and lucrative literary career—her humor implies that Vere is
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The old-fashioned English teachings are only viable if practiced in a utopian enclave away from public life. The
Duchess of Mull has notably not “set foot in London for 15 years” (Moths 65).
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misguided in seeking liberty by returning to England. Ouida’s own increasing autonomy, after
all, led her to forsake England as a setting for both her novels and her life. Vere’s allegiance to
England is accordingly portrayed as her problem, not her solution.
In particular, Ouida discredits Vere’s strict compliance with English tenets of marriage,
namely mutual love. As we know from Ouida’s writings, she viewed marriage with cynicism:
“What idiocy is marriage! . . . It is a figment of the social code, irrational, unreal, and setting up a
gigantic lie as the scaffolding which supports society” (Guilderoy 124). Whether motivated by
love or not, all marriages end loveless because, according to Ouida, “[l]ove and marriage are two
totally different things; they ought never to be named together; they are cat and dog; one kills the
other” (Moths 171). Lady Dolly’s marriage to Vere’s father and namesake stands as proof of this.
While the marriage was based on mutual love, soon after wedding her cousin, Dolly becomes
disenchanted by married life, realizing that “[m]etaphysical values like love and honor are
useless in the corporeal world, but rank and power are crucial to survival and prosperity” (Moon
100). In reality, love is merely a ruse to coax young girls into marriage. The love-based marriage,
while a romantic notion, is merely a fiction propagated by society to disguise its true function:
“the legal enjoyment and transmission of property” (Princess Napraxine 469).
Ouida further discredits the love-based marriage by rendering its biggest proponent a
hypocrite, as depicted in the scene where Vere learns of her cousin’s engagement to the
American heiress Fuschia Leach. We learn that the Francis Herbert, Duke of Mull and Cantire,
had pursued Fuschia for a considerable amount of time, and even in the face of rejection
continued his pursuit until she finally accepted his proposal. While he positively loves Fuschia,
Vere is decidedly indignant at the implications of her cousin’s choice of wife: “[Vere] was
deeply angered; her chief fault was pride, an incurable pride of birth with all its prejudices[.]”
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(Moths 239). Ouida clearly emphasizes that Vere’s protestations grow out of a desire to preserve
her family’s English heritage and status. She only disapproves of the match because it means her
cousin marrying a lower-class American and thus destroying their family lineage. She wonders
how the young duke could be so indifferent to the contamination of his own blood: “I think such
a marriage a great unworthiness, a great disgrace. This—this—person is not a gentlewoman, and
never will be one, and I think that you will repent giving your name to her” (239). Herbert seems
to understand his family’s bias, acknowledging twice that he is aware Fuschia “is not [their]
form” (i.e., an English gentlewoman). However, he argues that his love for Fuschia should
supersede on this point, challenging Vere to provide a reason other than his fiancée’s differing
class and race for her objection to the marriage. Vere’s silence confirms that her discontent with
Fuschia stems solely from her English prejudices.
Not only do these prejudices cause friction with her cousin, but Vere herself feels the
sting from the rigidness of her English teachings after consenting to marry Prince Zouroff. It
does not matter that she has done so for a noble cause.87 In assenting to a loveless marriage, no
matter the reason, she has prostituted herself, and so ambition would always be the supposed
motive.88 Ironically, while it may look as though she has traded virtue for rank, it is actually
Vere’s noble character that impels her to “preserve the façade of harmonious domesticity”
(Moon 108) with her battering husband. Vere silently endures her husband’s brutality “in
conformity with the Victorian expectations for the battered woman” (108), who must sacrifice
herself to mainstream values. Natalie Schroeder clarifies Vere’s resignation to Zouroff’s abuse as

To settle her mother’s debts with Prince Zouroff and retrieve the scandalous letters he possessed.
Despite what they know of Vere’s character, all of society believes Vere to have succumbed to ambition: Zouroff,
Corréze, the Duchess of Mull, the Duke of Mull, etc. Only Lady Dolly knows the truth.
87
88
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her compliance with wifely duties: “Through [Vere’s] education, she has internalized the cultural
values that mortify and subjugate her” (“Introduction” 190).
In staying true to her English teachings, Vere epitomizes the saint on earth, suffering all
the abuses of marriage, but never profiting from the money and rank for which the world
believes she has sold herself. Even Vere’s grandmother remains merciless to her grave, unwilling
to pardon her granddaughter, whom she judges as “foolish, and fickle, and vain, and won over to
the world” (191). That for all her suffering, Vere is dismissed as no better than her mother is a
tragicomic end at the hands of a stubbornly inflexible English rhetoric and echoed in Vere’s
lament of the English as “an unforgiving race” (274).
Ouida’s New Woman figure then is not the English-educated Vere, but rather the
American-born Fuschia Mull, née Leach. The American New Woman, however, is clearly not an
alternative model for female identity either, as Ouida humorously portrays Fuschia as a greedy
title-seeker who approaches marriage like a prospector mines for gold. Fuschia openly mines
Trouville for a wealthy duke:
[S]he meant to die an English duchess, and she had only thrown over the unhappy Mull
[Vere’s cousin] because she had found out he was poor. “And what’s the use of being a
duchess, if you don’t make a splash?” (123)
Fuschia’s shameless pursuit of money and social success makes her appear vulgar, which she
defends by naming various European noblemen who have likewise sought greedily after
American wealth:
“Why, your Norman blood and Domesday Book and all the rest of it, – pray hasn’t it
married Lily Peart, whose father kept the steamboat hotel in Jersey City and made his pile
selling soothers to the heathen Chinee? Who was your Marchioness of Snowdon if she
weren’t the daughter of old Sam Salmon the note shaver? Who was your Duchesse de
Dagobert, if she weren’t Aurelia Twine, with seventy million dollars made in two years
out of oil? Who was your Princess Buondelmare, if not Lotty Miller, who was born in
Nevada and baptized with gin in a miner’s pannikin? We know ’em all! And Blue
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Blood’s taken ’em because they had cash” (133)
Fuschia is not a “good” (115) woman. Her style in terms of fashion and flirting is in
direct contrast with the aristocratic and aesthetic values that constitute the old-world ideal of the
Victorian lady, and yet her marriage prospects abound. “She’ll marry anybody she chooses”
(115), Dolly remarks of Fuschia, because there exists a new social order where the American
coquette “pleases better” (240) than the prudish gentlewoman. Despite Fuschia’s greed, she is
not imprudent, as demonstrated by her social malleability: “[S]he caught up the ways and words
and habits and graces of the great world, and adapted herself to her new sphere with versatile
cleverness” (130). According to Edgar F. Harden’s analysis of the American heiress, Fuschia’s
extraordinary audacity marks her as a new, emancipated, calculating invader, a younger
female counterpart of the businessman who comes to Europe intending to join European
society and buy its homes and treasures. (282)
While greatly criticized as callous and cunning, Fuschia’s business acumen pays off. Though she
was not high- born or bred, the vulgar American succeeds Vere’s grandmother, the old-world
Englishwoman, as the Duchess of Mull and Cantire89.
After Fuschia’s marriage to Mull, Ouida’s comic portrayal of the new duchess bears the
mark of admiration. Unlike the pale and lifeless Vere, Fuschia is described as “radiant with
health, with contentment, with animation,” all of which she passes down to her “first rate” (508)
son.90 Whereas the old duchess shunned and exiled Vere, the new duchess opens her heart and
her home to Vere despite the risk of public backlash, thus making her one of few women in the
novel to act according to her conscience. In response to this kindhearted gesture, Vere’s heart is

Fuschia finally accepts Mull’s proposal because he has agreed to mine his ancestral forests for coal, a highly
lucrative endeavor.
90
Vere, on the other hand, passes on her strangling ideals to her unborn children, as represented by her two
miscarriages.
89
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finally warmed towards her sister-in-law, “whom she had always despised, [yet] had given her
back kindness for unkindness, honour for scorn” (511).
Fuschia deviates from Vere both owing to her American ancestry and her discernment of
English hypocrisies91. She is also unlike Dolly and the other society women in that “she [is]
above revenge and capable of a noble action” (509). At the same time, Fuschia, or Pick-me-up as
she was also known, is “no fool” (134) and understands the fleeting nature of her social positon:
“[S]he knew very well that whenever anything prettier, odder, or more ‘outrageous’ than herself
should appear she would lose her prestige in a day” (130). In her frank observations about herself
and the conditions that gave rise to her social success, Fuschia possesses an “intense
shrewdness” (134) unrivaled by any other woman in the novel. While she begins as a figure of
scorn for her seeming “utter ignorance” and “daring eccentricity of expression” (134), she is
depicted by Ouida as a New Woman of sorts in her bold efforts to risk being rebuffed by society
and defy the status quo.
Despite these redeeming qualities, Fuschia does not present an alternative, viable, female
model. Fuschia’s success as a duchess is, after all, the exception to the fates of the “ten thousand
American girls who overrun Europe” (130). Her ability to hold off on marriage until she finds a
wealthy duke is certainly a luxury. Furthermore, while Fuschia is now considered “social
caviare,” Ouida underlines how society’s “palate” (134) is fickle and quick to change. There will
come a time where Fuschia is no longer considered chic and her ways will carry no social
influence. Finally, even after her marriage, Fuschia somehow manages to resist being changed by
aristocratic life. She continues to “flirt with princes and jest with sovereigns, and carry her head
high in the great world with all the insolence of a born coquette and a born revolutionary” (509)

91

See p132-133 in Moths.
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just as she did before she became a duchess. This is contrary to Dolly’s earlier prediction, which
more accurately reflects the fate of a once-vivacious aristocratic wife:
All those wild little republicans get as starchy as possible once they get a European title.
They are just like those scatter-brained princes in history, that turn out such stern goodgoody sort of despots, when once the crown is on their heads. (240)
The new duchess of Mull, just like her predecessor, thus fails to embody a viable model of
womanhood.

Conclusion
It is in attuning ourselves to the instances of humor in Moths – to who and what is
ridiculed and to what purpose – that Ouida’s critique of Victorian social constructs and gender
roles becomes distinct. The humor operates on two levels. At the meta-level, humor is Ouida’s
means of indirectly addressing the immorality and the hypocrisy of her era, and influencing the
reader’s sympathies against those characters who deviate from her standard of moral decorum.
Accordingly, Lady Dolly and the women of her ilk are the main targets of Ouida’s humor
because they embody the internalized cultural expectations of fashionable high society that the
author rebukes, namely in their life’s devotion to the careful cultivation of their physical
appearances, and their complicity in upholding marriage (condemned by Ouida as legalized
prostitution) and motherhood (the sacrifice of daughters to the marriage market) as the
fulfillment of female duty. To a lesser degree, Vere is likewise mocked for her extreme
internalization of old-world English values, which also promote marriage and motherhood at the
cost of her selfhood. Finally, Ouida makes fun of Fuschia, the American New Woman, for her
shameless pursuit of money and social success.
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Additionally, humor at the narrative level is exposed by Ouida as a powerful and
debilitating force that supports the social status quo and impels especially her female characters
to act reprehensibly through the threat of social ridicule and ostracism. In highlighting the deeper
motivations that drive these characters’ morally inept decisions, Ouida presents them as more
than one-dimensional society women whose trivial obsessions prompt them to act selfishly.
Rather, they can be seen to interrogate the psychological impact of the prevalent and impossible
ideals of wifehood and motherhood that are characteristic of the Victorian woman. As such,
Lady Dolly, the most ridiculed character in the novel, can be viewed as more than a villain who
sacrifices her daughter for personal gain, but also a victim of social humor, which compels her to
enact life’s comedy. Thus, in closely examining the way in which humor functions in the novel,
Moths becomes more than just an inane society novel, but an incisive treatment of the conflict
between women’s personal freedoms and their social obligations.
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